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Impressions of Yanagita Kunio

I visited Professor Yanagita, then in his eighty-first year, and talked with him

through an interpreter. My impressions remain of a Buddha-like figure, benign,

serene, composed, but commanding and receiving deference, a large, well-

formed, handsome man, full-featured and smooth-faced.

– AMERICAN FOLKLORIST RICHARD M. DORSON

REFLECTING ON VISITING YANAGITA IN THE 1950S

I have pleasure in acknowledging here the particular obligations I am under to

Kunio Yanaghita, formerly Secretary of the Japanese House of Peers and a

distinguished and disinterested student of rural conditions.

– BRITISH JOURNALIST J. W. ROBERTSON SCOTT

IN HIS BOOK FOUNDATIONS OF JAPAN, 1922

If you could have met him [Yanagita] in person, seen him surrounded by his

marvelous library, heard him talking informally with visitors, or heard him check

on the work of his research assistants as I did—and then be invited to leave my

reading and to join him with a cup of tea and a chat … and when he came

downstairs to join the lady research group, heard their various kinds of research

and reports on their writing and then his comments, encouraging them, as I did,

you would see how he enjoyed giving individuals a boost in their studies. He

knew what was going on.

– FANNY HAGIN MAYER, TRANSLATOR OF JAPANESE TALES

IN A LETTER, AUGUST 6, 1981

© Japanime Co. Ltd. 2021 iii
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Preface to the Second Edition

Almost 10 years have passed since the first edition of this book was

published in 2012, and the promising future that Ronald Morse foresaw for

Western research in Yanagita Kunio in his original introduction certainly

seems to have materialized. When we updated the bibliography of Western

works on Yanagita and his brand of folklore studies, we were not only able

to add a significant number of entries to the list, we also found that those

included an even larger portion of texts in languages other than English

than before, indicating that the field has become even more international

and diverse than it used to be. Additionally, we were able to find a fair

number of newly published MA and BA theses, meaning that interest in

Yanagita remains strong among younger scholars as well. Finally, the

section on translations of Yanagita’s works into Western languages has also

grown substantially.

In addition, we have updated the individual articles with the help of the

authors and made a number of minor improvements to the book itself.

While the articles in the first edition had been included almost exactly as

they were received from the authors and very little effort had been made to

harmonize them in any way, the second edition aims for greater

consistency. And even though this goal has not been achieved completely,

we were able to fix a number of minor issues, inconsistencies, and

typographical errors.

In putting together this second edition, we are greatly indebted to Glenn

Kardy of Japanime Co. Ltd. for hosting the book on his company’s website

free of charge since the first edition and for allowing this second edition to

be hosted by CrossAsia. We are also indebted to Constanze Decker, Wilko

Lücht, and Markus Werz of the Trier University Library for their help with

cataloging and creating metadata for both the book itself and the individual

articles, as well as to Felix Siegmund and Oliver Kühne of CrossAsia for

setting up the hosting solution. Finally, we would like to thank Oda

© Japanime Co. Ltd. 2021 vii



viii

Tomihide, Friedrich Ulf Röhrer-Ertl of the Bavarian State Library in

Munich, and Oikawa Shōhei of the Institute of Folklore Studies at Seijō

University in Tokyo for their help in tracking down some lesser-known

translations of Yanagita Kunio’s works for the bibliography. 

Ronald A. Morse & Christian Goehlert

July 2021



Introduction: Yanagita Kunio in 

Global Perspective

Ronald A. Morse

This book is a by-product of a Japanese language book project sponsored by

Fujiwara Shoten publishers of Japan. The Japanese language book project

was titled Yanagita Kunio Studies Around the World �⇥⇤⌅⇤⇧⌃⌥�,

which contained twice as many articles as this English version. The

Japanese language volume was published in October 2012.

Articles in this book have been included as they were received from the

authors. There has been little editing and no attempt to integrate the different

styles of the authors. The goal in making this book available is to stimulate

some renewed international interest in Yanagita Kunio (1875–1962) and the

field of Japanese folklore studies.

By way of introduction, let me share with you some of the observations

in the Japanese book about overseas or “non-Japanese” studies of Yanagita.

It is generally recognized that Yanagita Kunio’s Japanese writings provide a

window on nearly every aspect of Japanese rural society and culture during

the first five decades of the 20th Century. Also, as the pioneer of Japanese

folklore studies, Yanagita’s works established the foundation for nearly

every area of folklore research that has followed. To be sure, many of

Morse, Ronald A. “Introduction: Yanagita Kunio in Global Perspective.” In Yanagita 

Kunio and Japanese Folklore Studies in the 21st Century, edited by Ronald A. Morse 
and Christian Goehlert, Second Revised Edition, 1–8. Kawaguchi: Japanime, 2021.
© Japanime Co. Ltd. 2021
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2 Ronald A. Morse

Yanagita’s folklore theories have been challenged in recent years, but his

writings are still at the center of the scholarly debates in Japanese folklore

research.1 As background, a brief outline of Yanagita’s life follows this

introduction.

For purposes of this book, “Yanagita Kunio studies” refers to the

examination of Yangita’s writings and research. This is the analysis and

interpretation of what Yanagita wrote and what his research reveals. At

another level, it refers more broadly to the study of Yanagita the man, his

career and his ideas. Yanagita’s life, as we know, was far more than folklore

studies. Ultimately, Yanagita Kunio studies refers to placing Yanagita’s

ideas and theories comparatively within the context of 20th Century Japanese

and world history. This last category would also include the analysis of

Yanagita’s folklore studies within the modernization process and the

development of the international social sciences. To give the reader a sense

of the scope of global (non-Japanese language) research on Yanagita and to

serve as a guide to additional reading, there is a fairly comprehensive

“Guide to Major Foreign Language Writings on Yanagita Kunio & Yanagita

Studies” in the Resources section of this book.

Yanagita Seen Through Non-Japanese Eyes

A survey of existing foreign language (non-Japanese language) research

materials reveals that there is a large volume of international writing that

touches briefly in one way or another on Yanagita Kunio or Japanese

folklore, but only a very small amount of this research focuses “directly” on

Yanagita and his studies. Interestingly, the greatest volume of research on

Yanagita can be found in North America. This might be because of both the

stronger tradition of Japanese studies as an academic discipline in North

America as well as the lasting impression that Yanagita made on American

scholars who met him personally when they served with the Allied

Occupation Forces in Japan after 1945.

While Japan’s scholarly relations with Europe have been historically

longer than ties with North America, the study of Yanagita Kunio is clearly
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less developed there. Even though there exists a general consensus among

European scholars that Yanagita Kunio is an important modern Japanese

thinker and his works are cited widely, Yanagita studies as a field of inquiry

is all but non-existent in Europe. Apart from an introduction to Yanagita

Kunio and his thinking written in Italian by Francesco Dentoni, the only

substantial works on Yanagita himself are two German monographs by

Peter Lutum that focus primarily on the relationship between Yanagita

Kunio and naturalist Minakata Kumagusu (1867–1941).

Nevertheless, a number of university MA and BA theses that deal with

Yanagita have been written in Europe over the years and several relevant

papers about him have been presented at recent conferences. Whether this

will lead to a greater number of publications in the future remains to be

seen, but since this trend coincides with a rising interest in monster, ghost

and goblin (yōkai) literature in America and Europe, which has drawn

renewed attention to Yanagita, the future of Western Yanagita studies seems

to be promising.

Non-Japanese “Asian” research on Yanagita Kunio is scattered and was

much harder to identify. This is in part, because Yanagita folklore studies

has been identified with Japanese pre-1945 colonial policy in Asia. We

know that Japanese folklore scholars (mostly Yanagita’s students)

introduced Japanese and Western folklore ideas into China, Korea,

Indonesia and elsewhere in Asia before and during World War II. Also,

several of Yanagita’s works have been translated into Korean and

Yanagita’s ties with Chinese folklorists (especially Zhou Zuoren, 1885–

1967) have been the subject of several Japanese publications. The

complexity of Asian research on Yanagita indicates that it deserves an

independent study of its own.

One complicating issue in defining “global research” is that there is

really no such thing as “purely” foreign research on Japan or Yanagita

Kunio. As a general rule, foreign researchers rely very heavily on Japanese

research and the advice of Japanese scholars when conducting their own

studies.

Another issue is that compared to Yanagita’s pioneering folklore work,

currently the academic disciplines of anthropology, ethnology and even

folklore are far more developed and thriving in Japan and around the world.
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The intellectual environment today is very different from the developmental

phase of folklore studies when Yanagita did his major traveling and writing.

Also, for each of these fields of study, there are now academic societies,

professional journals, and international conferences held on a regular basis.

The Thematic Diversity of Yanagita Studies

In this context, it is important to ask why Yanagita has received such

exceptional international recognition as an important 20th Century Japanese

thinker. One reason is that his writings cover a broad range of subjects (folk

beliefs, rituals, festivals, ancestor worship, community structure, kinship

systems, folk religion and much more). Another reason is that he did

comment on political issues of the times, though often indirectly. Finally, he

interacted with a broad range of key Japanese thinkers during his lifetime.

Part of Yanagita’s popularity also derives from his flowing literary and

journalistic writing style that is popular with Japanese. This same style often

seems daunting and cryptic to foreign scholars. In his writings, Yanagita

also avoided the academic trappings of documentation that scholars

normally employ. Yanagita, always interesting, was also (intentionally) not

dogmatic or ideological in his writing.

There are also the shifting phases in Yanagita’s life—from 1900 to 1920,

Yanagita led essentially two separate lives—on the one hand he was a high-

level government bureaucrat involved in the politics of the day. At the same

time, he led a semi-private life of literary salons and folklore writing on a

wide variety of cultural topics.

While Yanagita didn’t study overseas after college, as many Japanese of

the time did, from May to December 1921 and again from May 1922 to

November 1923, he served as a delegate to the League of Nations in

Geneva. Following that, he was a journalist with the Asahi Newspaper for

nearly two decades.

Recently, the importance of Yanagita’s time at the League of Nations has

attracted considerable attention because of his direct exposure to Western

folklore studies and the boost it gave to his understanding of global folklore
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trends. Research shows that Yanagita’s experience in Europe (Yanagita had

a good working knowledge of French and English and knew some German

and Dutch) provided the foundation for his more theoretical folklore work in

the 1930s. While serving in Geneva, Yanagita visited Germany (four times

in 8/1921, 9/1922, 4/1923 & 8/1923), Switzerland, Austria, France, Holland,

England, and Italy and collected the folklore studies of Finland and Russia.

One of the most neglected areas of study in Yanagita studies, in Japan

and overseas, is the degree to which Yanagita relied on foreign ideas and

research to formulate his own folklore studies. This is difficult to verify

because Yanagita included few footnotes in his works and seldom

documented his information sources. But we do know that in Yanagita’s

personal library, now housed at Seijō University in Tokyo, there are a total

of about 20,000 items, including 1,434 books and 900 journals in foreign

languages.

As Japanese scholars have pointed out, there are also many interesting

and important episodes in Yanagita’s political life, but only a few foreign

scholars have paid much attention to the mix of politics and folklore in

Yanagita’s studies. For these and other reasons, Yanagita has semi-celebrity

status in Japan and has achieved major recognition overseas.

Global Research

Overseas research on Japan received a major boost after World War II,

when a large number of World War II trained American and European

Japanese language experts returned to their native countries, earned Ph.D.s

and began to develop Japanese studies programs at Western universities.

Initial research, largely on Japanese history, was focused on preparing

textbooks and examining modern Japanese politics and economics. Japanese

literature, which had a popular following from before the war, also

developed rather quickly. Religious studies of Japan were also particularly

strong in Europe.

The global number of Japanese language capable, non-Japanese

researchers for all disciplines today probably numbers only around 3,000
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individuals. In 1988, there were 1,294 Japan specialists at some 295

American academic institutions. Even so, the number of works written by

Yanagita that are translated into foreign languages is still very small—only

two of his works, the Legends of Tono a n d About Our Ancestors, are

readably available in English translation.

Foreign interest in Yanagita Kunio was in part stimulated by the boom of

interest in Yanagita in Japan in the 1970s. Overseas Yanagita studies has

also grown following spurts of interest in Yanagita in Japan—in 1962 when

the first of the 28 volumes of Yanagita’s complete works appeared; after his

death in 1962; and around 1975 on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of

Yanagita’s birth. In the wake of this last boom, there was a growing

overseas recognition of Yanagita’s presence as a key intellectual figure in

the 1920s and 1930s (the late Taishō and early Shōwa years) when the

Japanese empire was expanding throughout Asia.

In the 1980s and 1990s, Yanagita became the focus of a new generation

of foreign scholars mainly in America, who were interested in comparing

German and Japanese intellectual trends in the 1920s and 1930s. They saw

Yanagita, who was unhappy with government sponsored nationalism,

Japanese colonialism, and imperialism, trying to invent his own grass-roots

field of studies to serve as a counter thesis to what was happening at the

national level. But, in their view, Yanagita failed to develop an effective

social science of folklore. His folklore, they argued, was simply cultural

nationalism in the form of a new kokugaku (national studies or nativism)—

an anti-scientific cultural particularism or romantic nationalism.2

Yanagita as 20th Century Humanist

While there is no excusing Yanagita for the weaknesses and failures in his

studies, it is important to recognize that he was fairly representative of his

times. And seen from a comparative and international perspective,

Yanagita’s way of thinking and approach to folklore was not all that

exceptional.
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Establishing the discipline and academic study of folklore in Europe or

anywhere has never been easy. Folklore study was established in Europe

first and was slow to achieve professional status in America. Even in North

America today, there are only 11 universities that grant doctorates in

folklore studies. Only 17 universities in the US offer Master’s degrees in

folklore. Richard M. Dorson, the pioneer of American folklore studies, who

studied at Yanagita’s Folklore Institute in 1956–1957, has pointed out that

folklore is seldom defined because it is so complex. In fact, he points out,

the term “folklore” did not exist before 1846.3

Today, 50 years after Yanagita Kunio’s passing, his legacy of research

and writing lives on. Despite what writers say about his successes and

failures, he remains one of Japan’s intellectual giants of the 20th Century.

And his legacy is not restricted to Japan. Yanagita has generated significant

interest and research worldwide regarding Japan’s folk traditions. And the

field of study he created has rich potential as a basis for comparative study.

No words capture the essence of Yanagita Studies in Japan and overseas

more succinctly than those of the Japanese anthropologist Ishida Eiichiro

when he wrote that Yanagita’s life-work was “Unfinished but Enduring.”4

Yanagita Kunio’s place in history as one of Japan’s leading humanistic

thinkers of the 20th Century is secure. And even today, 50 years after his

death, he is still shaping how Japanese and non-Japanese define Japanese

traditions and culture.

Notes

1 Over the years, several collections of Yanagita’s Japanese writings have been

published by Chikuma Shobō publishers. The major sets are as follows: In 1962,

Chikuma Shobō issued the “Standard Edition” of Yanagita Kunio  ⌦⇧⌃↵��,

which contained 31 main and 5 supplementary volumes. This collection did not

include Yanagita’s personal papers, literary writings or diaries. In 1978–1979,

Chikuma published a 12 volume collection of representative and easier to read

“New” Yanagita books ��⇧⌃⌥��. Between 1989 and 1991 there was the 32

volume ⇧⌃⌥�✏�. In 1997, Chikuma Shobō started publishing a “Definitive

Collection” of Yanagita’s works, ⇣ ⌘⇧⌃↵�✏�. This is scheduled to be

completed in 2014. Currently, volumes 1 through 33 have been published. Volumes
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1 through 21 contain 92 volumes of Yanagita’s books. Volume 22 contains works

that Yanagita edited. Volumes 23 to 33 contain Yanagita’s essays and articles.

Volumes 34 and 35 will contain Yanagita’s unpublished drafts and materials

published after his death. Volumes 36 and 37 will contain letters and diaries. The

last few additional volumes will contain a table of contents, general index, a

detailed chronology of Yanagita’s life and an extensive bibliography. [As of June

2021, the main volumes and two supplementary volumes have been completed. The

supplementary volumes III and IV are scheduled to be released in 2023.]

2 Two essays that examine Yanagita’s career over time are: Fukuta, Ajio. “How the

Task of Studying Yanagita Kunio Has Developed,” Theories and Methods in

Japanese Studies: Current State and Future Developments, edited by Hans Dieter

Ölschleger. Bonn University Press, 2008, 63–73 and Mori, Akiko. “Japan” A

Companion to Folklore (Blackwell Companions to Anthropology) edited by Regina

F. Bendix and Galit Hasan-Rokem. Blackwell Publishing, 2012, 211–233.

3 Richard M. Dorson, “The Value of the Humanities: A Folklorists View.” The

Humanist As Citizen, edited by John Agresto and Peter Riesenberg, National

Humanities Center, 1981, 165–176; Richard M. Dorson, “Concepts of Folklore and

Folklife Studies,” in Folklore and Folklife. University of Chicago, 1972, 13.

4 Ishida, Eiichirō. “Unfinished but Enduring: Yanagita Kunio’s Folklore Studies,”

Japan Quarterly, Vol. 10, No.1, (1963), 35–42.



Brief Outline of Yanagita Kunio’s 

Life

1875 Born on July 31 in Tsujikawa, Hyōgo Prefecture as Matsuoka

Kunio.

1887 Moved to Tokyo with his older brother.

1890 Studied poetry and became involved in literary circles.

1897 Entered the Law Department of Tokyo Imperial University.

1900 Graduated the university and joined the Agricultural Policy

Office of the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce.

1904 Kunio married into the prominent Yanagita family.

1908 Became Secretary for the Imperial Household Agency.

1909 Published Nochi no Karikotoba no Ki (Additional Notes on

Hunting Terms).

1910 Published Ishigami mondō (Discussions About Carved Stone

Deities) and Tōno monogatari (The Legends of Tono). Yanagita

and Nitobe Inazō established a monthly “Local Studies Group”

(Kyōdokai) that met until 1918.

1913 Councilor of the Legislative Bureau.

1915 Master of Imperial Ceremonies for the Coronation of the Taishō

Emperor.

1915

–1919

Yanagita’s friend J. W. Robertson Scott, a British expert on rural

economy and journalist, lived in Tokyo.

1917 Traveled to Taiwan, China and Korea.

1919 Resigned position as Secretary General of the House of Peers on

December 24.

1920 Yanagita became a contributing writer with the Asahi

Newspaper.

© Japanime Co. Ltd. 2021 9
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1921

–1923

Yanagita was a delegate to the Permanent Mandates Commission

of the League of Nations in Geneva. Yanagita travels widely in

Europe.

1925 Established journal Minzoku (Folkways).

1927 Built a house and library/research center in Seijō (Tokyo).

1933 Yanagita published “Momotarō no tanjō” (The Birth of

Momotaro) and shifted his folklore studies to the collection and

examination of tales.

1935 Sets-up “Minkan denshō no kai” (Popular Traditions Group)

which became the Folklore Society of Japan in 1949.

1936 Published essay “Yōkai dangi” (Discussions on Monsters).

1941 Received the 12th Asahi Cultural Award. Sheltered leftist and

communist scholars in his research institute.

1946 Published “Senzo no Hanashi” (About our Ancestors).

Yanagita’s students help the Occupation Forces with survey work

in Japan. Elected to the Privy Council, an advisory council to the

Emperor.

1957 Yanagita’s folklore research center closed. Library moved to

Seijō University.

1961 Decision made to publish Yanagita’s collected works.

1962 Yanagita died on August 8 at age 88.



Yōkai and Yanagita Kunio: A View 

from the 21st Century

Michael Dylan Foster

1 Introduction

One of the many lasting contributions Yanagita Kunio made to the

discipline of minzokugaku (folklore studies) was his work on yōkai1 and

other mysterious phenomena (kaii genshō). Indeed, the study of yōkai—as a

visit to any good Japanese library or bookstore reveals—is still a major

aspect of contemporary minzokugaku. My own research focuses on changing

conceptions of yōkai in literature and folklore from the Edo period to the

present and I am by no means a Yanagita scholar, but the importance of

Yanagita’s work to the study of yōkai cannot be overlooked. In this essay, I

explore Yanagita’s approach to yōkai and attempt, somewhat speculatively,

to translate his ideas into a way of thinking about Japanese folklore and

popular culture more broadly within a globalized arena.2

Foster, Michael Dylan (  0000-0003-4664-7566). “Yōkai and Yanagita Kunio: A 

View from the 21st Century.” Yanagita Kunio and Japanese Folklore Studies in the 

21st Century, edited by Ronald A. Morse and Christian Goehlert, Second Revised 

Edition, 11–34. Kawaguchi: Japanime, 2021.

© Japanime Co. Ltd. 2021
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12 Michael Dylan Foster

My general observations on Yanagita’s brand of yōkaigaku

(monsterology) draw on the work of numerous scholars in Japan and

elsewhere, but my experiences teaching folklore at a university in the U.S.

have given me a unique perspective on some of the issues he discusses. I

have discovered that to many of my students, both undergraduate and

graduate, yōkai and Japanese folklore are practically synonymous; students

who know almost nothing else about Japan have somehow heard of kappa or

kitsune or kuchi-sake-onna. They learn of these things through manga and

anime, as well as films and video games, all usually in English translation. It

is this exposure that drives them to inquire further into Japanese folklore, to

find the “origins” of the popular culture creatures they have come to love.

For many of these students, Japanese yōkai are metonymic of Japanese

culture more generally, both embodiment and representative of all that is

exotic, mysterious, and compellingly fascinating about this otherworld

across the sea.

In the essay here, then, I keep these students in mind as I consider

Yanagita’s approach as a heuristic for interpreting the role of yōkai within a

globalized popular culture paradigm. In particular, I suggest that Yanagita’s

understanding of yōkai as representing an authentic, disappearing part of

Japanese culture, is now an intrinsic part of the contemporary global

perspective on yōkai, in which they have become a popular cultural

phenomenon representative of an imagined, originary “otherworld” of

Japan. This is not to say that Yanagita’s influence is direct, that people

interested in yōkai today, in Japan and abroad, actually study Yanagita’s

works; rather, through the medium of commercial popular culture producers,

Yanagita’s theoretics have filtered down, as it were, to become the

commonsense outlook of a globalized generation of popular culture

consumers. My observations here are merely conjectural, but I hope they

suggest ways that Yanagita’s discourse can help us transcend national

boundaries so that we can also consider non-Japanese consumers of yōkai,

and more broadly, consumers of “Japanese” culture outside of Japan.

In the pages that follow, I first contextualize Yanagita’s work within its

historic, intellectual trajectory. Then I briefly summarize three aspects of his

approach to the interpretation of yōkai (and other folkloric phenomena). And

finally, I suggest how this approach has dispersed into popular discourse to
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become, almost a century later, the commonsense lens through which the

general public (that is, people without a scholarly investment in the study of

folklore) in Japan and elsewhere interpret yōkai. To state the conclusion

first, my broader suggestion is that the elite modern ideology of the

intellectual class has become, in the twenty-first century, the commonsense

vernacular ideology of the producers and consumers of popular culture.

2 Yanagita Kunio versus Inoue Enryō

During the Meiji period, the dominant methodology with regard to the study

of yōkai was that of philosopher and educator Inoue Enryō (1858–1919),

who created what he called yōkaigaku with a specific objective: to rationally

explain away supernatural beliefs so that Japan could become a modern

nation-state comparable to (and competitive with) nations in the West.

Enryō considered yōkai to be a form of “false mystery” (kakai �⇥) that

had to be abolished before the Japanese people could be enlightened to the

true workings of the world on both a mundane and sacred level. To this end,

he collected volumes of data on yōkai-related folk beliefs from around Japan

and developed an analytical framework to categorize yōkai and

systematically filter out “superstitions” (meishin) from what he defined as

“true mystery” (shinkai ⇤⇥).3

Without delving further into the details of Enryō’s bunmei-kaika

(enlightenment) ideology, suffice it to say that Yanagita took a slightly

different tack from the outset. Although, like Enryō, he was interested in

gathering yōkai beliefs from around Japan, he did not debunk them as

superstitions; rather he set out to record and preserve them as disappearing

relics of earlier belief systems. For Yanagita, yōkai were priceless cultural

commodities evocative of an ideal past. Yanagita’s own “science” of the

supernatural was an attempt to go beyond—or perhaps sidestep—Enryō’s

conflation of yōkai with superstition, and look more carefully at the

relationship between yōkai and human beings.4 In contrast to Enryō,

Yanagita does not focus on whether yōkai exist; he assumes that if people

believe, or once believed, in their existence, then they are part of an
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empirical record, a critical aspect of Japanese identity, and should be studied

as such. For Yanagita, the question was not how to make yōkai go away, but

rather how to capture them before they disappeared completely: “Certainly,

in recent years they are the most neglected element of our cultural record

[bunka etsureki]; accordingly, when we as a people undertake a course of

self-reflection, they are a resource that will provide a particularly surprising

number of hints.”5 The rapidly disappearing Other of yōkai is essential for

defining the persistent Self of the Japanese people. That is, Yanagita is not

concerned with separating the “real” from the “imaginary”; rather, he

embraces the very ambiguity that makes them both possible.

3 Tōno and the Quest for Authenticity

Many scholars have argued that Yanagita valued the countryside as a

storehouse for a disappearing Otherness essential for defining modern

subjectivity. “Yanagita’s countryside,” as H. D. Harootunian has pointed

out, “was an imaginary, constructed from a discourse aimed at conserving

and preserving traces of a lost presence.”6 Within this context, Yanagita’s

seminal Tōno monogatari can be read as part of a desire for a return to (or

discovery of) an authentic Japan that had somehow been preserved far from

the centers of a rapidly modernizing, urbanizing Japan. In Tōno monogatari

Yanagita leads the reader deep into a world of the past and pastoral, to a

land still inhabited by yōkai, a place that the train—that quintessential

symbol of modernity—had not yet reached. Indeed, the now-famous preface

conveys a sense of excited nostalgia, as if Yanagita has discovered

something lurking at the heart of the nation that must be shared before it

disappears: “Is there anybody who, after hearing these tales and seeing this

place, would not want to tell them to others?”7

Much has been written about Tōno monogatari, and I do not want to

rehash that here. Suffice it to say, however that Yanagita’s exoticization

(colonization) of an internal otherworld (Tōno = past and pastoral Japan) is

part of a broader valorization of “native” Japan during a period of intense

migration to the urban centers.8 On one hand, Yanagita’s work only
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reinscribes established hierarchies of metropole and periphery; the

Otherness he constitutes for Tōno is the product of the discursive hegemony

of his own Tokyo-based academic, government, and literary community. On

the other hand, Tōno monogatari also marks a distinct shift from the

attitudes of Inoue Enryō and the bunmei-kaika (enlightenment) thinkers.

Yanagita has traded Enryō’s didacticism for a new voyeurism, a gaze that

observes and reports, translating the murmurings of an internal otherworld

into a flat-descriptive (heimen byōsha) urban vernacular.9

Yanagita’s early literary ethnography of Tōno is not only an indication

that the organic culture of the region is actually in the process of changing;

it also tells a story of the elite, urban imaginary, in which an originary rural

past is idealized as a locus of the true heart of the Japanese people and

nation. Tōno monogatari is one step in this process of aestheticization: a

series of snapshots of a place out of time. Yanagita’s focus on the landscape

of Tōno (the preface literally inscribes the terrain in his writing, noting

how a particular mountain is shaped like a katakana ⌅ ) indicates his

“awareness,” as Karatani Kōjin suggests, “that ‘landscape’ was really a

matter of language.”10 Yanagita preserves the landscape-language of a

particular time and place, crystallizing it in a form that not only gives

(textual) permanence to the ways of the past, but also makes them, with all

their odors and unpleasantness, safely accessible to the modern reader back

in Tokyo. Perhaps because of their inherent elusiveness, within this

nostalgic quest for authenticity, yōkai become representative of the precious

disappearing cultural resource, the “real” thing, that must be captured, or at

least recorded, before it disappears forever.11

4 A Modern Approach to Yōkai

Although many of the legends in Tōno monogatari tell of mysterious

phenomena, the monograph is not explicitly about yōkai. Rather, as a

collection primarily of short narratives and experiences, it is akin to the

hyaku-monogatari-shū of the Edo period and it is unlikely that Yanagita

intended it as any kind of systematic discourse on the mysterious. But
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clearly he was also beginning to consider the place of yōkai within the logic

of a modernizing nation. His essays on the subject constitute a resistance to

Enryō’s ideology in that they do not debunk yōkai belief, but rather see it as

a precious commodity and a critical part of the record of Japanese culture.12

Yanagita’s specific approach to yōkai has been well examined by other

scholars, and I will only briefly summarize it here. From the outset,

however, I would reiterate that his research on yōkai can be thought of as a

metonym for his broader establishment of the discipline of minzokugaku.

Even as he developed methods of capturing these most elusive and abstract

of phenomena, he was also establishing a durable approach for thinking

about more concrete aspects of Japanese folklore and folkways.

Although he never explicitly sets out a methodology for contending with

yōkai, considered together Yanagita’s essays on the subject do suggest a

theoretical framework.13 Komatsu Kazuhiko, for example, has perceptively

isolated key components of Yanagita’s approach, including the collection

and categorization of yōkai, Yanagita’s distinctions between obake and

yūrei, and his theory of degradation.14 For the purposes of my argument

here, I draw on these components and alter them slightly into the following

three-pronged approach to understanding the phenomenon of yōkai: 1) an

embracing of ambiguity; 2) collection and categorization of yōkai; and 3) a

theory of degradation. Below I briefly explore each one of these tenets

through close readings of relevant texts.

4.1 Embracing Ambiguity

In contrast to bunmei-kaika scholars such as Enryō, Yanagita’s approach

balanced both the mystery and possibility represented by yōkai with the

scientific explanation for their existence. Speaking generally, this attitude is

now a given in the modern study of folklore, in Japan and elsewhere, in

which belief systems are not refuted but collected and interpreted. Having

said this, however, by carefully reading one of Yanagita’s rarely discussed

but revealing short essays we gain insight into his own personal acceptance
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of this non-judgmental stance, provocatively revealing his early struggles

with questions of belief and empirical reality.

In “Genkaku no jikken” (Experiments with Illusion, 1936), Yanagita

recounts an experience he had some forty-eight years earlier, when he was a

fourteen-year-old boy living at his brother’s house in Ibaraki Prefecture.

One day, while digging around in the dirt near a small local shrine, a bored

Yanagita has a mysterious experience:

I don’t know why I did this, but from a crouching position, I strained my neck

upward and looked to a point a little down and to the east of the middle of the

sky. Even now I remember vividly, in the clear blue of the sky, about fifteen

degrees from the orb of the sun, here and there I could see several dozen daytime

stars [hiru no hoshi] … Because I felt that this was so mysterious [shinpi] I told

nobody of my experience for some time. And I kept in my heart the belief that, if

you only had the chance, stars were something you could see in the daylight.15

The experience resonates with a sense of the mystic and the sacred:

Yanagita has been afforded a momentary glimpse into an otherworld, and it

opens up in him a new realm of possibility, a feeling that if one “only had

the chance” the invisible realm might become visible. Eventually, he does

reveal his vision of the daytime stars to some medical students, and his

confession is greeted with laughter; the young Yanagita is ridiculed for

slipping away from the hegemonic rationalism of the period. Together with

the medical students he peruses books on basic astronomy, and gradually

comes to doubt the veracity of his own experience. Nevertheless, the

experience has made an indelible impression, and several years later, when

he relates it to his university friends in Tokyo, they tease him, saying,

“You’re a poet!” (331).

The reference to poetry is noteworthy here because it gestures to

Yanagita’s particular minzokugaku methodology: it takes a poetic approach

to probe the heart of the folk. The scene he recounts suggests that it is the

poet’s willingness to believe, to transcend the objective laws of nature, that

allows him insight into the subjective laws of the supernatural. Like

metaphors, the daylight stars signify something beyond themselves, and

Yanagita’s glimpse into the mysterious becomes a powerful affective
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experience, a rite of passage, that makes him privy to—or at least respectful

of—the subjective experiences of others. As portrayed in the essay, the

young Yanagita offers no resistance to the mystic signs presented to him,

but rather desires to learn how to interpret their meanings. As an adult

writing the essay, he seems to be saying that even now his own heart is not

aligned with the skeptical medical students but with the child he once was,

oblivious to the restrictions imposed on the universe by the science of

astronomy.

This short episode is indicative of how Yanagita will seek to find the

mysterious in everyday life. He is searching for the poetry imbedded in

common speech, the hidden turns of expression that give a glimpse of

meaning beyond the words, buried in the landscape—or concealed right out

in the open, as in the daytime sky. It is significant that he recounts the tale

in 1936, when minzokugaku as a discipline had achieved what many

consider its apex.16 In the years between the experience and its inscription,

Yanagita had developed an approach for dealing with such phenomena as

the daylight stars: while recognizing his university friends’ distinction

between science and poetry, he would make a concerted effort not to deny

the poetic—or rather, to incorporate the poetic into the scientific. In fact,

poetic and personal as the experience may be, Yanagita explains that he is

offering it only as a single example: “if we make efforts to simply record

this sort of episode as it is told, it will prove useful” (329), and if many such

experiences were collected “we could come a little closer to the truth” (332).

4.2 Collection and Classification

The collection and classification of yōkai was certainly neither new nor

exclusive to the work of Yanagita. Not only did Inoue Enryō actively

promote this aspect of yōkai research, but indeed it was during the Edo

period, with works such as the Kinmō zui and the Wakansansaizue, that a

neo-Confucian mindset led to the development of what I call the

“encyclopedic mode.” This way of thinking about knowledge can be

characterized as a discursive and practical method dedicated to collecting
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and codifying and labeling. Such an effort emphasizes: 1) the presentation

of an inclusive collection of knowledge about a subject; 2) the compression

of knowledge into compact, self-contained units; and 3) the listing and

organization of these units. Perhaps the best example of this approach with

regard to yōkai is the work of Toriyama Sekien (1712–1788), who

illustrated over two hundred distinct yōkai from Japanese and Chinese

folklore and literature and also, presumably, his own fertile imagination.17

Yanagita’s scholarly focus positions his taxonomic work somewhere

between Sekien’s artistic/creative approach and Enryō’s

scientific/dismissive approach, but he too enthusiastically promoted the

collection and organization of yōkai. For assembling his own collection,

Yanagita drew from existing sources, both written and oral, and in many

essays he not only provides examples of yōkai but also reasserts the need for

further collection. The most systematic expression of his collecting work is

“Yōkai meii,” published over several months between 1938 and 1939 in the

journal Minkan denshō.18 Essentially a catalog of seventy-nine different

yōkai, the text is made up of entries culled from local gazetteers and folklore

collections (including his own Tōno monogatari); each entry contains a

short description of the yōkai in question. Often, the mysterious thing noted

is less a creature than a phenomenon, such as the nurikabe:

Found on the coast of Onga County in Chikuzen [present-day Fukuoka

Prefecture]. When [you are] walking along a road at night, suddenly a wall

appears in front of you, and you cannot go anywhere. This is called nurikabe and

it is feared. It is said that if you take a stick and strike at the  bottom of it, it will

disappear; but if you hit at the top part, nothing will happen …. (431)

The more famous yōkai—such as tanuki, kitsune, and mikoshi-nyūdō—

do not require separate entries; they are mentioned only to better describe

local manifestations that resemble them. Yanagita notes, for example, that a

yōkai called nyūdōbōzu is the same as mikoshi-nyūdō, and describes this

version through a specific localized belief (433).

Although there are no subheadings or divisions in the catalog, a close

reading reveals an organization rather loosely based on associations—things

that suddenly obstruct your passage at night, for example, or things akin to
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mikoshi-nyūdō. In his introduction Yanagita does not mention this vague

organization; rather, he stresses the difficulty of categorizing these things

that are already disappearing from the landscape and even, he fears, from

memory: “I still have not established a method for categorization, and I

think the main reason for this lies in the insufficiency of words [goi]. Now I

would like to draw a little on the memories of readers. But perhaps it is

already too late” (424).

Despite his pessimism, Yanagita does tentatively suggest two principles

for categorizing yōkai. The first concerns the place in which they appear—

roadways, dwelling places, mountains, and water—with roadways being the

most common. The second principle focuses on “the degree of belief

[shinkōdo no nōtan]”:

For the most part these days, confidence [in the existence of yōkai] is rare, which

indicates a tendency [of legends or beliefs] to turn into folktales.19 In between

[those who believe in yōkai and those who do not believe in yōkai] are those who

don’t believe in their existence but, upon hearing a story, experience an eerie

feeling. This [group] is situated next to those who, though they normally reject

the existence of yōkai, regress somewhat in their way of thinking when they see

something mysterious [fushigi]. (424)

Even after these thoughtful ruminations, Yanagita does not end up actually

employing his own taxonomical principles in the text, stressing only that

“Yōkai meii” is a reference source to which he hopes others will add.

Yanagita’s most famous contribution to yōkai studies also concerns

classification, in this case the distinct division he outlines between obake

a n d yūrei in another short essay, “Yōkai dangi” (Discussions of Yōkai,

1936). He laments the confusion brought on by modern urban existence,

noting that, until recently,

There was a pretty clear distinction between obake and yūrei that anybody would

have realized. To start with, obake generally appeared in set locations. If you

avoided these particular places you could live your entire life without ever

running into one. In contrast, yūrei—despite the theory that they have no legs—

doggedly came after you. When [a yūrei] stalked you, it would chase you even if
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you escaped a distance of a hundred ri. It is fair to say that this would never be

the case with a bakemono. The second point is that bakemono did not choose

their victims; rather they targeted the ordinary masses. … On the other hand, [a

yūrei] only targeted the person it was concerned with. … And the final point is

that there is a vital distinction regarding time. As for a yūrei, with the shadowy

echo of the bell of Ushimitsu [hour of the bull], the yūrei would soon knock on

the door or scratch at the folding screen. In contrast, [bakemono] appear at a

range of times. A skillful bakemono might darken the whole area and make an

appearance even during the daytime, but on the whole, the time that seemed to be

most convenient for them was the dim light of dusk or dawn. In order for people

to see them, and be frightened by them, emerging in the pitch darkness after even

the plants have fallen asleep is, to say the least, just not good business practice.

(292–293)

I quote this passage at length because it has become a critical, oft-cited

element of Yanagita’s writing on yōkai. As Komatsu Kazuhiko has pointed

out, however, scholars realize when they pursue concrete examples that

Yanagita’s distinctions simply do not hold up and researchers have had to

refine and amend his distinctions.20

In short, the second critical aspect of Yanagita’s yōkaigaku is this

emphasis on collection and categorization, a call for a systematic archiving

of this deep cultural resource. Yanagita’s particular spin on the encyclopedic

mode may have been speculative and open-ended, but my point here is that

the creation of a compendium to record the fading remnants of yōkai belief

was at the heart of his attempt to grapple with these creatures and the people

who told their tales.

4.3 Theory of Degradation (reiraku-ron)

In his 1917 essay, “Hitotsume-kozō,” Yanagita writes that, “when old beliefs

were oppressed and made to surrender to new beliefs, all the [old] deities

[kami-sama] were degraded [reiraku] and became yōkai. That is to say,

yōkai are unauthorized deities [kōnin serarezaru kami]” (125).21 This
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concept of yōkai as deities who have lost their official sanction is the third

major aspect of Yanagita’s approach, what we might call his “degradation

theory,” in which he conjectures that the objects of once-serious beliefs had

devolved or become degraded (reiraku), stripped of their sacred nature, to

appear as yōkai.

In “Bon sugi Medochi dan” (After the Bon Festivities: Tales of Medochi

[Kappa], 1932) Yanagita outlines three steps of a process he characterizes as

the “foundational principle of our yōkaigaku.” Citing the kappa as an

example, he notes that in stage one the creature is respected and kept distant:

we avoid places where it is known to lurk, and if we see a kappa we run

away in fear. The next stage is when we begin to think that it is silly to

avoid a particular place because of a kappa; we challenge our own fears,

though inside we are still rather uncomfortable. Every person is different,

Yanagita concedes, but “as for society, this is a period of half-belief-half-

doubt.” Finally we come to the third stage, when society has “evolved” and

the number of doubters begins to increase. Accompanying this stage are

stories of the subjugation of yōkai, in which they are made to swear never

again to cause mischief. Yōkai have, at this point, fully left behind the realm

of legend and belief to enter the world of folktale and entertainment (350–

351).

Yanagita reiterates his understanding of this process in a number of

different essays. In “Tanuki to demonorojii” (1918), for example, he notes

that three distinct periods of “demonology” accompany the progress of

civilization. In the first stage, the agent (yōkai) has the ability to possess

(tsuku) people; in the second stage, it can derange (kuruwasu); and in the

third stage, all it can do is surprise (odorokasu). These periods of progress,

according to Yanagita, are also geographically determined—with the rural

areas still in the earlier stages, while the urban centers of Japan have entered

the third stage.22

Not surprisingly, Yanagita’s conception of progress is based on a

unilinear evolutionary model; the evolutionary paradigm, with social

Darwinism at its core, was common currency (in Japan and elsewhere) at

this time. Indeed, Yanagita’s evaluation o f yōkai as stemming from belief

systems which modernity had surmounted is uncannily similar to Freud’s

contemporaneous (1919) discussion of the “Unheimlich,” what he calls,
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“that class of the frightening which leads back to what is known of old and

long familiar.”23 Yanagita’s particular version of cultural evolution is

distinguished by its focus on different stages of development existing

simultaneously, with progress along the evolutionary trajectory determined

by geography—the distance of the periphery from the center. This notion of

temporary regional differences dovetails with the burgeoning

contemporaneous idea of a broader “Japaneseness,” in which, as Tessa

Morris-Suzuki puts it, “local differences, rather than being the products of

distinct local histories, were redefined as different evolutionary points along

a single line of national history.”24

Yanagita charts the process of human evolution by concentrating on the

concurrent devolution experienced by yōkai. As humanity progresses and

modernity increasingly informs everyday life, the yōkai’s “fate” entails a

gradual degeneration from an object of serious belief to one of comical

entertainment (341). Critically, I would suggest, the degradation theory of

yōkai is a key to Yanagita’s broader development of minzokugaku.

Modernity was a process—both temporal as well as geographic—that drew

people away from an authentic past, and an authentic place. The longing for

yōkai was a nostalgic drive to return to this authenticity, when yōkai were

not comical storybook characters, but awesome deities or, at the very least,

real monsters.

5 The Fate of yōkai

Yanagita developed these three tenets with regard to yōkai through

collection and interpretation of scattered fragments of belief and ritual found

throughout the Japanese archipelago; he undertook this work during a

particular moment when Japan was actively in the process of transforming

itself into a modern nation. In one way or another, all of these foci are a

product of the intellectual milieu and the cultural imaginary of the moment;

indeed, if folklore is an academic discipline born in large part from the

processes of modernity, then it is not surprising to find remarkable

similarities of approach in different countries experiencing similar
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trajectories of progress. A common effect of folkloric study is the creation

of a binary of “traditional” versus “modern,” with those things considered

“traditional” relegated to an archaic status: aestheticized and cherished,

perhaps, but no longer of living relevance. In one sense, this is what might

have happened to Yanagita’s yōkai; indeed, to a certain extent the “belief” in

yōkai that Inoue Enryō railed against did come to be considered irrelevant or

old-fashioned by the postwar period. Yanagita’s was an effort in “salvage

ethnography,” saving these disappearing beliefs for the museum shelves of

the future.

But this simple trajectory is confounded by the reality that yōkai are still,

as it were, as alive and vibrant as ever. Certainly a Japanese child born in the

early twenty-first century in Tokyo or Osaka may not hear kaidan and yōkai

tales from a grandparent. But it is likely that the same child will be exposed

to numerous yōkai on television, film, computer games, in manga and even

in street signs and advertising copy. There are many reasons for this popular

culture resurgence of interest in yōkai, not the least of which is the postwar

(and continuing) popularity of the work of Mizuki Shigeru (1922–2015)

with his Gegege no Kitarō, Kappa no sanpei, and other manga/anime/film

series. So the “fate” of yōkai, it turns out, was to flourish not necessarily in

the premodern disappearing folkloric world of the rural hinterlands, but

rather to proliferate in the postmodern urban landscape of popular culture

and cyberspace.

But what of the fate of Yanagita’s three pronged approach to theorizing

yōkai? Can such a theory, born of a particular modern moment, have any

meaning in a postmodern world in which yōkai thrive commercially through

the media of mass production and popular culture? I would suggest that in a

broad sense, Yanagita’s approach has in fact become the paradigmatic

mentalité, the everyday worldview (Weltanschauung) or common sense, of

the producers and consumers of yōkai within a popular culture context. That

is, Yanagita’s once elite academic approach to understanding vernacular

monsters has become the common vernacular approach.

This does not necessarily mean that Yanagita’s influence was direct;

rather, the very thing that made Yanagita’s theory part of the modernity of

the early twentieth century is now part and parcel of a popular mindset

within the globalized postmodernity of the twenty-first century. In other
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words, an uncanny reverberation of Yanagita’s approach to yōkai can be

found by looking at the articulation and understanding of yōkai within the

contemporary global popular culture arena.

6 Mizuki Shigeru

By considering the way Yanagita’s modern conceptions have filtered into a

contemporary, postmodern, context, we gain insight into the flow of ideas,

in this case from the elite to the common, from the academic to the popular.

Within this movement, of course, there are “mediums” who are instrumental

in the exchange and promulgation of these ideas; just as Yanagita

“translated” the landscape-language of Tōno into an urban vernacular,

similarly a popular culture patriarch such as Mizuki Shigeru translates,

however indirectly, Yanagita’s theoretical constructs into the idiom of

contemporary culture.

Indeed, as the quintessential producer of yōkai within a popular context,

Mizuki Shigeru provides a prime example of this vernacular understanding

of yōkai as it plays out in Japan. As has been well documented, Yanagita’s

work is a powerful influence on Mizuki, who has drawn directly, for

example, on “Yōkai meii” for several of his more famous characters, such as

Suna-kake-babaa and Nurikabe.25 More importantly, however, on a

conceptual level the approach taken by Mizuki, and the consumers of his

work, fits perfectly into the three-pronged paradigm outlined above. With

regard to the ontological veracity of yōkai, the question of whether such

things can exist or not, Mizuki has always been artistically vague, noting for

example that in drawing yōkai,

… as something that tries to take form, they hint by knocking on the brain of the

artist or the sculptor (in other words, this is the thing we call inspiration). We

often hear, “yōkai and kami (spirits) are created by humans,” but the funny thing

is that the instant you believe this, the yōkai or the kami will stop knocking on

your brain.
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You have to believe that yōkai and kami do exist.

It is just that they are rather elusive because their forms are difficult to discover,

difficult to feel.26

Always a trickster figure, Mizuki seems to have naturally embraced the

same sort of scientific/poetic ambiguity that Yanagita cultivated for his

minzokugaku. Similarly, with regard to collecting and classifying too,

Mizuki enacts Yanagita’s exhortation and methodology. He has produced a

prodigious number of yōkai catalogues illustrated with entries and ordered

variously by location or type. Mizuki’s work is deeply reflective of the same

encyclopedic mode that Yanagita was tapping into; he creates numerous

systematic taxonomies intermixed with tongue-in-cheek commentary,

nostalgic remembrances, and scholarly research.27

Finally, in Mizuki’s work we also see an inherent devolutionary premise.

Even as he infuses his yōkai with life, he laments their impending doom. Of

the himamushi-nyūdō, for example, a yōkai described by Toriyama Sekien

as licking the oil from lamps, Mizuki jests: “with electricity so widespread,

and lamps no longer used, even if the yōkai wants to come out, he probably

won’t appear. Therefore, we can say that this is a yōkai in danger of

extinction. … Depending on the time period and the circumstances even

yōkai must alter the places they haunt. It’s a tough thing. Perhaps there will

appear something such as an ‘Organization for the Preservation of Yōkai.’”28

Here Mizuki lightheartedly articulates Yanagita’s theoretical observation

that yōkai were devolving in inverse proportion to the evolution of human

civilization.

In Yanagita’s formulation, yōkai, degraded though they may be, are

somehow linked to a sacred world of the past and signify a powerful

nostalgic connection to a lost authenticity. But Yanagita’s conception of the

“past” remains somewhat elusive. He alludes to a vague notion of an

originary time/place existing before the degradation of deities into yōkai, a

sort of primordial unified moment when the sign and its referent were still

intimate and there was no need for metaphor. It was a time before written

documents, so that the only records are those inscribed in the landscape and

remaining in the oral lore of not-yet-modernized places like Tōno. Almost as

if reading from Yanagita’s script, Mizuki’s own famous life narrative
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concerns movement away from, and return to, this originary time/place; for

him, it is his own pre-War hometown of Sakai-Minato in Tottori Prefecture

where—as he documents in numerous memoirs—he first heard stories of

yōkai from a mystical old woman named Nonnonbaa. Sakai-Minato is the

time-place where yōkai still exist in their pure, not-yet-degraded form; it is

no coincidence that in contemporary Japan, Sakai-Minato has developed

into a tourist site of almost sacred proportions.29 This is not to say that yōkai

belief is actually any stronger in Sakai-Minato than in the rest of Japan;

rather, through Mizuki’s productions, his hometown becomes a nostalgic

construction, steeped in a presumed authenticity, the mystical and sacred

time-place to which Yanagita’s degradation theory vaguely alludes. Perhaps

it is not surprising that among the many attractions of the Mizuki Shigeru

Road in Sakai-Minato is a Yōkai Jinja (shrine) where yōkai—as illustrated

by Mizuki—are indeed positioned as kami-sama.

7 Global Mediascape of the Weird

To reiterate my point here: the modern attitude that Yanagita took with

regard to yōkai, what I am calling his three-pronged theory, has become the

theoretical perspective of the folk themselves. By “folk” here, I simply mean

people for whom yōkai are a minor part of daily life; in contemporary Japan,

this interaction with yōkai comes from reading manga and watching anime

and film, the popular culture practices that long ago supplanted the role of

traditional folktale telling in the lives of most Japanese. My conjecture is

that within this postmodern popular-culture paradigm, the modern folkloric

interpretations of Yanagita have become the dominant episteme for grasping

and expressing the yōkai phenomenon.

To take this one step further, I would like to briefly look at works on

yōkai in English, because, as my students have made clear to me, yōkai have

become part of a burgeoning, media-driven, global cultural imaginary of the

weird. Internationally circulated media products, such as the anime of Studio

Ghibli and blockbuster films such as Takashi Miike’s The Great Yōkai War,

have inspired widespread interest; there are websites dedicated to listing and
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describing yōkai in English (e.g., “The Obakemono Project”); they appear in

video games and Internet role-playing games; there are manga, such as Nina

Matsumoto’s Yōkaiden series and Stan Sakai’s Usagi Yojimbo: Yokai,

written in English for an English-language readership. There are public art

shows dedicated to illustrating “original” yōkai, and even a cursory glance at

the website DeviantART.com reveals thousands of yōkai images posted by

budding artists from all around the world. In short, yōkai have become part

of a global economy, a transnational and transcultural mediascape of strange

creatures.

Within this broader context, then, what happens to Yanagita’s modern

approach? Just as with Mizuki’s work, here too his three points have

become internalized by producers and consumers. One recent example is the

English-language book, Yokai Attack: The Japanese Monster Survival

Guide (2008), co-written by Hiroko Yoda and Matt Alt, and illustrated by

Tatsuya Morino, a former assistant to Mizuki.30 The tone of the book is

firmly tongue-in-cheek, which allows the authors to embrace the ambiguity

of yōkai, exploring their many manifestations without explicitly

commenting on the truth or falsity of their existence. And, true to Yanagita’s

second injunction as well, the book represents a collection and attempt

(again tongue-in-cheek) to categorize. In this case, categories include

“Ferocious Fiends,” “Gruesome Gourmets” and “Annoying Neighbors.”

Another recent English-language book also follows Yanagita’s first two

precepts. In The Great Yokai Encyclopedia: The A–Z of Japanese Monsters,

author Richard Freeman neither accepts nor debunks their existence,

writing, “It matters not if yokai [sic] ever had any objective reality outside

the human imagination (although I suspect some did).”31 As the title clearly

indicates, this work is an attempt at encyclopedic collection, a feat all the

more ambitious given the fact that Freeman does not list any Japanese-

language resources in his “Selected Sources.” While the organization of the

text is (English-language) alphabetical, he does preface his glossary by

noting that yōkai “can fall into a number of categories” including henge,

tsukumogami, and bakemono.32

In both these texts written for non-Japanese consumers of yōkai,

Yanagita’s notions of “embracing ambiguity” and collection and

classification are clearly at play. But it is Yanagita’s third notion, the
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degradation theory, which is of most interest in reading yōkai within a

contemporary global framework. For Yanagita, as we have seen, yōkai

represent deities that had lost their sanction, and moved further and further

in both time and space from their originary sacred place. Works such as

Tōno monogatari and even “Yōkai meii” articulate a certain desire to link

back to these origins, a fetishization of a disappearing otherworld of

authentic Japan. I would like to suggest that, within a popular culture

context, the yōkai itself has come similarly to embody this fetishized role:

the Japanese yōkai of folklore is the originary deity that has been degraded

through popular culture production throughout the world. The English-

language books mentioned above (and there are other similar examples

found on the Internet and elsewhere) reflect a longing for the true Japanese

origins of yōkai. Just as Yanagita’s Tōno represented a premodern landscape

persisting in a modernizing world, so too an imagined Japan has become the

symbolic home of all that is monstrous and mysterious. Freeman, for

example, explains that Japan has “the greatest collection of ghouls,

monsters, spirits and daemons found in any country” and he goes on to write

in an excited vein similar to Yanagita in the preface of Tōno monogatari, “I

hope that the unworthy scribblings of a mere gaijin (foreigner) will do the

yokai some justice and widen their appeal outside the wonderful country of

Japan.”33 Not surprisingly, the biographical blurb on the back of Freeman’s

book explains somewhat longingly that he himself “hopes one day to visit

Japan and research yokai in person.”

What Tōno was to a modernizing Japan, so—almost a century later—

Japan has become to a globalizing world. Yanagita reckoned that yōkai,

even in their degraded form, pointed to an imagined purer and more

innocent time; so too perhaps, for people in countries far from Japan, the

yōkai of popular culture points to an imagined Japan, a desired “otherworld”

where the mysterious excitement that monsters embody is still possible.
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8 Conclusion

Ultimately what I am suggesting here is simply that Yanagita’s etic

approach with regard to the folklore of yōkai has become the emic approach

of producers and consumers of yōkai within a popular culture context, both

inside Japan and outside of Japan. I propose this not only to argue that

Yanagita’s work at the beginning of last century is still of value today, but

also because there is a broader question to be explored here with regard to

the movement of ideas and affect through time and space. In a sense, the

elite, theoretical perspectives of a hundred years ago have become the

commonsense conceptions of today.

Certainly, in the case of Yanagita, this filtering down of ideas is in part

due to the fact that the subsequent generation of scholars and artists, such as

Mizuki Shigeru, are deeply familiar with Yanagita’s writings. Indeed,

Mizuki can be considered a mediator between Yanagita’s scholarly,

folkloric inquiry and the smooth, colorful presentation of commercial media.

Even as he translates Yanagita’s relatively obscure local manifestations of

nurikabe a n d suna-kake-babaa into nationally recognized characters,

Mizuki also translates the longings of modernity into the postwar, post-

bubble desire for a simpler time when yōkai still haunted the land.

But the circulation of desire that we see here is not confined to

Yanagita’s work, to Mizuki’s creations, nor even only to the study of yōkai.

We can find in each moment, a longing for something just out of reach,

something disappearing. Yanagita’s theories emerge from both the specific

intellectual milieu of late-Meiji through early Shōwa Japan, as well as a

broader modern paradigm in which folkloristics as a discipline was

developing, in countries around the world, as a “search for authenticity.”34

Yōkai are important because their entrenchment in tradition makes them

emblematic of this authenticity even as their elusiveness reveals the futility

of the search.

By applying, however speculatively, Yanagita’s theories of folkloric

yōkai to their manifestations within popular culture, we see how his

particular modern sensibility has contributed to the “structure of feeling”35

of those who produce and consume images and stories of yōkai today.
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Indeed, in this way Yanagita’s approach can help us bridge the divide—at

least in terms of academic research—between the study of folk culture and

the study of popular culture. The three tenets of his theoretical structure are

valuable for analyzing the way people interact with popular and commercial

products within a contemporary global context. That is, while his work may

be of lasting interest to scholars studying the folkways of his time, the

theories he developed for that specific historical moment can also be of great

value for interpreting contemporary forms of popular culture that he never

could have foreseen.

With this in mind, what can “yōkai” possibly mean to my students in the

US? If we apply Yanagita’s ideas to the popular culture lore of my students,

we discover that just as Yanagita searched for traces of a distant time-place

in fragments of yōkai belief in his time, so too we can hear a certain longing

for origins in the voices of my students in America, as if yōkai represent a

link to a distant magical otherworld. But this link, of course, is mediated

every step of the way. The yōkai my students encounter in English-language

books or anime are globalized commercial versions of the “real” (but still

commercialized) yōkai of Japanese popular culture, exemplified by Mizuki’s

images. And Mizuki’s popular representations themselves refer back to

Yanagita’s (and Toriyama Sekien’s) yōkai, which are in turn linked to a

mystical time-place in which they were kami-sama. There is a chain of signs

here, a succession of simulacra, through which the “real” Japanese thing my

students imagine recedes further and further in time and space, becoming

increasingly an object of desire. If yōkai are a metonym for Japanese culture,

then, at least to some of my students, the time-place of Japan itself also

becomes increasingly distant and idealized and all the more desirable—

akin, perhaps, to Yanagita’s daylight stars.
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Yanagita Kunio, Nitobe Inazō and 

the League of Nations

Thomas W. Burkman

Yanagita Kunio (1875–1962), already respected in Japan as an ethnologist,

resided outside of his homeland for the first time in 1921. What took him to

Europe was appointment to the League of Nations Mandates Commission, a

body charged with inquiry into the diligence of the powers in superintending

the former colonies of Germany and the Ottomans since the defeat of those

empires in the Great War. For Japan, this appointment marked another step

in the Empire’s acceptance of new responsibilities as a major power in the

world community. For Yanagita, the move provided access to the

intellectual resources of Europe, global interaction with specialists in his

field, and a chance to apply the principles of his vocation on a world stage.

The move to Europe also underscores the convergence of the interests and

careers of Yanagita and Nitobe Inazō, a Japanese colonial theorist and

educator and who was serving at the time as under-secretary general of the

League of Nations.

One can only speculate about what the career of Yanagita Kunio would

have been like had he studied abroad in Europe after graduating from Tokyo

University in 1900 like most of his friends had done. Since he remained in
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Japan, Yanagita experienced things foreign vicariously by reading the latest

books by Western authors at the Maruzen bookstore or through materials

recommended by his associates. It was his service for the League of Nations

in midlife that afforded Yanagita a sustained overseas experience.

Japan in the League of Nations

Japan joined the League of Nations as a charter member in 1920.1 This

global organization of independent nation-states and a few prominent

colonies like India was established by the victors in World War I to prevent

the recurrence of war, limit armaments, and further the welfare of humanity

worldwide. Some Japanese leaders had misgivings about the restraints the

organization could place on its growth and prerogatives. Japanese realists

recognized the League as a device to ensure a status quo order, an order that

could restrain an up-and-coming power like Japan. But to decision makers,

the advantages seemed to outweigh the risks.

Japan was designated one of the permanent members of the League

Council, on the level with Great Britain, France, and Italy—and later

Germany. Adherence to the new structure for world order accorded Japan

international status, access to world leaders, and commercial ties. Taking its

leadership role seriously, Japan sent its best and brightest to Geneva.

Sugimura Yōtarō, Ishii Kikujirō, and Adachi Muneichirō would rise to

under-secretary general, president of the Council, and president of the

World Court respectively. Cooperation with the League became a

centerpiece of Japanese foreign policy during the internationalist decade of

the 1920s. In like spirit, Japan associated with the powers in other

multilateral schemes for disarmament, trade, and world peace outside the

League, arrangements that involved the nonmember United States. Those

Japanese who served on the shores of Lake Geneva drank deeply of what

became known as the Geneva Spirit, a heartfelt confidence that war was

fading from human experience and was being replaced by dialogue between

nationalities, races, and ethnicities. Ambassador Ishii voiced this ethos:
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As a result of daily contact with one another the various delegates had lost much

of their fierce patriotism and replaced it with moderation and a willingness to

enter into conciliatory discussion. War they now considered a crime, while peace

they wanted from the bottom of their hearts. At Geneva one might have been in

another planet for all its resemblance to the old order.2

The multicultural environment and intellectual stimulation of the League

community in Geneva released creative energies within the scores of

Japanese who saw service there from 1920 to 1933. Yanagita Kunio and his

longtime associate, Nitobe Inazō, drank deeply at this fountain.

Yanagita’s official business in Geneva was the system of mandated

territories. The concept of mandates, established at the Paris Peace

Conference of 1919 that birthed the League of Nations, was a stroke of

genius that signaled rejection of imperial acquisition of territory and at the

same time allowed the European and Japanese Allies to assert control over

former holdings of the defeated enemies. The idea was spelled out by South

African general Jan Christian Smuts and affirmed by US president

Woodrow Wilson before the postwar conference began in January 1919.

While the sovereignty of traditional colonies lay with a colonial power, the

sovereignty of the mandates would rest in the League of Nations. A

responsible nation designated by the Peace Conference would act as

custodian or mandatory power in each case. Thus fourteen former territories

of the defeated, from Syria to Tanganyika to the Caroline Islands, were

assigned to major powers as mandates. Japan, which in the war had

dislodged the German navy from three colonial archipelagoes in the Pacific,

became the mandatory over the Carolines, Marshalls, and Marianas.

Curiously, Matsuoka Shizuo, a younger brother of Yanagita, was a naval

officer who conducted one of the landings in German-held island territory.

Mandatories were obliged to conduct the mandate through a tutelary process

that would lead to independence. In the case of “C-class” mandates like the

former German islands, however, such autonomy was understood to lie far

in the remote future. Japan could apply its domestic laws in the mandated

territory, but it was not permitted build fortifications there.

A mandate charter posited a “sacred trust of civilization” by which the

mandatory would care for the material and moral well-being and social
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progress of the mandate peoples. The inspection of the mandate system was

entrusted to the Permanent Mandates Commission (PMC), one of two

permanent commissions of the League of Nations. During Yanagita’s 1921–

23 tenure on the Commission, the body met once a year in Geneva, poring

over tedious reports addressing education, medical care, agriculture, and

labor conditions submitted annually by the mandatory states. The PMC

would raise questions concerning the report with the mandatory’s

representative. The eight or nine members of the Commission were selected

by the League of Nations Council, could not hold offices in their

governments, and in the majority of instances were not citizens of

mandatory nations. By action of the First Assembly, at least one member

was to be a woman, who would address the interests of women and children

in the mandates. The PMC had no power to force compliance with its

recommendations and distance, expense, and custom precluded on-site

investigations by Commission members. Its work was assisted by a small

office under William Rappard, head of the Mandates Section of the League

Secretariat.3

The stipulation that laypersons alone be eligible for PMC membership

was a major inconvenience for Japan, making it difficult for Japanese of

expertise and stature to serve. Active diplomats in Europe, the most ready

pool for League assignments, were disqualified, and the lengthy travel time

made it necessary for someone coming from Japan to be away from home

for at least three months to attend a meeting that lasted three weeks.

Businesspeople, professionals, and academics in the field of colonial policy

were not likely to agree to spend whole years in Europe waiting around for

the meetings. Nonetheless, a Japanese sat on the PMC continuously from its

inception until 1938, and the Japanese missed only three of the thirty-four

sessions during that period. This regularity was no doubt motivated by

Japan’s concern that no hostile nation question or interfere with Japan’s

mandate of the Pacific islands. But it is also illustrative of the importance

Japan attached to fulfilling international obligations even after its

withdrawal from the political functions of the League of Nations in 1933.

In 1921 the circumstances of Yanagita’s career made it possible for him

to consider an extended overseas appointment. Between the annual PMC

sessions he was free to travel about Europe visiting museums and consulting
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with scholars, unencumbered by Committee business—a treasured

opportunity which greatly broadened his perspectives. His two Japanese

successors in the PMC were former members of the foreign ministry. None

of the three Japanese who attended PMC sessions ever set foot in the

mandated archipelagoes.4 Yanagita’s tenure on the Mandates Commission

was linked to his established relationship with Nitobe Inazō.

Nitobe Inazō in Geneva

When Japan, as one of the Big Five at the Paris Peace Conference, was

asked to nominate an undersecretary-general for the League of Nations

Secretariat, the Japanese delegation sought a candidate fluent in English or

French, a pleasing personality of high reputation in Japan and abroad, and

someone who was neither a diplomat nor a politician. Among the Japanese

who traveled to Paris in private capacities in the spring of 1919 was Gotō

Shinpei (1857–1929), a prominent voice in Japanese leadership circles and

former colonial governor of Taiwan. Gotō asked Nitobe Inazō and his wife

Mary to accompany him as his English-speaking escorts. Nitobe at the time

was professor of colonial studies at Tokyo Imperial University and

simultaneously president of Japan Women’s Christian University. He had

earned his credentials in colonial theory and practice as an agriculture expert

in Taiwan under Governor Gotō in 1901–1903. His several books on

Japanese and Eastern culture were published in European languages and

read around the world. The international popularity of his Bushidō: The Soul

of Japan (1900) established Nitobe as one of the few Japanese of his era

with a world reputation.

The story goes that members of the Japanese peace delegation were

gathered at the Japanese Embassy in Paris, wrestling with the question of

whom to nominate for undersecretary. Several names had been discussed

and rejected, when Nitobe walked through the door with Gotō. Makino

Nobuaki, lead strategist for the delegation, took one look at Nitobe and

exclaimed, “Here is a splendid candidate!” Gotō pushed for Nitobe, the

delegation was enthusiastic, and Nitobe consented. Nitobe resigned his
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academic positions and jumped into his League career without returning to

Japan.5 Nitobe had long associated with Yanagita through their shared

interests in agriculture and folklore studies. Nitobe’s position in the League

of Nations would bring Yanagita to Geneva. An inquiry into the background

and convictions of the undersecretary general illuminates his resonance with

the career and character of Japan’s most famous ethnologist.

Nitobe Inazō (1862–1933) was born into a wealthy samurai family in

Morioka. He studied economics and agriculture at The Johns Hopkins

University in the United States and at Halle University in Germany. Along

with Uchimura Kanzō, Nitobe was a member of the Sapporo Band of

converts to Christianity at Sapporo Agricultural College. His subsequent

religious journey took him through pietistic Methodism to a lifelong

involvement with Quakerism that began in Baltimore during his Hopkins

years.

Nitobe’s stance toward the League of Nations was conditioned by a

complex background of ideas, moral convictions, international experience,

and personal ties. From his Quaker humanistic cultivation and world travel

he acquired a passion for peace and mutual understanding. From his career

as an educator sprang his devotion to international intellectual cooperation.

As a student of Manifest Destiny America and a professor of colonial policy

he embraced notions of “enlightened” and beneficent overseas hegemony.

His nationalism was honed by a fixation on Japan’s bushidō past and service

in the employ of the Meiji state. These were commitments that resonated with

Yanagita. At Hopkins Nitobe’s seminar mates included Woodrow Wilson

and John Dewey. He studied under the same professors that taught Frederick

Jackson Turner social Darwinism and economic internationalism a few

months before Nitobe arrived in Baltimore. Nitobe believed in the

irrepressible, onward march of superior civilizations. His frontier was

Taiwan and beyond. He made his outward, expansive concepts

comprehensible to his Japanese audiences through reference to the

Momotarō tale. His mantra, conveyed to successive classes in colonial

policy at Tokyo University, was “Colonization is the spread of civilization.”

The liberal component of his expansionist ideology was his concern for the

welfare of the colonized. In his lectures he urged the improvement of

colonials’ living conditions, advocated assimilation policies to lift them to
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the civilization level of Japan, and reminded his students that “the natives

can teach us, too.”6

The undersecretary carried to Geneva the controlling myth of his

intellectual and international career: that lack of understanding was the

prime cause of international conflicts. In 1912 he told an audience of

Americans at his Baltimore alma mater:

If it is sometimes knowledge that brings the sword, it is still better knowledge

that keeps the sword away. If this country and mine can come to a better

knowledge of each other, to a fuller and deeper understanding of the missions

and aspirations of each other, that will be a great stride toward the advancement

of the human race.7

Empathy was to him the heart of the Geneva spirit. Throughout his

leadership career in the League of Nations he remained confident that true

knowledge would uncover human commonality. Nitobe tended to blur the

material differences between nations and their interests. International ill will

and conflicts were, in short, misunderstandings, resolvable when each side

was ready to view the situation through the eyes of the other. Embracing this

myth as truth, Nitobe was driven to strenuous activity for the cause of cross-

cultural, intellectual understanding. The Nitobe home on the shore of Lake

Geneva, where Yanagita was a frequent guest, became a gathering place for

exchange of cultures and ideas among League operatives and leading

scientists and philosophers from several continents. His primary institutional

contribution to the League was the formation of the International Committee

for Intellectual Cooperation, the predecessor of today’s UNESCO.

When Nitobe lectured across Europe in support of the ideals of the

fledgling League, he promoted international comity in humanistic terms. He

inspired his audiences with references to classical Western civilization and

literature. Borrowing from William Penn and St. Luke, he predicted that

when a hundred delegates from forty countries convened at the First

Assembly “a holy experiment in world politics” would take place, “a day of

Pentecost with tongues of fire each understanding the other.” Nitobe likened

the Covenant of the League of Nations to the Magna Charta, and “world

conscience” to the still, small voice that moved the prophet Elijah.8 In the
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context of the idealism that swept Europe in the postwar months, the

humanist summons struck a responsive chord Nitobe pressed his message of

empathy into his later years after he retired from the League. In the early

1930s he was confident that he could bring listeners in the United States to

understand the legitimacy of the motives of Japan in the Manchurian

Incident and bring them to accept the Guandong Army’s fabrication of

Manchukuo.

Nitobe and Yanagita were linked by common paths. Nitobe hailed from

Morioka in Iwate Prefecture in Honshū’s far northeast. Traditional life was

Nitobe’s own experience. Thirteen years Yanagita’s senior, he was born in

Bakumatsu Japan. When he traveled to Tokyo for the first time, he was

carried in a palanquin. Yanagita was born in a rural small town near the

Inland Sea. Around 1909, Iwate’s rich folkways drew Yanagita to the

Tōhoku region and the village of Tōno, not far from Morioka. Yanagita

would attend the First Higher School a few years before Nitobe became

president of that ladder of upward mobility. Nitobe was born into family

wealth and Yanagita married into abundance. Both were graduates of Tokyo

University and trained in agricultural economics. The two men entered the

bureaucratic service of the Meiji state where they applied their knowledge of

agriculture. Personal wealth enabled them to spread their wings and pursue

their dreams outside of the government career path, Nitobe as an educator

and Yanagita as a folklorist, and both as writers and newspaper journalists.

While Yanagita was still working in the Ministry of Agriculture and

Commerce, Nitobe drew him into his Kyōdokai [Local Area Society], a

study group that met monthly in Tokyo from 1910 to 1918. The society

published the journal Kyōdo and sought to advance folkway studies and give

the field scholarly standing in Japan. The two also found common cause in

the Shakai Seisaku Gakkai [Association for the Study of Social Policy], a

research and activist group concerned for social reform through legislation.9

An interlocking web of locale, education, and mentors welded Yanagita and

Nitobe together.

One common intellectual associate was J. W. Robertson Scott (1866–

1962), a Scottish journalist and agriculture expert to whom Nitobe and

Yanagita related when he worked in Japan from 1914 to 1918. While acting

in Japan as a British-paid propagandist for the cause of war against
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Germany, Scott did a study tour of Japanese farming technology, often

accompanied by Yanagita and Nitobe. He acknowledged their collaboration

in the Introduction to his Foundations of Japan (1922), published shortly

after his return to England. Yanagita translated into Japanese another of

Scott’s books anti-war books, The Ignoble Warrior (1917). This volume,

part of Scott’s propaganda mission, makes favorable comparisons between

Japanese and British military values. His main source for Japanese warrior

ethics was, not surprisingly, Nitobe’s Bushidō. Scott, a tall, bearded man,

was a pacifist, avoided meat, abstained from tobacco and alcohol, shared

with Nitobe a Quaker religious journey, and believed in rural education and

advancement. Before he left Japan, Scott founded a journal, The New East,

which aimed in part to explain Japan to the West. Scott later credited Nitobe

and Yanagita for encouraging him to edit the monthly journal. When

Yanagita was in Europe, he visited Scott and traveled around the English

countryside in the company of the journalist.10

Yanagita and Nitobe shared many interests. Both were strongly

committed to Esperanto as a vehicle for communication and understanding

across cultural borders. Nitobe attended the 13th World Congress of

Esperanto in Prague in August 1921, representing the League of Nations. He

may have been involved in a movement in Geneva to make Esperanto one of

the official languages of the League, a move which the French vetoed. The

Japanese delegation did cosponsor at the Second Assembly in 1921 a

resolution encouraging the teaching of Esperanto.11

Both were fascinated by the Japanese folktale Momotarō [Peach Boy],

and both made it a subject of their writing. Yanaihara Tadao, a student and

disciple of Nitobe who published his teacher’s Tōdai lectures, made

reference to Nitobe’s “Momotarō doctrine,” in which the frontier region

served as an incubator for the national character of the homeland. For

Nitobe of that time, the frontier was Taiwan where he had recently led in

modernization of the sugar industry. The similarity of Nitobe’s doctrine to

that of Frederick Jackson Turner is not a coincidence. Nitobe’s Momotarō

doctrine would later attract more bellicose adherents. Matsuoka Yōsuke,

who was influenced by Turner’s Frontier Thesis while a student at the

University of Oregon, applied the doctrine to Manchuria and would lead

Japan out of the League of Nations in a dispute over China’s Northeast.
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Yanagita treated the Momotarō story in the first chapter of his Momotarō no

Tanjō (1933), a work whose theme is birth or origins.12

Yanagita and Nitobe were both humanists. Nitobe, even while a Tōdai

scholar of colonial policy and a Geneva broker in international affairs, never

spoke as a political scientist or an expert in international relations. His stuff

was human relations. Of Nitobe, James Shotwell, a leading political scientist

of the early twentieth century, said, “International understanding meant to

him … sympathetic study of all those varied expressions in the field of art

and literature as well as of politics in which a nation reveals its complex

personality.” Ambassador Ishii referred to Nitobe as “something of a

philosopher … a spiritual man [seishinka].” Yanagita did not share Nitobe’s

devotion to Christianity, but religion occupied an important place in his

ethnographic studies. His closest associates were literary figures. While he

developed the fields of folklore studies and ethnography in Japan, Yanagita

is remembered more for his humanist inquiry and empathy for minorities

than the critical scrutiny of the social scientist.13 Humanism deeply colored

the contributions of both in the League of Nations enterprise. Both had been

upset by the inability of the Japanese delegation at the Peace Conference to

insert the principle of racial equality into the League Covenant. It was the

humanist undersecretary-general, who had advised his students in colonial

policy that “the natives can teach us, too,” that engineered the appointment

of Yanagita to the Permanent Mandates Commission.

Yanagita Kunio on the Permanent Mandates 

Commission

The Big Four of the League of Nations had the major say in appointments to

the various agencies of the organization, and Nitobe as a number-two man in

the Secretariat would see that Japan’s presence on in the various social and

humanitarian organizations reflected the stature of a major power. Yanagita

had left the employment of the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, and

was lecturing in Nagasaki when in February 1921 he received a telegram

saying the Nitobe had recommended him for a League appointment.
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Yanagita’s first inclination was to decline, because he feared that work for

the international body would be as stultifying as his labors in the Japanese

government bureaucracy. But his nationalism won out. When he was

convinced that he could accomplish something for Japan, he agreed to go.

He left for Europe in May and was settled in Geneva in time for the first

PMC meeting in October.14

It is important to keep in mind that Yanagita, like Nitobe, served the

League of Nations in a lay capacity. Neither was a diplomat, neither

represented Japan. The Secretariat was envisioned as an international civil

service—a wholly novel concept at the time—composed of impartial

laypersons whose duties were not national but international. Unlike the

professional officers of the Foreign Ministry who sat in the Assembly and

the Council, members of the Secretariat and its committees were not to

represent their governments but to be servants of the League, responsible to

it alone. They were recommended by their governments but appointed by

the secretary-general, confirmed by the Council, and salaried by the

League.15 Yanagita served on the PMC from 1921 to 1923—the only period

in his life when he lived outside of Japan.

As an ethnologist, Yanagita was suited to make a unique contribution to

the Permanent Mandates Commission. Statements and reports by Yanagita

in the PMC reveal a commitment to respect and protect the culture and

prerogatives of colonized peoples. Yanagita believed that traditional

authority structures should be protected. The tribal chief, he observed, “is

often the best judge on matters which affect the customs of his tribe,”

Inhumane customs, such as cannibalism, should be suppressed by the

mandatory, but “that part at least of the native law which does not hinder the

march of progress should be allowed to remain in force.” Yanagita drew

attention to the dangers of education conducted wholly by missionaries,

which would create a privileged class alienated from the tribe. Rather, he

advocated education in practical subjects, taught in the local tongue by

trained native teachers. Moreover, schooling in the territories should be

shorn of nationalistic propaganda by the mandatory government.

Yanagita argued that assimilation was not a legitimate goal of the

mandatory power. In this, Yanagita took a position clearly contrary to

Japanese (and mainstream Western) colonial theory and practice. Ironically,
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assimilation had been enshrined as the Japanese colonial theory of choice by

none other than Nitobe! Yanagita specifically criticized “the insistent

teaching of patriotic songs and the names of emperors to the native children”

and was sensitive to “how the mentality of the natives will be altered by the

well organized teaching of history and geography.” Recognizing, as would

any ethnologist, that indigenous culture is a fabric fragile in the face of alien

education, he advocated teaching the people’s own history and civilization.

The principle of protection of native culture, he believed, was most

compelling in the case of territories, like the Japanese mandated islands, in

the “C” category:

In my view there is only one principle which can serve as a guide in the

establishment of complete equity in these areas—the principle laid down in

Article 22 of the Covenant, which divides mandates into categories A, B, and C,

granting protection to the natives in proportion to the level reached by their

civilization. In other words, the least developed or weakest peoples call for the

greatest amount of protection.16

Ironically, the principle of cultural protection could also be employed as

an excuse to deny South Sea islanders access to higher levels of education

and leadership positions.

The views that Yanagita actively pressed in PMC meetings were a useful

counterpoint to those of commission colleagues and mandatory governments

who were unconcerned about, or actively endorsed, the obliteration of

indigenous customs by the tide of Western civilization. Significantly, he was

the only representative of a non-Western society among his PMC

colleagues. It should be noted that Yanagita spoke in Geneva in the early

1920s, before the education policies of the Nan’yō-cho (South Seas Bureau,

established in 1922) were firmed, before the flood of Japanese immigration

in the Pacific mandate made cultural preservation there less viable, and

before a wave of ultranationalism swept the Japanese colonial establishment,

as it did all Japanese institutions in the 1930s.

Did Yanagita’s cultural protectionist views have an impact on mandate

policy in the League of Nations? Probably not. It is important that someone

voiced the issues he raised, but the records of the League reveal that he
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received no more than a polite hearing. His lack of noteworthy influence can

be attributed to his own difficulty with the official languages of the League,

his solitary status as a professional ethnologist and a non-European, his lack

of international political connections, and the premature state of world

consciousness concerning minority cultures. His two Japanese successors in

the Commission were fully as dutiful in their tasks, but less attentive to

issues of local culture. Nonetheless, the progressive ideas propounded by

Yanagita Kunio in the Permanent Mandates Commission are yet another

example of the independent idealism that was released in the hearts and

careers of Japanese in the ambience of Geneva.

Yanagita’s Scholarly Sojourn in Europe

His appointment to the PMC at age 47 ushered Yanagita to locations and

communities that otherwise would never have entered his experience and

that deeply impacted his career. He sailed from Yokohama in May 1921 and

traveled across the United States on his way to Europe. After a stop in Paris,

he arrived in Geneva on July 11. He spent time in northern Europe until the

first meeting of the Commission opened in October. One month later he

visited Italy and in December returned to Japan. The following May, he

headed back to Geneva and when not encumbered with PMC tasks

journeyed to Germany and England. In London he visited his friend J. W.

Robertson Scott. By 1923, Yanagita would have visited Germany four

times. He also traveled to Scandinavia, Italy and Austria. He immersed

himself in a European intellectual world that seemed to be making up for

time lost during the Great War. The fields of ethnology and anthropology

were on the rise. His ambitions for enlarging his world went even further.

He requested support from the Japanese government in 1922 to make a tour

of Palestine and East Africa to investigate ethnic issues in mandated

territories first-hand. But Tokyo rejected his plan.17 His return home in 1923

and resignation from the PMC was apparently hastened by news of the

September 1 Great Kantō Earthquake. Some of the folklorist’s day-to-day

experiences in Europe are documented in his Switzerland Diary [Suisu
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nikki].18 He visited universities, libraries, and museums. He met with

folklore experts and delivered lectures. Taking cues from scholars he met

along the way, Yanagita collected materials on ethnology, folklore,

mythology, and psychology among other subjects. The vast quantity of

European printed matter in his personal collection housed at Seijō

University in Tokyo is testimony to his assiduous gathering of ethnographic

materials. The new energy and seriousness in his scholarly life from the

mid-1920s onward is, in the opinion of some Yanagita scholars, attributable

to the stimulus of his travel and study in Europe.

His exposure to Europe stimulated Yanagita to add comparative

methodology to his scholarship. His enlarged library provided the raw

materials for this geographical expansion of his inquiry. In his Momotarō no

Tanjō (1933), Yanagita stressed the similarities in tales originating in

Europe and Japan. Among the prime examples he raised is the Cinderella

tale, which he compared at length to various Japanese stories that

incorporate a magical change of appearance. In the process he placed the

Japanese and European cultural heritages side-by-side. It was his European

travels, asserts Takagi Masafumi, a specialist on folk tales at Seijō

University, that opened his eyes to the comparative universals of human

experience. His fieldwork manuals prepared from 1936 to 1939 stress the

importance of comparison.19 World experience altered some of his most

established theories. His expanded concept of universalism drew from the West

as well as from China, while at the same time he saw in Western-centered

universalism a threat to Japan’s unique identity. His theory of Japan’s cultural

origins also shifted from the people of the mountain to seafarers from the

South Seas, not insignificantly the location of Japan’s mandated territory.

Oguma Eiji, a leading scholar of Nihonjinron, attributes this shift to the

influence of the West on the ethnologist.20

Finally, in Europe Yanagita deepened his empathy for oppressed and

minority peoples. Through the League of Nations, he learned about

discrimination against Jews in Europe and the condition of minority peoples

in the various League mandates. After the Europe sojourn we observe his

identification with the people of Okinawa and his concern about their

mistreatment by Japanese. He even admitted his own egotistical

condescension toward Okinawans, and questioned Japanese suppression of
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Korean economic entrepreneurship born of an attitude of racial superiority.21

He committed himself to the Esperanto project as a means to give voice to

oppressed minorities. Service in Europe contributed a humanitarian

component to his ethnology.

Through his relationship with Under Secretary General Nitobe Inazō,

ethnologist Yanagita Kunio was appointed a member of the Permanent

Mandates Commission of the League of Nations. His two years in Geneva

from 1921 gave him access to the scholarly resources of Europe. The

sojourn enriched and expanded Yanagita’s mind, methodology, and the

scope of his comparative studies. It also contributed a humanitarian

component to his academic enterprise and a platform to voice the needs and

protect the cultures of native peoples in mandated territories.
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Folktales and the Formation of 

Yanagita Kunio’s Folklore Studies 

in the early to mid 1930s

David Henry

Momotarō (Peach Boy) is Japan’s most famous tale and has been constantly

retold not just by mothers and fathers but by famous authors including

Iwaya Sazanami, Ozaki Kōyō, Akutagawa Ryūnosuke, and Dazai Osamu, to

name just a few. Scholars studying the tale have included Takizawa Bakin in

the Edo period and Namekawa Michio and Nomura Jun in the postwar

period. Yanagita’s Kunio’s research on Momotarō helped to define it as

central to Japanese identity during the time that he was changing the name

of his research from kyōdo kenkyū (local studies) to minzokugaku (folklore

studies) in the early 1930s. At the same time that Yanagita was defining

Momotarō as a mukashibanashi (folktale) that was tied to the nation,

relatively unknown kyōdo kenkyūsha (local researchers), like Hashimoto

Sentarō (1890–1940) in Shikoku, were turning Momotarō into a densetsu

(legend) that was tied to local places. Looking at how Momotarō was

defined at the national and local levels not only shows the tensions inherent
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in the development of minzokgaku (folklore studies), but it also reminds us

of the surprisingly enduring value of Yanagita’s research.

Yanagita’s 1933 work Momotarō no tanjō (The Birth of Peach Boy)

begins with the following reminiscence.

It was exactly ten years ago now that on a bright spring morning as I strolled

through an art museum in Florence, I found myself standing in front of

Botticelli’s renown painting The Birth of Venus. And while standing there I

enjoyed a pleasant noon daydream, imagining that at some point in time, people

in my own homeland of Japan could newly discover the birth of Momotarō as an

issue and similarly reflect upon it.1

This comparison between a classical Italian painting and a Japanese

folktale at first seems odd, but Yanagita’s rhetoric points out how both

works are centered on a natal theme. Birth is one of the most basic artistic

subjects throughout the world. But while the birth of Venus is a single event

in Botticelli’s famous painting, in Yanagita’s usage the birth of Momotarō

immediately implies three distinct references. First is the main plot event of

the Momotarō story, the birth of a boy from a peach. Second is the title of

Yanagita’s work that was derived from this plot event. Third, and most

important, is a self-conscious allusion to the birth of a new academic field—

the disciplinary consolidation of minzokugaku (folklore studies) that he

himself was leading at the time. By 1933, the some point in time when

Japanese could newly discover their own folktales had arrived. Laying claim

to the paternity of this field, Yanagita recalls that he had dreamed of this

moment ten years earlier when he was in Europe serving as one of Japan’s

delegates to the League of Nations. Whether the sight of Botticelli actually

brought Japanese folktales to his mind at the time is perhaps beside the

point. By bringing together a treasure of Italian art and Momotarō, Yanagita

is insisting upon the value of mukashibanashi (folktales) and the need to

look upon them with new eyes.

Why did mukashibanashi in general and Momotarō in particular become

a focus around which Yanagita’s minzokugaku took shape? One reason is

that while Yanagita was interested in all aspects of rural culture, he saw oral

tales as a particularly effective means of gaining access to the inner
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worldview of the Japanese folk. Types of oral tales that he studied included

kaidan, shinwa, densetsu, setsuwa, and mukashibanashi. He was particularly

drawn to kaidan in the 1920s and mukashibanashi from the 1930s. Writing

about minzokugaku (folklore studies), Ronald Morse concisely notes, “if

there is one unifying theme to Yanagita’s work it is the search for elements

of tradition that explain Japan’s distinctive national character.”2

Mukashibanashi imagined this national character more effectively than

studies of local dialects and architecture or farm practices and mountain

villages could. Momotarō was particularly useful to Yanagita because of its

nationwide fame. But it is important to remember that this fame was largely

a product of the huge boom in written media for children from the 1890s.

Momotarō was widely used in both government approved textbooks and

children’s literature, such as Iwaya Sazanami’s famous version that

inaugurated his highly successful Nihon mukashibanashi series published by

Hakubunkan between 1894 and 1896.

From Kyōdo Kenkyū to Minzokugaku

In the early 1930s, Yanagita shifted the name by which he identified his

overall research from kyōdo kenkyū (local studies) to minzokugaku (folklore

studies). This change was less related to his increasing focus on

mukashibanashi than with the rising popularity of folklore studies and how

this broad interest was redefining the term kyōdo kenkyū. The term kyōdo

had long been associated with education. One of its earlier appearances in

print was in the 1891 Basic Elementary School Guidelines Law where it

appeared twice.3 The first recorded academic use of the term kyōdo was by

the educator and statesman Nitobe Inazō (1862–1933) for his Local Studies

Group (kyōdo kai) that ran from 1910 to 1918.4 Trained in agricultural

economics, in 1898 Nitobe published A Theory of Agriculture in which he

considered local areas under the category of jikata gaku, which he later

identified as the precursor of the term kyōdo kenkyū. Yanagita was the most

prominent member of Nitobe’s group and began to chart a more independent

direction from March 1913 when he and fellow folklore researcher Toshio
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Takagi (1876–1922) first published the inaugural issue of the journal

“Kyōdo kenkyū.”5 As with the formation of the field of minzokugaku many

years later, Yanagita developed kyōdo kenkyū through an oppositional

rhetoric. In the inaugural issues of Kyōdo kenkyū he criticized the dominant

approach of shigaku (history) which established the facts of a local area but

did not take the extra step of constructing a larger interpretive framework

out of them that described local lifeways.

Based in Tokyo the need to research local areas meant that Yanagita

either journeyed to the countryside himself, relied on others to make the

journey, or used teachers working at rural schools as informants. This meant

that he was constantly in close contact with educators all over the

countryside, but these relationships were often fraught with tensions. For

example, in a 1918 article Yanagita wrote about his desire to use school

teachers as informants to investigate local customs.6 But he lamented that

teachers had often been posted from outside the local areas and only

possessed a cursory knowledge of those areas which led Yanagita to

sometimes depend on local youths for his research instead. Through much of

the early 1920s he insisted that if teachers were from outside of an area they

needed to put down roots in the community where they were teaching in

order to better understand their students.7 He also urged them to do local

research in order to compile supplementary materials to the nationally

produced textbooks that gave relatively little mention of the very

communities in which students lived. From the first half of the 1930s

onward this research was often compiled in the form of kyōdo tokuhon (local

readers). Ironically it was just as kyōdo tokuhon began to boom from 1929–

1931 that Yanagita began to most intensively criticize local studies and the

local education movement.

Yanagita’s sometimes contentious relationship with local educators and

the shift in his research is well represented in a speech titled kyōdo kenkyū

to kyōdo kyōiku (local studies and local education) that he gave to the

Yamagata kyōdo kenkyū kai. Speaking on November 5, 1932 in Yamagata

City to a packed house of over six hundred people—composed mostly of

educators—Yanagita expounded on the uses and abuses of local research for

just over two and a half hours. In effect he was criticizing his audience in

fairly direct terms.
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Our local studies (kyōdo kenkyū), in contrast to how other people use the term,

has at least two very major differences. The first one is, we did not take the local

area (kyōdo) as our object of research. In contrast to this, all of you are saying

that you will research the local area. But we did not  mean to use the word ‘local

studies’ in this way. We did not mean to study the local area (for itself), we

meant to take the local area as a place to study something. If we ask what that

‘something’ that we want to study is specifically, it is the lifeways of the

Japanese (nihonjin no seikatsu), in particular the past history of this race group.

Our plan was to tie together our studies by looking at the case in each local area

and working through the distinctive affect (ishiki kankaku) of people in particular

areas.8

Always a master rhetorician, Yanagita starts by invoking “our local

studies” (wareware no kyōdo kenkyū), a move linking him to membership in

a community of scholars to which his audience is clearly not a part. This

serves to emphasize his authority in the field before he begins to chastise his

listeners for the two errors of only researching a single local area and then

taking this research almost immediately into their own classrooms.

Yanagita’s comments are all the more striking considering that the

assembled teachers spent the morning discussing their own local research

only to spend the afternoon listening to him criticize it in his speech. By

stating, “We did not mean to study the local area (for itself), we meant to

take the local area as a place to study something” he is asserting that the

local area is a means not an end in itself. Comparing research on local areas

from across the nation did allow for a broader perspective and provide

deeper insights to Japanese culture as a whole. But it also disallowed the

value of local research that had not been tied into a national network and

considered only a single locale. In effect it posited that local identity was

only legible through national identity. As I will consider shortly, this same

dynamic was at work in the framework through which Yanagita interpreted

mukashibanashi (folktales) generally and Momotarō in particular.

At this point in 1932 he was still identifying his folklore studies as kyōdo

kenkyū although he mentioned in his Yamagata speech about the term that

“the term has a nice ring to it but is somewhat deficient for academic

discourse.”9 There were hints of a name change already. In an article titled
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“Food and the Heart” in Shinano Education in January 1932 Yanagita

mentioned “I am earnestly hoping for the flourishing of a new academic

field to take root in Japan in the future.”10

He only directly addressed the topic retrospectively, four years later and

after the change had taken place. He did this in a series of five lectures titled

“Kyōdo kenkyū to minzokugaku” (local studies and folklore studies) given

across a span of seven months in 1936.11 In his first lecture on April 20th he

noted that the name change was like a larva growing into a mosquito or a

baby growing into a three-year old. Reading Yanagita’s prose one is

constantly reminded of his origins as a poet. He clearly delights in language.

And his example perhaps says more than he intends, because while he

himself saw the name change as positive, just as one’s own child is a

pleasure to behold, many kyōdo kenkyūsha likely found this change to be

annoying like a buzzing mosquito. In any case Yanagita’s rhetoric seeks to

naturalize the name change because in each case one thing grows out of the

other as a natural development. Of course it would be more accurate to note

that he is responding to the developments in the field. As the term kyōdo

kenkyū gained favor among the public at large, it was simultaneously losing

favor to the term minzokugaku among more academic circles. The term

minzokugaku had already been around in Japan since the Meiji period and

was already well established in scholarly circles. So why the change at this

point and not earlier? While Yanagita does not address the question directly

he hints at the reason by saying that the term kyōdo kenkyū had become “just

too plain” (amari ni futsū).12 In addition to increasing participation in the

field by local educators, there was a surge in popular interest in folklore

studies by both city dwellers and rural teachers that presented a challenge

for Yanagita. While Yanagita himself wrote, perhaps half jokingly, that his

research could be called ‘Travel study’ (ryokōgaku), he clearly wanted to

maintain a distinction between tourism and research.13 He did not want to

allow folklore research, overwhelmed by amateur interest, to become merely

another kind of ‘travel writing’ (kikōbun).

The change from kyōdo kenkyū t o minzokugaku suggested a new

approach to research. While kyōdo implies that a local place can be studied

for its own sake, the change to minozku (folk) means that local places were

studied to help frame a picture of the Japanese people as a whole. And while
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kenkyū suggests research that an individual may carry out in their way, gaku

refers to a discipline with standard methods of investigation. Thus,

minzokugaku needed an object of study that allowed it to imagine the

customs, lifestyle, and values of the Japanese people throughout the entire

country. Given this change it seems more than accidental that study of

mukashibanashi gained prominence around this time over other topics, such

as of local dialects, architecture, farm practices and so on. Mukashibanashi

allowed the study of a single local place or village to give insight into what

Yanagita called “our collective feelings as Japanese.”14 Ironically, this was

largely because by the time Yanagita was working in the 1930s, a single,

standardized version of the tale was known throughout Japan by means of

textbooks, and to a lesser degree children’s literature. This move, from

studying individual areas to making generalizations about the Japanese

people as a whole, was in part the result of the accumulation of research that

Yanagita and others had access to by the 1930s. It meant that Yanagita

shifted his focus during this decade to begin comparing data at his disposal

and adding a theoretical superstructure to the field to govern subsequent

research. At the same time, it had implications for how folklore studies

imagined the nation. Pieces of research that could be fit into a picture of an

integrated nation would be cited, remembered and promoted. Culture that

could not be fit into this larger picture would be passed by or even forcefully

reinterpreted within the new framework. Momotarō was central to this

process as Yanagita wrote two works that guided the theory and practice of

his minzokugaku.

Momotarō no Tanjō (the Birth of Peach Boy, 1933) and 

Mukashibanashi Saishū Techō (Notebook for the 

Collection of Folktales, 1936)

From April 1930 to July 1932, Yanagita wrote the series of nine essays that

were collectively published in 1933 as Momotarō no tanjō.15 Partly in

response to the increased interest in mukashibanashi that this work drew, he

began his Thursday meetings for students and scholars alike involved in this
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research. Also the flood of increased information submitted by informants

from around the country led him to issue several field manuals, including

the Mukashibanashi saishū techō in 1936. Beginning in 1936 and continuing

through 1939 mukashibanashi would be Yanagita’s primary focus as he

traveled around the country collecting them and sorting through submissions

of collectors from around the nation. While an organized taxonomy of terms

for oral tales would only emerge after the war with Yanagita’s authoritative

Nihon mukashibanashi meii published in 1948, already by 1933 Momotarō

no tanjō had already laid the foundations for the theory of Yanagita’s

minzokugaku.

Momotarō no tanjō is striking in its newly systematic and comparative

focus on tales. Yanagita stresses the relationships between both tales from

Europe and among different Japanese tales themselves. Up until this point

his articles often connected tales to the locality from which they were

collected, a method more appropriate to kyōdo kenkyū than to minzokugaku.

In Momotarō no tanjō he considers several dozen Japanese tales and his first

move was to compare several of them to well known European tales. In his

first of nine chapters, his prime example is the Cinderella tale and he

compares it at length to various ubakawa tales, noticing the similarities in a

magical change of appearance.16 At the most basic level these comparisons

are the result of Yanagita’s familiarity with the Western corpus of folktales.

The practical result of this is a kind of datsua, or de-Asianization as Japan’s

cultural heritage is reinterpreted so as to make it analogous with a dominant

West. By making these comparisons with European tales, Yanagita gained

needed prestige for a newly organized field. What was de-emphasized in

Yanagita’s case, however, was the sense of these tales as distinct products of

a local culture, and their possible Asian connections. In presenting a vision

of tales evolving thematically—gaining or losing story elements across time

—and migrating geographically within Japan he was ahead of more

conservative scholarship that saw oral cultures as fundamentally

unchanging. At the same time this meant that local culture was only to be

understood through the larger nexus of national culture. Analyzing a tale

now came to mean comparing it with other variants collected from around

the nation and through time. Local culture became seen as one puzzle piece

in the larger picture of nationwide culture. While these pieces could be
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viewed in and of themselves the new comparative focus implied that this

reading was missing a bigger picture.

In addition to comparing Japanese tales to European tales, Yanagita links

a cluster of Japanese tales together by means of what he calls the

chiisako theme. The chiisako was a product of a propitious birth and

supernatural heritage. He compares the Momotarō, Urikohime, Kaguyahime,

an d Issunbōshi tales and notes that they involve children born from or

associated with unusual objects, such as peaches, melons, bamboo and the

like. In his opinion the main purpose of these objects is to graphically

demonstrate to the listener the small size of the child who could fit inside of

them. The chiisako theme does connect the several tales mentioned above

and is obviously a central part of the Momotarō tale. He makes Momotarō

representative of Japanese tales generally and invests great attention on it. In

his reading of this tale Yanagita stresses the links between clusters of

thematically similar tales and how they evolved together over time.

However in the case of Momotarō he significantly differs from other

scholars, both before and after him, on the importance of the peach as a

symbol. Considering Takizawa Bakin’s Gendo Hogen (1818) he writes:

By citing many references to peaches in religion and folklore in his Gendō

hōgen17, Takizawa Bakin made an attempt to explain those origins of the myth of

the boy born from a peach. As a great man like Bakin made this suggestion, it

seems there have been many who have believed his explanation. But even if

these theories regarding peaches are true, it really doesn’t matter that much. After

all, the mysterious child in these tales didn’t always come from a peach. The

Urikohime tale existed at the same time as Momotarō and was found all over

eastern Japan and in some places in the west.18

Yanagita acknowledges that earlier scholars, in this case the famous

author Takizawa Bakin had focused on the peach’s symbolic meaning in the

tale and gave various answers about its meaning. But while Yanagita

acknowledges the uniqueness of the peach he also downplays its

significance. Instead he chooses to emphasize the chiisako theme as central

and relates it to the Japanese system of religious belief. What light does this

tale shed on religious folk belief? Yanagita continues,
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As the Japanese people moved inland toward the mountains, they began to

believe that spirits came down from heaven, to the tops of the mountains and that

they would occasionally come down from the mountains to visit the human

world. It is not surprising that they conceived of a spirit entering our world

floating down a mountain stream.19

In Yanagita’s reading then, the tale evolved along with the Japanese

people and their collective movements. He is suggesting that Momotarō’s

birth from a peach reflected a folk belief in contact between the human and

spirit worlds. Yanagita’s approach to the tale is both provocative and

original. His understanding here seems very plausible although it must

remain speculation of course and has not been taken up in subsequent

scholarship.

More problematic is his consideration of the tale’s ending and change

over time.

It has been a very long time indeed since the Momotarō tale first took root in the

Japanese soil, and it seems as if the very first form has long since withered away.

The original form of the Momotarō story (one might say the myth [shinwa] rather

than the folktale [mukashibanashi]), like that of The Snake Bridegroom [hebi

muko iri], no longer exists in our popular culture.20

For example, consider the goal of the expedition in Momotarō. As we might

expect, Japanese folktales [mukashibanashi] have been simplified. The journeys

of European ‘Momotarō’ figures often consisted of much more than just gaining

a treasure and bringing it back home. The treasure was often used as a means of

obtaining a wife, home, and children, and securing a happy future. Here in Japan

only Urikohime (The Melon Princess) has this kind of happy ending, but in the

West there are many examples where a male adventurer finds some treasure and

is then able to marry a princess. It seems likely that this portion was deleted on

purpose from the modern Momotarō story [hanashi], not only because it has a

child as its protagonist but also because its audience was made up of only

children.21
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Here Yanagita suggests that in an imagined original, and thus more

authentic, version of the tale Momotarō took a wife. Indeed, that the purpose

of his quest was to find a female partner. In the first passage quoted above

he uses comparison with another early tale, The Snake Bridegroom to bolster

his argument. In the latter passage he uses comparison with European tales

to make his case. In his view more recent versions of folk tales, which are

found in textbooks or literature for children and popularized by authors like

Iwaya Sazanami from the Meiji period onward, are corruptions of older and

thus more authentic versions. This is a somewhat logical result of stressing

the chiisako theme in the tale. However, it is unsupported by the evidence

that Yanagita himself helped collect from around the country. Of the

hundreds of recorded versions collected only a handful include gaining a

wife as part of the tale and these versions have been judged by later scholars

as actually being a mix of Momotarō with other tales. Why then Yanagita’s

insistence that Momotarō go looking for a wife? The answer may lie with

his arrangement of the 1936 Mukashibanashi saishū techō (Notebook for the

Collection of Folktales).

Coauthored by Yanagita and his contemporary Seki Keigo, it was self-

published on August 10th, 1936 and distributed to folktale researchers across

Japan.22 The size of a small Japanese paperback book (bunko bon), it

contained one hundred representative stories. Each example was listed on

the right side of the page while the facing left page was left blank. Folktale

collectors listening to local tales were expected to compare any stories they

heard with the examples and write down the story opposite the tale it most

closely matched. For completely new or unrelated stories there was story

number one hundred, labeled as “Additional Stories” (hatenashi (no)

hanashi). This was a story from Nagoya that was found only in that local

area.23 When researchers found other tales that were similarly only known

locally and did not correspond to tales one through ninety-nine, they were to

be written down next to this final tale.

While this was just one of eight manuals published it reflected wider

trends toward a formalization of research methods than were evident in

journals in the field at least four to five years earlier. For example, Yanagita

singled out the journal Tabi to densetsu (Travel and Legends) for praise

noting that it was becoming more professional in the early 1930s. This was
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primarily reflected in the continuing effacement of the researcher within the

written narrative. Until the early 1930s, articles in this journal were written

as travel narratives that included a wealth of personal information about the

author as well as the tales collected or the sites he visited. Generally, they

began with accounts of the train journey out of Tokyo: leaving out of Ueno

station at such and such a time, traveling for so many hours, and where the

person changed trains. Details of how the author felt, the nature of his

interaction(s) with local people, how much things cost and so on are all

usual parts of these articles. There is a marked shift in the mid 1930s with

more formalized accounts of tales (or local customs and culture) in the

journal that forego all of the above-mentioned information. They flatly state

the author’s name, the place and time of research and very little else. The

marked loss of the author’s positionality, in Spivak’s usage of the term, was

the price for formalizing accounts of tales. Some of the earlier articles in this

style were submitted by Yanagita and later copied by others, likely through

his influence. The fieldwork manual, then, was just formalizing changes that

were already taking place in some of the major journals of the day.

Still the fieldwork manual created wide repercussions beyond just the

way that people reported their research. The most obvious effect was that it

immediately created a canonical set of tales.24 More important than what this

new canon included however may have been what it excluded. A researcher

using this book to collect tales in rural areas was given license, in the form

of blank pages, to write about ninety-nine standard tales that were known

throughout the country. Tales that were unknown to this system were at a

disadvantage. Of course researchers could simply write them down on the

blank pages provided at the end of the notebook or continue in their own

notebooks. But through this action tales known only locally were already

pushed beyond the margins (quite literally) of Yanagita’s folklore project.

The contrast with the situation under which Yanagita himself wrote

down tales roughly twenty-seven years earlier for what became Tōno

monogatari (Tales of Tōno) is quite instructive. As is well known, Yanagita

collected stories from Sasaki Kizen and later in the Tōno region quite

freely.25 If a researcher was using the Mukashibanashi saishū techō

however, none of the tales that fills Tōno monogatari would have been

acceptable. This should not be surprising because the tales of Tōno
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monogatari are nearly all seken banashi (everyday stories). Notable features

of these tales are that they often claim to be literally true and the narrator is

often either the originator of the tale or he claims personal knowledge of the

events told. This kind of tale is exactly what Yanagita was constantly

warning against during the 1930s as being unsuitable for folklore studies. In

both Japanese and English language-scholarship Tōno monogatari is

considered a starting point for Yanagita’s research when it gained fame

upon its republication in 1935. But I would suggest that Yanagita’s

warnings against collecting strange tales and oddities were at least partially

a warning against his own Tōno monogatari and the method that it implied.

That is to say that Tōno monogatari’s popularity in 1935 and after was not

because it represented Yanagita’s project but rather because it offered a

romantic vision of freedom for the researcher that was rapidly being closed

off within minzokugaku as a field.

The theory of comparison for this field that Yanagita put into place with

Momotarō no tanjō was put into practice with the Mukashibanashi saishū

techō. Local tales were read as part of a larger group of tales shared by

Japanese culture across time and throughout the nation. One of the ways that

the Mukashibanashi saishū techō generated these new readings was through

its arrangement of tales. Naturally the tales can be read individually. But as

Nomura Junichi insightfully points out their arrangement also generates a

meta-tale found in the story arc when the ninety-nine tales are read

together.26 It begins with birth, moves through childhood, goes on to

challenges posed by life and help from animal companions, and concludes

with a happy end in the form of marriage and children. This meta-tale was

generated by placing tales about birth first, tales about childhood second,

and so on. Implicit in this arrangement is the assumption that tales are not

just about entertainment but reflect serious thought about the whole cycle of

human life. This was of course consistent with the meanings that Yanagita

was trying to read into these tales through the project of minzokugaku.

Again following Nomura’s lead, we can see that Momotarō carries within

itself most of the important elements of the meta-tale: birth, childhood

struggles and help from animal companions, and eventual overcoming of

obstacles. But it lacks the elements of marriage and children.
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If we take Momotarō by itself this is not a problem. Most commentators

on this tale that I have encountered have seen its major themes as birth,

youth, and overcoming challenges. But in the context of Yanagita’s meta-

tale the omission of a wife becomes a lack. Yanagita’s answer was to insist

that an earlier, more authentic version of the tale did indeed include

searching for a wife (tsuma-motome). This must have guided Yanagita in

choosing the rather odd Momotarō variant from Iwate prefecture that serves

as his example of the story in the Mukashibanashi saishū techō. In this

version the old man and woman go to enjoy a bento lunch by the riverside,

pick up a peach that floats by and take it home. From it the peach boy is

born. When he is older a letter comes from hell from a princess trapped

there. Momotarō goes and successfully rescues her. The oni (devils) of hell

give chase, but fail when their flaming chariot (higuruma) falls into the sea

and is presumably extinguished. Momotarō then lives happily ever after in

his village, returning with a woman and riches.

It is important to note that there can be no definitive version of the tale,

at least before the 1890s when its inclusion in textbooks lead to an

increasing standardization. But even from the middle of the Edo period

certain elements were standard in most reiterations, such as the three animal

retainers. These are missing from the variant that Yanagita picked. This and

the new addition of a woman leads Nomura, and myself, to suspect that the

Momotarō variant Yanagita picked as definitive is actually more closely

related to a story popular in Iwate prefecture about an amanojaku, a mystical

creature famous for deceiving people. But the feature of a woman in this

version of the tale makes it ideal for Yanagita’s reading, which insists on a

marriage-minded Momotarō.

Tales and Local Researchers

Looking at Yanagita’s minzokugaku inspired version of Momotarō we can

identify certain flaws with his analysis. But what other readings of

Momotarō were possible? At the same time Yanagita was turning Momotarō

into a representative mukashibanashi, in several areas around Japan kyōdo
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kenkyūsha were promoting Momotarō as a densetsu (legends). As Kahara

Nahoko notes, folktales are not specific in their references to place, time or

characters.27 They often begin with the set phrase “mukashi, mukashi.” The

functions of these tales were entertainment and passing down folk wisdom.

In an age before our now ubiquitous media, this entertainment function

carried an importance that is hard to fully appreciate today. In particular,

Momotarō pointed to the importance of children, of continuing a family line,

and for boys to venture out into the wider world and prove themselves. In

contrast, densetsu are almost always local and tie specific places and

characters together. While mukashibanashi give us recognizably generic

characters and situations, densetsu abound in proper nouns and quasi-

historical events. This quasi-historical information helped residents to read

the landscapes surrounding them, adding interest and explanation to both

manmade and natural local features. Ironically, Momotarō as a densetsu was

an entirely modern creation, stitched into local history through often highly

questionable connections. In the prewar period, through a mixture of tourism

and kyōdo kenkyū, Momotarō was tied to Okayama Prefecture, Inuyama in

Gifu Prefecture, and Kinashi in Shikoku.

Today Okayama’s connection to the Momotarō tale is probably the best

known in Japan. Visitors arriving by train are greeted by a large bronze

stature of Momotarō in a prominent place in front of the station. This was a

result of Okayama governor Miki Yukiharu’s very successful campaign to

use Momotarō as a symbol of the prefecture during the 1950s. But it was

rooted in research done earlier by Okayama residents Namba Ginnosuke

(1897–1973) and Shiida Yoshihide (1876–1946). At nearly the same time

Yanagita Kunio was working to identify Momotarō with the Japanese

people, Namba was rooting it in local history in Okayama. In May 1930

Namba published Momotarō no shijitsu (Historical Facts of Momotarō), in

which he came to the conclusion that the Momotarō tale was based on

Kibitsuhiko no mikoto, a legendary character mentioned in the Kojiki.

Namba focused on local archaeological sites, in particular a Korean-style

hill top castle locally known as the Ki-no-jō (Ogre’s Castle) which he

asserted was the original model for onigashima. Next to build upon the

connection between Momotarō and Okayama was Shiida Yoshihide, a local

researcher and instructor in Japanese language and literature at the Sixth
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Higher School in Okayama. In 1941 he published Momotarō no gairon (A

Short Outline of Momotarō) which stressed the connection between kibi

dango and Kibitsuhiko jinja, suggesting that the sweets were first made at

that shrine.28 Both Namba’s and Shiida’s works are painstakingly researched

and seriously argued but can ultimately only present circumstantial

evidence to tie Momotarō to Okayama.

Meanwhile, in the Inuyama area just north of Nagoya, Kawaji Sōichi

(1894–1973) and graphic artist Yoshida Hatsusaburo (1884–1955) made no

pretense at academic seriousness but used Momotarō to produce a successful

tourist attraction. Yoshida was well known for his popular ‘Bird’s Eye

Maps’ (chōkanzu), and his maps helped to sell Momotarō jinja (Momotarō

Shrine) which was founded by Kawaji in 1930. As an easy day outing from

Nagoya by train, tourists would visit the nearby Inuyama Amusement Park,

take a boat on the Kiso River billed as the Nihon Rhine for its scenic

similarity to the Rhine River in Germany, and wrap it up with a visit to

Momotarō jinja. The shrine was highly popular in the 1930s and even into

the postwar period, with Kawaji’s son, Kawaji Momomitsu, taking over as

head priest. Today the shrine still exists but has the air of a department store

roof playground that has seen great days but is slowly fading into the past. 

Perhaps the most illustrative example of Momotarō as seen through local

studies, is in the Kinashi area just south of Takamatsu city in Shikoku where

Hashimoto Sentarō (1890–1940) sought to tie his hometown to Momotarō.

As a young man, Hashimoto listened to a speech by Meiji statesmen Okuma

Shigenobu who commented during a visit that the residents should be

inspired by the town’s name and like Momotarō should harbor no oni

(demons) in their hearts.29 In another example of how local identity is

actually read through the lens of national identity, this moved Hashimoto to

consider that perhaps his region was connected to the tale.

In addition to being a teacher, Hashimoto was an avid amateur historian

and archaeologist, often searching old documents for the origins of place

names and even making occasional digs for artifacts. Now he began

collecting various local tales about oni. First he published a series of articles

in the local Shikoku minpō newspaper in 1930 under the collective title

Dōwa Momotarō no hasshōchi wa Kinashi (Momotarō Originated in the

Kinashi Area). Then in 1932 he published the book Kinashi densetsu
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Momotarō-san: onigashima seibatsu (The Kinashi Legend Momotarō:

Conquest of Ogre Island). This book proved tremendously popular and went

through 22 printings. In it Hashimoto lists over 200 places he believes may

be connected to the tale.30 Hashimoto focused more on the oni than on the

hero. He conjectured that their real identity was pirates who were based on

the small islands of Megijima (Woman Tree Island) and Ogijima (Man Tree

Island) both located a few kilometers off of Takamatsu. Both islands have

man-made caves that might have been used by pirates active in the Seto

Inland Sea during the Muromachi period. With publication of Hashimoto’s

book, Megijima also came to be known as Onigashima and became a

popular tourist attraction. Ferries ran between the island and Takamatsu,

bringing thousands of tourists a day in the summer. People went to the

island’s beach, swam in the ocean and enjoyed exploring the cave which

remained cool in the summer heat. In Hashimoto’s hometown of Kinashi,

Kumano jinja (Kumano Shrine) was renamed Kumano gongen Momotarō

jinja. The official renaming occurred in 1955 but it was popularly associated

with Momotarō before the war.31 Today the shrine still celebrates a festival

(Kinashi Momotarō matsuri) with various events focused on children on the

first Sunday in April each year.

Conclusion

Momotarō is still popular today but he has been eclipsed somewhat by the

girl heroes produced by artists like Hayao Miyazaki, who has sought

protagonists untainted by connections to wartime propaganda. As historian

John Dower and others have pointed out, Momotarō was used extensively to

promote wartime nationalism. English-language scholars have at times

asked about the political charge of Yanagita’s work and it is reasonable

to ask this question in regard to his research into both Momotarō

specifically and mukashibanashi generally. Looking back, Momotarō as a

mukashibanashi does have its flaws, specifically Yanagita’s insistence on

reading a wife into the story, presumably in order to make it more

representative of the Japanese people as a whole. But while Yanagita’s
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research seeks to find and help define a unified Japanese identity, it does

nothing to directly link this identity to imperialism or war . Ironically

perhaps, often the work of kyōdo kenkyūsha from the late 1930s was more

directly nationalistic, even though they were working at the local level. In

retrospect, more than seventy years later, Yanagita’s investigation into

Momotarō and other mukashibanashi still appears careful, insightful and

thought-provoking even today.
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Narrating Tōno: Yanagita Kunio, 

Sasaki Kizen & Inoue Hisashi

Christopher A. Robins

Ever since Yanagita Kunio (1875–1962) put the Tōno region on the map of

the Japanese cultural imagination with the publication of his Tōno

monogatari (Tales of Tōno [1910]), the name has been associated with a

rural culture retaining vestiges of pre-modern folk beliefs and practices.

When Yanagita first visited what was then Tōno Village in 1909, it was not

a single community in the physical sense, but rather, a Meiji Era (1868–

1912) geo-political consolidation of ten small hamlets within the broad

Tōno basin. Tōno was not particularly isolated in comparison to other rural

communities in Iwate Prefecture, a prefecture in the northeast of the main

island of Honshu. From roughly the early Edo Period (1600–1868) on,

Tōno’s economy relied heavily on agriculture, animal husbandry, and trade

with other districts.

Arguably, it was Tōno’s vital cultural and economic links with other

rural Iwate communities that enabled it to become a rich repository of

orally-transmitted stories, from local legends to fantastic, eerie, ribald and

humorous tales. Among a range of regional narratives, it was the bizarre,
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superstitious, and seemingly amoral tales assembled in Yanagita’s work that

supported the characterization of Tōno as the quintessentially isolated

cultural backwater.

Yanagita’s collection of one hundred and nineteen miscellaneous stories

effectively inscribed Tōno as a site of “authentic” folk culture untainted by

the homogenizing forces of modern nationalism and delineated its essence

as the antipode to Tokyo, the anti-modern, or as Marilyn Ivy describes,

“modernity’s uncanny other.”
1
 Ivy notes the way that Yanagita’s collection

of tales presented a vision of a backward culture hermetically sealed from

outside modernizing influences, and that over time, he came to view these

folktales as a window on the past that could reveal immutable aspects of

Japanese culture.

The ghostly and grisly nature of many of these tales has led Japanese

commentators to note how limited the inroads of “civilization and

enlightenment” had been in the Japanese outback. There is no doubt that

Yanagita wanted to use these tales as evidence, as it were, of a whole  stratum of

belief that persisted despite the increasing sway of the modern rational, and that

this persistence had a connection with what was enduringly Japanese.
2

This essay explores how the modern Tōhoku-born author, Inoue Hisashi

(1934–2010), challenges some of stereotypes and assumptions associated

with Yanagita’s Tōno monogatari through his own novels, plays and essays.

This will also discuss how Inoue uses Yanagita’s canonical text as an

opportunity to explore the relationship between this text and the emergence

of Tōno as a symbol of backward folk culture on the periphery of the

modern Japanese state.

Embracing, Erasing, and Re-Tracing the Folk

Yanagita’s collection and a subsequent expanded edition, Tōno monogatari

shūi (Gleanings of the Tales of Tōno [1935]), tended to intensify the degree

of cultural difference between Tōno and mainstream Japan by emphasizing
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unusual folk practices and beliefs that seem rooted in irrational, shadowy

superstition precisely at a time when Japan was embracing the watchwords

of civilization and enlightenment (bunmei kaika).

The discovery, explication, and appropriation of folk culture in the

construction of modern national ideology has been discussed by numerous

scholars of nationalism including Gellner, Hobsbawm, Hutchinson, and

Nairn.
3
 Ernest Gellner describes this process as one in which the goals and

results of national ideology seem to be at cross-purposes and he notes that

[n]ational ideology suffers from pervasive false consciousness. Its myths invert

reality: it claims to defend folk culture while in fact it is forging a high culture; it

claims to protect an old folk society while in fact helping to build up an

anonymous mass society. … It preaches and defends continuity, but owes

everything to a decisive and unutterably profound break in human history. It

preaches and defends cultural diversity, when in fact it imposes homogeneity

both inside and, to a lesser degree, between political units. Its self-image and its

true nature are inversely related, with an ironic neatness seldom equaled even by

other successful ideologies.
4

In the case of the Tōno region, the community’s contemporary self-

representation cannot be separated from the long-term ramifications of the

inscription resulting from the publication of Yanagita’s Tōno monogatari.

On the Tōno City official website, the Tōno citizen’s charter clearly reflects

that influence in the expression of their modern identity.

Tōno Citizens’ Charter

We establish this charter here in order to create and develop further this

wonderful treasure while maintaining pride in our traditional culture and

beautiful native land (kyōdo) that transcends time immemorial as “Tōno, eternal

hometown (furusato) of Japan.”
5

The passage above encapsulates Tōno’s collective ideal to individuate

itself from the imagined national whole as the one and only “furusato of

Japan.” Tōno and the surrounding region comes to represent a boundary

zone of national culture; both as a bastion of unchanging “otherness” and a
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privileged source of that very same national culture. Paradoxically, Tōno is

conceptually linked to the nation through this privileging of its own place in

the genealogy of Japan’s national narrative. Tōno’s self-identification with

the rest of the nation seems both natural and self-interested, yet given the

often violent and irrational behavior of the locals depicted in many of the

tales, it seems unlikely that the average Japanese person would reciprocate

the feeling by embracing the notion of Tōno as the source of one’s national

culture or even envision a common bond in the first place.

A deep underlying awareness of the geographical and cultural margins of

the community seems reflected in many of the stories in Tōno monogatari.

In reading these tales that portray events occurring at the outer reaches of

the local community, one notices a deep sense of trepidation and suspicion

among the local people toward the unknown others who lurk in these nether

regions. This portrayal also marks the original local narrators of the tales as

primitive and uncivilized from the standpoint of mainstream Japanese

readers. The childlike fear of the unknown conveyed in many of the tales

confirms the reader’s suspicion that these rural people are hopelessly

superstitious and incapable of viewing the world from a modern scientific

perspective. Many of these accounts describe encounters between local

people and mysterious creatures or human-like figures who exist in the

shadowy, coterminous other world at the margins of the Tōno agricultural

basin. These uncanny tales are often highly allusive and stripped of

explanatory detail. Tale Thirty-One is one extremely terse example.

Every year in the Tōno district many children, especially girls, are kidnapped by

ijin.6

The term “ijin” means literally a “different person,” but it has a range of

nuances, some of them limited to specific contexts in Yanagita’s Tōno

monogatari. In the entry cited above, ijin is synonymous with yamaotoko, a

rough equivalent of the bogeyman in Western culture; a barbaric, sub-

human figure who is known for spiriting away women and children to the

depths of the mountains where they may never be seen or heard from again.

On the other three occasions where the term is used in the collection, ijin

denotes tengu (goblins), foreigners, and mountain gods.
7
 Of the various
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nuances associated with the term, the literal meaning serves as an imprecise

category under which all manner of semi-human and/or strange creatures

can be subsumed.

The excerpt below also suggests an attitude of hyper-provincialism in

which physical difference observed within the community is instinctively

conflated with ethno-cultural or even racial differences.

At Kashiwazaki in Tsuchibuchi village there is a household in which both parents

are definitely Japanese, and yet there are two albino children.

The children’s hair, skin, and eyes are just like Westerners. They are about 26 or

27 years old now and engaged in agriculture. Their pronunciation and accent are

also different from the people of the area. Their voices are thin and piercing.
8

Although the term “ijin” is not used in describing the albino siblings

above, they are conceptually linked since their physical features are “just

like Westerners;” not only do their voices sound strange, but their speech

patterns mark them as outsiders from beyond the margins of the local

community. The stigma of difference is assigned to those individuals who

resemble humans, but show monstrous signs of deformity or more subtle

signs of difference that jeopardizes their acceptance as bona fide members

of the local community.

Mountain Men and Women at the Margins

Since ancient times there was a mountain road called Fuefuki-tōge (flute-blowing

pass) used to cross over from the Tōno district to Tanohama, Kirikiri, and other

places on the coast. The pass is also a shortcut from Yamaguchi Village to Mt.

Rokkōushi. In recent years, people going over the pass always encounter a

yamaotoko or yamaonna along the way.
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Everyone grew frightened and there were fewer and fewer crossings. Finally, a

different road was opened in the direction of Sakaige-tōge (boundary-tree pass).

Now this road, which has a horse changing post at Wayama, has come to be the

only one used for crossing, even though it is over seven kilometers longer.
9

Among a range of strange creatures and figures that appear in Tōno

monogatari, the yamaotoko seems central to understanding Yanagita’s

inscription of Tōno as a backward region in addition to the implicit links

with historically denigrated Tōhoku culture in general. The yamaotoko is

associated with the boundaries and mountain passes of the Tōno region, and

arguably, conflated in the popular imagination with the people of Tōno

themselves despite the fact that the majority of the local inhabitants did not

live in the mountains, but were primarily engaged in agriculture, animal

husbandry, and commerce in the broad Tōno basin.

In his preface to the original edition of Tōno monogatari, Yanagita

articulates one of his goals in writing the collection and he draws an implicit

distinction between the “flatlanders” (heichinin) who constitute his intended

audience and the “mountain people” (yamabito) who are both the source

and subject of the stories.

In the mountain villages of Japan, in areas yet deeper into the mountains than

Tōno, there must be countless other legends about mountain gods and yamabito. I

wish these legends could also be heard for they would not only make us who live

in the lowlands shudder, but would also provide a fresh start like The Legends of

Tōno.
10

Like the term “ijin” used by the Tōno natives, Yanagita use of the word

“yamabito” conveys the literal and essential meaning of “a person who lives

in the mountains,” while also suggesting a broad category that might apply

to a range of individuals who live in the mountains—the marginal zone that

separates outsiders and others from the community. In an introduction to a

story about yamabito published in 1910 with the literary magazine, Shinchō,

Yanagita discussed the meaning of the Japanese word. He asserted that the

word yamabito had been in usage since ancient times and had often been

associated with tengu as well as mountain sages (sen’nin). Yanagita
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disagreed with this definition and presented his own interpretation:

“However, these definitions are incorrect; undoubtedly, in actual Japanese

language, this refers to people (minzoku) who live outside of our society,

that is to say, people who live a different lifestyle from us.”
11

 From this

perspective, the yamabito are not mainstream members of modern Japanese

society and therefore, can be conceptually linked with either the progenitors

of the Japanese people from ancient times or be viewed as members of a

related, but nonetheless, distinct regional culture or ethnicity.

Beyond the negligible semantic distance between the yamabito and the

yamaotoko, in Tōno monogatari both figures are linked by locale, and at

times, the behavior of the yamabito who is ostensibly “normal,” is not far

removed from the yamaotoko whom he encounters. The following excerpt

illustrates the way in which the identities of the yamabito and yamaotoko are

not always strictly delineated.

A yamabito lives deep in the mountains. A man named Sasaki Kahei, who is now

over 70 years old, still lives in Wano in the village of Tochinai.

When he was young he went far into the mountains to hunt, and came across a

beautiful woman seated on a distant rock combing her long black hair. The

complexion of her face was extremely white. Being bold and reckless, he took

aim with his gun, fired a shot and she fell to the ground. When he ran up to see,

she was a tall woman and her untied black hair was longer than her height.

Thinking of it as evidence for later, he cut a lock of her hair, looped it up, and put

it in his bosom. Soon he headed home, but along the way he felt too sleepy to

endure the long walk and so stepped into the shade and dozed off for a while.

While still on the border between sleep and waking, a man, also quite tall, drew

close, stuck his hand into Kahei’s bosom, took the loop of black hair and ran off.

At that moment he woke up. “It must have been a yamaotoko,” he said.
12

The reader may be left wondering which of the two is more dangerous

and uncivilized: the yamabito or the yamaotoko? On occasions, the

yamaotoko is similar enough to locals that he can move about unnoticed in

the community. The “dreadful man” described below embodies a hybrid

identity of “otherness” that blends characteristics of the both yamabito and
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the foreigner. He seems human enough to impregnate a local woman whom

he has kidnapped, and yet, he transgresses the rules of society when he

cruelly eats or disposes of their offspring and seems to conspire with others

of his kind to commit potentially nefarious acts.

The daughter of a peasant from Kamigō village went into the mountains to

gather chestnuts one day and never returned. Her family, thinking she had died,

conducted a funeral ceremony using the girl’s pillow as a symbol of her. Two or

three years passed. One day a man from the village went hunting on the lower

part of Mt. Goyō and unexpectedly came across the girl in a cave which was

concealed by large rocks. They were both surprised and when he asked why she

was living there, she replied, “I came to the mountain to gather nuts and was

carried off by a dreadful man who brought me here. I have thought of escaping

but haven’t had a chance.

He asked, “What does he look like?”

“To me he looks like any ordinary person but he is very tall and the color of his

eyes is somewhat threatening. I have had several children, but he says that the

children don’t resemble him and are not his. They are perhaps eaten or killed, but

in any case they are all taken off somewhere.” Again he asked, “Is he really

human like us?”

“His clothing and appearance are quite common. Only the color of his  eyes is a

little strange. Once or twice between market days, four or five people just like

him get together, talk about something and then go off. Because he brings food

and things from somewhere, he must go into town. He may even return while we

are talking.”

It is said the hunter was frightened and returned home. More than twenty years

have passed since then.
13

The mainstream Japanese readers can both identify with the fear of the

unknown “other” experienced by the yamabito, while at the same time, their

strange behavior and customs distinguish them as harboring values and
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attitudes of reference quite alien to contemporary Japanese life. Yanagita’s

self-identification with the “lowlanders” in the preface to Tōno monogatari

invites the typical reader to share in the author’s perspective as an individual

who is urban, modern, educated, and detached from the scenes being

described. In this sense, “lowlander” functions as a metonym for a modern

inhabitant of the imperial metropolis of Tokyo while antithetical nuances of

primitive aboriginal culture resistant to modernity coalesce around the term

“yamabito.”

Tōhoku as an Imagined Hinterland

Tales of yamaotoko and yamaonna resonate most deeply with the notion of

the Tōhoku region as retaining indigenous customs antedating the advent of

Yamato civilization. Yoshimoto Takaaki credits the yamaotoko and

yamaonna stories with evoking a fear of otherness that lurks in the

wilderness and harbors primitive customs. He notes how these accounts,

mediated via earlier generations, symbolize indigenous displaced ethnicities

such as the Ezo.
14

 These accounts of strange mountain folk were not unique

to Tōno nor to Tōhoku, but their more recent association with the Tōno

region, thanks to Yanagita’s original Tōno monogatari and his expanded

collection, Tōno monogatari shūi, capitalized on the pre-existing conception

of Tōhoku as a unique bastion of heterogeneous, uncivilized culture. This

view of Tōhoku is, in part, a generically constructed imaginary, but it has

far-reaching historical roots reinforced in literature and supported in

complex ways through archeological evidence as well as modern day

practices.
15

With the rise of national consciousness and the development of a

Japanese national language following the Meiji Restoration (1868),

linguistic differences in Tōhoku were often viewed by government officials,

scholars, and educators as lingering obstacles to modernization. Speakers of

regional dialects in all of Japan were subjected to humiliating “regional

dialect punishment plagues” when they were caught using dialect in

schools.
16

 Even in the late Shōwa period (1926–1989) educators in Tōhoku
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where strongly urged to play pre-recorded tapes of stories for students in

elementary school in order to avoid exposing students to the regional

dialects of the local teacher.

Tōhoku stands apart from other well-known Japanese regional dialects in

that its various distinct dialects—some being mutually incomprehensible—

are lumped together into a single generically conceived category of

incomprehensibility disparagingly referred to as “zūzū-ben.” This term

suggests onomatopoeically a monotonous babble of sounds produced by the

typical Tōhoku speaker. It is also worth noting that a standardized version of

zūzū-ben has been used in literature by mimicking some of the common

verbal endings in Tōhoku and that this artificially constructed speech has

been assigned to characters in translations of Shakespeare’s play designated

as low-class servants or fools.
17

 The enduring stereotypes that link Tōhoku

with low class status were also exploited in Kurosawa Akira’s 1954 film,

Seven Samurai, when the peasants (hyakushō) speak a generic version of the

Tōhoku dialect in contrast to the standard modern usage of the samurai

based on Edo-Tokyo dialect. The stigma attached to dialect speakers from

Tōhoku reflects a much deeper well of prejudice than dialect speakers from

other regions. The general view of Tōhoku as a particularly backward region

has been reinforced in the mass media and strengthens commensurately with

modern nationalism and the burgeoning idea of a homogeneous Japanese

identity.

Just as “zūzū-ben” is an umbrella term for the highest imagined level of

incomprehensibility, in contrast to officially sanctioned standard Japanese,

the yamaotoko epitomizes the individual who lives outside the norms of

Japanese society and by extension, he symbolizes the antithesis of the

modern Japanese person. The imaginary yamaotoko lives in a state of nature

and is integral to very landscape itself. As Yoshimoto Takaaki has pointed

out, it is natural that we might associate the yamaotoko with the long-

vanished aboriginals whose spectral presence lingers on in the imagination.

Many physical reminders of the first inhabitants in Tōhoku were

noticeable to locals and visitors in the form of Ainu (aboriginal) place

names still in use, Ainu stone circles, and the remains of former Ainu

military forts. The seasonal mountain hunters or matagi are among the most

intriguing living links with aboriginal culture in present day Tōhoku. The
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matagi are plausibly the original yamaotoko ( o r yamando in Yamagata

dialect) who hunt bears and other fur-bearing creatures as they have for

countless generations. Women are barred by taboo from participating and

the male hunters make offerings to the guardian gods of the mountain before

beginning the hunt.
18

 The matagi have their own vocabulary of basic words

associated with the hunt and these terms have clear links to ancient

languages of the Japanese archipelago, including the aboriginal Ainu people

of Hokkaido.
19

Tōno and Inoue Hisashi

Inoue Hisashi, an author perhaps best known as a satirist, engaged in a long

literary dialogue on the problem of Tōhoku identity in his plays, novels,

short stories, and essays. In his first major play, Nihonjin no heso (The

center of the Japanese people), performed at the Echo Theater in Tokyo in

1969, one sees Inoue’s early fascination with Tōno as a symbol of what Ōe

Kenzaburō has called the hate no hate—the penultimate periphery.
20

 In this

play within a play, seven average citizens who suffer from stuttering

conditions act out the life of a young woman named Helen Tenshin who was

born and raised in Tōno. Helen is the protagonist of the play and she plays

herself while the others play supporting roles in the portrayal of her life

story. As a burlesque stripper, it is not unusual that Helen has a foreign

name, but the fact that her surname follows her given/stage name in the

Western order underscores her exotic difference and suggests Tōno’s

inverted hierarchical status in relation to Tokyo where the play is set.

According to a Tokyo University professor of speech pathology, this

thespian exercise for the stuttering non-actors is designed as a therapy to

cure their speech impediments. In Scene One the speech pathologist,

Professor Wataya, plays the role of a train conductor as he reenacts Helen’s

departure from Tōno on her way to Tokyo. He lists each of the one hundred

and eleven train stations between Tōno and the final stop at Ueno Station in

Tokyo. Although Tokyo Station is arguably the very center of Japan since it

was built facing the Imperial Palace in the Meiji era, Ueno Station was the
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common destination for many Tōhoku laborers arriving in Tokyo for the

first time and it suggests that harsh reality.
21

 By reciting the names of each

and every station the conductor underscores the distance traveled from what

he calls, “the Tibet of Iwate.” In other words, Tōno is presented as the

ultimate inaccessible backwater within one of the most undeveloped and

isolated prefectures in Japan.

As a female stripper from Tōno, Helen Tenshin embodies the denigrated

social position of the Tōhoku native with their strong regional accents and

limited job prospects. An office worker who plays Helen’s father from Tōno

says of Tokyoites: “Tokyo people are evil; both men and women speak

standard Japanese (hyōjungo) and they wear neck ties and stockings.

They’re not going to listen to a country hick!”
22

 Unlike the other members of

the cast, Helen does not suffer from stuttering, but her “language affliction”

is her publicly reviled zūzū-ben (although Inoue has shown in other works

that Tōno has its own specific dialect) and she suffers from discrimination

and exploitation as she struggles to adapt to mainstream urban society. Her

struggles are like the others who have suffered painful traumas and

indignities. For example, the office worker who plays Helen’s father was a

graduate of Tokyo University who became involved in a corruption scandal

in a government ministry. After a failed suicide attempt he began to stutter

and couldn’t return to his previous office work. Another of Wataya’s

stuttering patients known merely as the “right-winger” began to stutter when

the emperor declared himself to be human after the surrender to American

and her allies in World War II. All of the cast members suffer from severe

personal humiliations that seem to be the source of their debilitating speech

handicaps. They all share psychic or physical traumas suffered in their

attempts to adapt to the tumult of modern Japanese society. Helen suffers

from a similar sense of humiliation and social maladjustment, yet her

situation reflects the mere fact that she was born in Tōno, the quintessential

symbol of Tōhoku backwardness.

Inoue Hisashi was born in southern Yamagata Prefecture and became

familiar with the Tōno region in the early 1950s. In 1953, Inoue entered

Jōchi University (also known as Sophia) where he began studying in the

German Department. As a youth from Tōhoku, his strong regional accent

marked him to Tokyoites as a country bumpkin and he claims to have
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suffered an unbearable sense of inferiority. After several months living in

Yotsuya in Tokyo, his feeling of alienation grew deeper and he was afflicted

by a kind of obsessive-compulsive behavior that involved counting random

objects and self-imposed taboos such as avoiding stepping on newspapers

and the cracks between street tiles. He recounted later that this deep feeling

of estrangement from Tokyo life and language also caused a severe

stuttering condition.
23

 At this time his mother was running an outdoor stall

selling yakitori (grilled chicken) in Kamaishi City, a bustling steel town and

fishing port about twenty miles east of Tōno.

In the early summer of 1953, Inoue withdrew from college and returned

to live with his mother in Kamaishi in an effort to recover from this speech

impediment and a kind of nervous breakdown. Inoue found a job working in

a tuberculosis sanitarium located near the coast to the north of the city and it

was during this time that he began to make trips inland to the Tōno region to

collect bills. Inoue recounts that he met people who expressed deep chagrin

that their local hero, Sasaki Kizen, had never received proper recognition for

his role as the original source of all of the stories in Yanagita’s famed

collection.

It was sad what happened to Sasaki Kizen, the one who presented the  original

stories to Yanagita Kunio. Sasaki apparently said, “I’ve been taken in by that

sensei again!” Sasaki couldn’t break his ties to Yanagita since he was an aspiring

novelist and he hoped to somehow use Yanagita’s connections. So every time

they met he couldn’t help but fawn over Yanagita and reveal that he had these

stories. When I was walking around Tōno collecting bills from individual people,

that story about Sasaki Kizen would come up, especially since he was the son of

a distinguished family. People would say things like, “that sensei from Tokyo

squeezed everything out of Sasaki. That sensei went on to become famous, but

our Kizen ended in failure.”
24
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Sasaki Kizen, the Forgotten Storyteller

Tōno’s first great storyteller, Sasaki Kizen, spoke the Tōno dialect at home

and this was the language of the folktales that he heard while growing up.

Sasaki captured the attention of a number of aspiring and established writers

when he went to Tokyo as a twenty year old in 1905. He first shared his

stories of Tōno with Yanagita Kunio over the course of several nights in

February of 1909. At that time Sasaki was a young man with earnest literary

aspirations and he actively sought mentors and models that he could

emulate. Yanagita, a recently published author and eleven years his senior,

was introduced to Sasaki in November of 1908 by Sasaki’s roommate and

fellow Waseda University student, Mizuno Yōshū (1883–1947). Mizuno

was a writer and he grew so intrigued with Sasaki and his strange tales of

Tōno that he wrote a novella based on their acquaintance entitled, The

Person from the North Country. Mizuno’s fictional portrait of Sasaki

suggests a brooding and restless spirit.

The resident of this room would sleep ensconced there until late in the morning

and then he would open his gloomy eyes, pick up the newspaper and begin

reading while pushing back his straggly hair hanging over this forehead. …

When you looked at his face, it seemed like his blood was heavy and sluggish.

There was a depth to him that couldn’t be plumbed as if something were hidden

there. … He was certainly a lonely person. Even in the bright and upbeat

atmosphere of the city, it made you think that the heart of this dreamer born in

the North Country would never be shaken.
25

Sasaki Kizen’s melancholic demeanor may have reflected his own

struggle to find a place in the world and make the transition from the

provincial world of rural Tōhoku to modern Japan. Aspects of Kizen’s own

upbringing in Tōno seem to echo to the ghostly and uncanny nature of the

stories he recounted to Yanagita. His father was a man named Kōraku

Shigetarō. The Kōraku family managed an inn for packhorse drivers at the

edge of a forest just below the Sakaige Pass. This pass was popular with
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packhorse drivers transporting seafood and other goods from the coast to

inland areas as far as the prefectural capital of Morioka.

Just before Kizen’s birth in 1886, Shigetarō dropped dead by the side of

the road after drinking sweet sake and eating mustard leaves. After heated

negotiations between the patriarchs of both families, it was decided that

Kizen’s mother, Take, would marry Shigetarō’s widowed younger brother,

Yōnosuke. In exchange, Kizen would be adopted into the Sasaki family as

the heir to the male line. He learned later about the actual circumstances of

his birth from his ne’er-do-well uncle on his adopted father’s side. This

uncle’s name was Nitta Otozō and he was known as a drunken idler who

built a little shack at the top of Sakaige Pass where he sold home-made sake

to packhorse drivers and traded stories. Otozō explained who his real

parents were and that his father was buried in the communal burial grounds

at Dannohana. He then described to the young boy in classic storyteller

fashion that he had seen his father recently.

Kizen, the other day I was going by Mt. Hachiman as the sun was sinking and it

was getting dark. It was just then that I ran into someone who came jogging in

little steps down a narrow path that runs deep into the mountains. I wondered

who it was and when I saw his face, sure enough, it was your dead father,

Shigetarō!
26

In many respects, Kizen’s failure to achieve success as a published writer

during his lifetime only enhanced his popularity among the locals as a long-

struggling underdog emblematic of Tōhoku identity that tends to vacillate

between the shifting extremes of regional pride and national inferiority.

Kizen’s remains are interred in the same cemetery as his biological father,

located near his birthplace. Tōno monogatari describes the Dannohana

cemetery as a place where criminals were executed and in ancient times it

was allegedly an Ezo-yashiki or Ainu fortress. The text mentions that there

are a number of these aboriginal forts that remain as depressions in the

ground and that anyone who digs in those areas will be cursed.
27
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New Tales of Tōno

When Inoue first read Tōno monogatari, he was struck not only by the way

that Yanagita had omitted the earthy humor of many tales from the region

around Tōno, but also how the tone and style did not capture the natural

rhythm of the local language used by the storyteller.

I felt that this wasn’t Tōno at all. In spite of the fact that Tōno really was  the kind

of place where one would expect ghosts to pop up, Yanagita’s writing style is so

overly terse that I felt that rather than a story, it seemed more like a chronological

table or annals—like an empty chronology of the Tōno area. This is why I

thought that I would try poking fun at Tōno monogatari at some point.
28

In his semi-autobiographical Bildungsroman that covers this period in his

life, Hanaishi monogatari (Tales of Hanaishi [1978]), Inoue creates a

portrait of the Tōno region that is grounded in historical specificity (1953),

local culture, and quirky individual personalities. The novel, which is

partially written in regional dialect, is Inoue’s paean to Tōhoku culture—a

kind of nostalgic homecoming for his alter ego, the main character Natsuo.

Like Inoue himself, Natsuo suffers from a stuttering condition and an

identity crisis while living in Tokyo. Although it is his first time in Hanaishi

(Kamaishi), the language and culture is familiar enough to give him a deep

sense of relief and place him on the path to eventual recuperation.

Inoue’s novel is peopled by a motley cast of characters who provide

plausible representations of local culture while conveying universal human

qualities through their idiosyncrasies and foibles. Of particular interest is the

character known as Niwatori Sensei (Master Chicken). Niwatori Sensei

takes his name from an incident involving Prince Yasuhito (Chichibu no

Miya Yasuhito Shinnō [1902–1953]) visit to Hanaishi. Niwatori told the

prince a white lie in response to his indignant shock upon seeing the housing

for the workers at the local iron works. Niwatori saved his superior at the

iron works from embarrassment by saying, “I beg your pardon Sir, it’s for

chickens.”
29
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Niwatori’s brush with the august surrogate of the emperor is a life-

changing event and he recounts the story ad nauseam whenever he is in his

cups at Natsuo’s mother’s yakitoriya. Although Niwatori doesn’t seem to

have any special aptitude for writing, he becomes inspired to write a

General History of Hanaishi (Hanaishi tsūshi) as well as a collection of

humorous sexy folktales from the region: Kurino monogatari (Tales of

Kurino). Niwatori’s lowly social status, lack of formal education, fawning

worship of the imperial family, and preoccupation with lewd stories sets him

up as an inverted parody of Yanagita Kunio. Kurino monogatari is

Niwatori’s conscious challenge to Yanagita’s Tōno monogatari. In his thick

local accent, Niwatori says of his collection of racy tales, “This is

scholarship (Kore-a gakumon su). Silly racy folktales are the key—How

shall I put it?—to shedding light on the consciousness beneath the mountain

people’s consciousness. This is a great undertaking that Yanagita Kunio

never touched upon.”
30

 He says that, in effect, if we look beneath the surface

of Yanagita’s Tōno monogatari, Kurino monogatari can be found hiding

underneath.

Later in the novel Natsuo learns that Niwatori is planning to compile his

anthology based on secondhand sources (matagiki) and he asks him, “Didn’t

Yanagita Kunio Sensei hear stories secondhand?” Niwatori bristles at the

mention of Yanagita’s name and he explains his own objectives in contrast

to the author of Tōno monogatari.

That famous author brought those stories to the public through the secondhand

ones that a guy named Sasaki Kizen heard from the people of Tōno. Natsuo, on

this topic, in books of folktales, it’s the secondhand stories that are the best.

When you write secondhand stories, this totally confusing, mystical atmosphere

comes out—the kind that you truly think is made up; the sort of lies that seem

real. That’s what I’m aiming for.
31

When Natsuo asks Niwatori where he learned the horse trader’s tale that

he had just happened to overhear, Niwatori replies that he simply made it

up. Niwatori adds that when he went to Kurino (a fictional conflation of the

actual mining towns of Kurihashi and Hashino east of Tōno) he asked locals

if they knew of any sexy and interesting stories. When everyone just shook
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their heads, he found himself without a single piece for his prospective

collection. Nonetheless, he could not stand the idea of abandoning his plan

to write a ribald collection of folktales to rival Yanagita’s “totally stiff”

Tōno monogatari and he resolves to fabricate the entire thing from scratch.

Niwatori’s approach is an overt satire of Yanagita’s pretensions to accuracy

and truth articulated in his preface to Tōno monogatari. The following is an

excerpt from that preface.

All of the tales and stories here were told to me by Mr. Sasaki Kyōseki (Kizen)

who comes from Tōno. I have been writing the stories down as they were told to

me during his many evening visits since February 1909. Kyōseki is not a good

storyteller, but he is an honest person, and I have recorded the stories just as they

affected me without adding a word or sentence. I imagine there are hundreds of

other stories in Tōno just like these ones, and I sincerely hope they will be heard

in the future. In the mountain villages of Japan, in areas even deeper in the

mountains than Tōno, there must be countless other legends of mountain gods

and people (yamabito). I hope that these stories will be told and make the

flatlanders shudder.
32

Yanagita seems confident in his own ability to convey the secondhand

tales as if they were “present day facts.” In his collection of stories

published in 1976, Shinshaku Tōno monogatari (New Tales of Tōno), Inoue

takes direct aim at Yanagita’s self-serving assertions with his own mock

preface to a collection of nine stories loosely based on folktales from the

Tōno region.

All of the following stories are ones that I heard from Old Man Inubuse Takichi,

a man from near Tono. Beginning around October 1953, they were written down

sporadically upon visits to Old Man Inubuse in his rock cavern. Although Old

Man Inubuse is a good storyteller, there is something a little dodgy about his

stories. Since I tend to stretch the truth myself, none of this can be taken word for

word. I think that near Tono there are probably hundreds of other stories like

these. Although I’m not particularly interested in hearing those other stories, I

think that these stories of mountain gods and people will make the flatlanders

bust their guts.
33
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Many scholars have challenged Yanagita’s assertions in his preface,

noting that his phrase, “I have recorded the stories just as they affected me

(kanjitaru mama) without adding a word or sentence,” is disingenuous in

claiming to present the tales as a direct transcription of Sasaki’s speech.
34

Inoue’s preface presents two key satirical contrasts, one between the

storytelling skills of his “native” informant, Inubuse Takichi and Yanagita’s

Sasaki Kizen, and the other highlights the first-person narrator’s dismissive

attitude toward the truth in a parody of Yanagita’s own claims. In

Yanagita’s preface he implies that he is not only a more effective storyteller

than Sasaki, but that his transcription of the tales is accurate to the extent

that he wrote them down “just as they affected me without adding a word or

sentence.” In other words, Yanagita suggests that he recorded everything

that he heard in a way that mirrored his subjective response to Sasaki’s

recounting of the tales. He also claims that while the reader can trust

Sasaki’s sincerity in conveying the essence of these stories to the best of his

ability, they should ultimately rely on him to present the stories in the proper

literary style and tone.

Inoue’s preface parodies Yanagita’s pretensions to transcendent literary

truth when the first-person narrator, who serves as both Inoue’s alter ego

and Yanagita’s inverted comic persona, states that his source, Inubuse, is

indeed a good storyteller, but not to be trusted. The first person narrator

makes clear that, like Niwatori Sensei in Hanaishi monogatari, neither

Inubuse nor the narrator himself should be trusted to tell the unvarnished

truth. Just as Inoue earlier criticized Yanagita’s writing style in Tōno

monogatari as overly “terse” and like “an empty chronology of the Tōno

area,” Inoue argues that exaggeration and elaboration are essential to

successful storytelling. In other words, telling stories is the art of

fabrication. Inoue mock preface also reflects his skepticism toward the idea

of objective truth being conveyed through the medium of language—

irrespective of the intentions or authenticity of the storyteller. In his epic

satirical novel, Kirikirijin (The Kirikirians [1981]), Inoue underscores the

problem of linguistic ambiguity in literature by writing the entire text in

both standard Japanese and local dialect simultaneously.
35

In the first story from Shinshaku Tōno monogatari, the first-person

narrator, a young college student working in a tuberculosis sanitarium to the
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east of Tōno, meets the local storyteller, Inubuse Takichi. Inubuse begins by

telling a tale about his harrowing encounter with a yamaotoko in the wilds

outside of Tōno. He became lost during a snowstorm at night in the

mountains when he came across a solitary house. The woman refused to let

him in until her husband returns. We learn later that her husband is a rude

local hunter, similar in appearance to Miyazawa Kenji’s (1886–1933)

matagi figure, Kojūrō in “The Bears of Mt. Nametoko,” but devoid of

humanity.

“I followed the woman’s line of sight and spied a single man. The man was just

about to cut across the yard. He was wearing a sleeveless bear hide and a hat of

woven rushes. A woodmen’s machete was tucked into his waist and a dark

glimmering gun hung from his right hand. He was not particularly tall, but his

shoulders were broad and his build was sturdy. He pointed the barrel of the gun

at the end of my nose.

‘What’s going on? Who’s he?’

‘It seems he lost his way,’ replied the woman.

‘He asked if he could spend the night but I told him that I couldn’t give an

answer until you returned.’

“I bowed down on both knees in the snow.’

‘Please, let me stay just one night. I’ll leave early in the morning and won’t be

any trouble. It’s rude to mention it, but I plan to give you something as a sign of

my gratitude.’

“The man looked me over for some time. His eyes were horrible. You could say

they were like a snake’s—cold and half-dead looking.”
36

The woman tells Inubuse that the mountain man had kidnapped her years

earlier while he was working in a circus in Asakusa (Tokyo) biting off the

heads of snakes and chickens. After returning to the mountains with his
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captive, he has killed all the men who tried to rescue her. Once he kills his

victims, he cuts out their livers and sells them in the town as medicine for

invalids. This serves as a dark parody of Miyazawa’s bear hunter on the one

hand while suggesting the heartless barbarity of Yanagita’s yamaotoko. The

man’s previous occupation in the Tokyo freak show suggests his sub-

human, pariah-like status within Japanese society.

The marginalized identity of the yamaotoko is underscored in a play by

Inoue that deals with the life and art of Miyazawa Kenji: The Iwate Theater

Train (Iihatoubo no geki ressha). In this play that primarily takes place

aboard a train going between Tokyo and Tōhoku, the figure of Miyazawa’s

fictional yamaotoko from “The Mountain Man’s April” is riding on the train

and is tricked into being purchased by a slave-trader (hitokai) who makes

him work in a traveling circus. When business becomes slow, the slave-

trader who owns the circus plans to sell the yamaotoko as a forced laborer to

a Hokkaido coal mine. This implicitly links the economically exploited

mountain man with other colonial subjects during the Pacific War who were

forced into slave labor and sexual servitude. The yamaotoko manages to

escape with the help of companions from Tōhoku—including the younger

brother of Fuchizawa Kojūrō, Miyazawa’s fictional bear hunter. The

yamaotoko, who has now gained a mainstream voice since learning how to

speak standard Japanese, decries his situation: “This world is a living hell.

All I’ve been thinking about is how can a person escape from this hellish

world? The conclusion I’ve reached is, ‘You have to dedicate your life

completely to serving others.’”
37

 Thus the spectral and stereotypically

barbaric yamaotoko becomes humanized and enlightened at the same time.

In another story entitled, “The Reflection on the Water,” in Shinshaku

Tōno monogatari, Inoue introduces a hirsute, hermit-like character who is

also called the yamaotoko. In this tale, Inubuse has escaped from an iron ore

mine where he was forced to work as a coolie in lieu of serving prison time

for a crime. He is being pursued by one of the foremen and the yamaotoko

provides Inubuse with refuge.

“When I pulled open the door there was a person inside. He was a wild and

wooly yamaotoko with long hair and a heavy beard. He was warming his hands
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before the irori fire. The fire had glowing embers and above it was a great iron-

hooked arm with a cast iron kettle hanging down.

‘Someone’s after me. Could you please hide me somewhere?’

“I said this with my hands pressed together, pleading with the yamaotoko.

‘Please, I beg of you.’

“The yamaotoko stared at me with smoldering eyes.

‘Who’s this person chasing you?’

‘It’s a foreman from the Nakabashi Mine. He’s a beast known by the nickname,

“Sawamatsu the Demon.” If he catches me, he’ll beat me within an inch of my

life.’

‘Sawamatsu the Demon, eh?’

“The yamaotoko slowly fondled the beard on his chin and then he gave it a big

tug. This was his way of saying that he’d go along.
38

Just before the yamaotoko helps Inubuse evade and ultimately kill the

evil supervisor from the mine, we learn that the yamaotoko is actually a man

named Kaneda; the only other person known to have successfully escaped

from the mine where slave laborers, mainly from Korea, were forced to

work in brutal, inhuman conditions. Here Inoue links the history and local

economy of Tōno with national and international historical forces as Kaneda

and the narrator from near Tōno are treated as colonized subjects of the

Greater Japanese Empire. Symbolically, both of the men take revenge upon

their oppressors and recover their individual identities; identities long

marginalized from mainstream society.

In this way, Inoue shows that many preconceptions regarding the

backward nature of Tōhoku culture are centered on fantasies of the

yamaotoko; the dreadful man in Inubuse’s dream, Miyazawa’s harmless and
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uncivilized mountain hunters, and Kaneda, the escaped slave-laborer.

Inoue’s mix of fantastic and historically grounded local elements tends to

create a distinction between the storytellers—the people of Tōhoku—and

the stories being told. Inoue’s work allows us an opportunity to appreciate

the substance and circumstances surrounding the creation of Yanagita’s

Tōno monogatari while considering the long term impact of its success on

the people of Tōno and the Tōhoku Region in general. Inoue’s goal is not to

denigrate Yanagita’s accomplishment, but rather, to celebrate the largely

forgotten role of Tōno’s local hero, Sasaki Kizen, while highlighting the rich

diversity of local culture that inevitably lies hidden behind any literary

representation.
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This book is present-day reality. I believe this alone is an

excellent reason for it to exist.

– YANAGITA KUNIO1

Though it always refers to single agents [agents], literature is a

collective assemblage [agencement] of enunciation.

– GILLES DELEUZE (1925–1995)2

Yanagita’s preface to his now-famous 1910 book, Tōno monogatari �⇥⇤
⌅ �(hereafter Tales of Tōno), argues that the text is a self-evident

representation of “reality.” The most obvious reality to which Tales of Tōno

refers, of course, is the city of Tōno itself. Yanagita’s source for the tales

was Sasaki Kizen ⇧⌃⌥� �(or Kyōseki⌦↵, 1886–1933), a Tōno native
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living in Tokyo as a university student and an aspiring writer. Having

interviewed the young man a number of times and been impressed by his

tales, Yanagita traveled to Tōno in August of 1909 to familiarize himself

with the area. Tales of Tōno, Yanagita’s self-published volume of short

tales, local legend and folk song, was the eventual product of this

acquaintance and visit, and constituted a dramatic rewriting of Sasaki’s

“original” stories.3 This essay concerns itself with this act of what I term

“translation,” which yielded a text far less transparent than Yanagita

pretends. Indeed, the literary “reality” Yanagita offers in Tales of Tōno is

actually a carefully created aesthetic construct intended to include the reader

in the “foreign” worldview presented therein. At the same time, Tales of

Tōno also demonstrates how Yanagita became a writer committed to

replacing the individual agency commonly associated with modern

authorship with a narrative voice that could speak just as expressively to,

and for, a “collective” assemblage.

Tales of Tōno evolved through several stages, now well known to

scholars of the work.4 Written in a spare, classical literary style (bungotai �
⌅�) quite unlike the northern Tōno dialect in which Sasaki told his tales,5

and different as well from the genbun itchi ��✏⇣ vernacular then being

employed increasingly for fiction, the slim Tales of Tōno volume ranges

over local legends, personal anecdotes, historical trivia, landscape

descriptions, and other observations pertaining to the cultural geography of

Tōno. The 119 short tales, many of them fragments, are numbered and

sometimes annotated and illustrated. Preceding them are the preface quoted

above, in which Yanagita briefly recounts his own visit to Tōno and why he

thinks the tales are valuable enough to record. In the context of the prose

fiction that was then gaining popularity among Yanagita’s literary peers,

termed “realist” and oriented toward biography or autobiography, the lack of

a sustained narrative or identifiable characters in Tales of Tōno is obviously

unconventional. As Yanagita himself notes in the preface, the book was

“nothing like the current literary fashion.”6

Many have acknowledged the text’s literary quality, but given its

distinctive form and content, it is perhaps unsurprising that Tales of Tōno

has long been read as a founding text of minzokugaku (folk studies) rather

than as a literary work. Its status as a pioneering example of folklore study
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has obscured the literary context in which Tales of Tōno initially appeared,

as well as its textual properties. This essay examines how Yanagita, a critic

of contemporary developments in written literary style, (re)wrote Tales of

Tōno as a challenge to the conceptions of narrative realism championed by

his Naturalist peers. Like the more canonized literary products of early 20th

century Japan, this supposed textual oddity, with its distinctive style,

content, and narrative stance, reflects a conscious search for a “reality”

worth writing about and an authentic manner for conveying it. By rereading

Tales of Tōno in light of Yanagita’s extensive involvement with the late

Meiji literary community, this essay will show how Tales of Tōno is both a

collection of folklore and a radical attempt to translate it into a modern

literary idiom.

Tales of Tōno and the “Birth” of Folk Studies

Any effort to read Tales of Tōno closely, however, must first engage with its

deeply rooted status as a foundational folk studies text. A comment by the

writer Masamune Hakuchō ⌘✓◆ (1879–1962), who knew Yanagita

from his early literary days, encapsulates this conventional view.

Reminiscing in 1948, Hakuchō observed that Yanagita’s career as a folk

studies scholar “probably started from this collection of stories.”7 Read this

way, it is typically grouped with other collaborative and folk studies-

oriented projects Yanagita produced at around the same time: Nochi no

karikotoba no ki ��⌫⇠ (Additional Notes on Hunting Terms, 1909) and

Ishigami mondō ↵⇡⇢� (Discussions About Carved Stone Deities, 1910).

The former is a discussion of hunting lore in Shiiba ⌧� village (Miyazaki

prefecture) which draws on medieval scrolls, local legend, and other textual

or oral sources. It is best described as a collection of observations and

analyses coauthored by Yanagita and the Shiiba village headman, Nakase

Sunao � �   (1864–1950). Ishigami mondō is an epistolary exchange

between Yanagita and several other figures (including Tales of Tōno

informant Sasaki Kizen) on the etymological and religious meanings of the

stone deities traditionally found by the side of Japanese roads. Seen in this
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context, Tales of Tōno is clearly part of Yanagita’s burgeoning interest in

Japanese folkways and his desire to mobilize others in its study.

When Tales of Tōno appeared in 1910, however, Yanagita was a thirty-

five-year-old bureaucrat with the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce

who had yet to establish his reputation as a folklore scholar, and the term

minzokugaku did not exist. The folk studies reading of Tales of Tōno

became entrenched only in 1935, the year Yanagita turned sixty, with the

publication of a commemorative expanded edition. Tōno monogatari:

Zōhoban �⇥⇤⌅!"#$�(Tales of Tōno: Expanded Edition) preserves

the form of the original Tales of Tōno but adds a further 299 tales—entitled

Tōno monogatari shūi �⇥⇤⌅%& (Further Tales of Tōno)—written in

the vernacular, again compiled with the help of Sasaki. As Marilyn Ivy

succinctly notes, Tales of Tōno “must be grasped as two publications across

which the birth of nativist ethnology [i.e. folk studies] took place.”8 The

publication of this second edition coincided with the release of several

seminal texts that are commonly accepted as marking the inauguration of

folk studies’ official history. This flurry of self-definition, and its new

altered and expanded shape, assigned Tales of Tōno a heightened

significance as an exemplar of the new disciplinary category. Yanagita’s

claim in the preface that the tales represent “present-day reality” contributed

to the assumption that Tales of Tōno was a pioneering fact-based folk study,

with the author functioning as an invisible translator, i.e. an objective

observer/recorder.

Tales of Tōno’s position as a folk studies text has been reinforced not

only by the prevailing narrative on the founding of folk studies, but also by

the parallel story of Yanagita’s youthful love affair with and subsequent

rejection of literature—a story Yanagita himself encouraged. The tale begins

with the young Kunio, still a Matsuoka '(, being befriended during the

1890s by the future Naturalist author Tayama Katai )*+,�(1871–1930).

In later life Katai described Kunio as he was then: a passionate idealist, a

frequent customer in the foreign literature section of the Maruzen bookstore,

and a good-looking young man who “thrilled people with his characteristic

eloquence.”9 Described in every biographical account as a typical bungaku

seinen �-./�(literary youth), Kunio was a published poet of both

traditional tanka and new-style shintaishi 0 � 1,10 an avid reader of
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Western literature; a central member of the Ryūdokai 234, an influential

literary society;11 and the cofounder of the Ibusen-kai 56784 (Ibsen

Club), which met from 1907 to 1908. He was an active participant in the

literary community, and a key source of materials to be transformed into

novels.12

But by 1910, the no-longer-youthful Yanagita seemed fed up with the

literary community. His enrollment in Tokyo Imperial University’s Law and

Politics Department in 1897 and his decision to major in agricultural

administration were the beginning of a turn away from the literary interests

of his teenage years. Already a low-ranking bureaucrat with the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce, in 1909 he admitted in a journal article that his

career left little time for literature.13 Lack of leisure was one thing, but

Kobayashi Ichirō 9:✏; comments that Yanagita also had a problem

with the limited personal perspective chosen by his literary peers who, in his

words, simply “wrote down what [they] had just experienced.” What

Yanagita understood as an unhealthy obsession with the self, Kobayashi

argues, spurred him to “discard ‘literature’ and move toward folk studies.”14

Citing various depictions of Yanagita in his colleagues’ works, critics

who describe Yanagita’s turn away from literature also point to his

increasing doubt that literature was an honest and meaningful way of

engaging with real issues. Masamune Hakuchō recalled that at one meeting

of the Ryūdokai, an angry Yanagita suddenly stood up and announced,

“Fellows, Tayama has written the things I’ve told him about Sakhalin into

fiction [shōsetsu], but they’re full of mistakes. In addition, I have a right to

live my daily life in freedom, and it’s most obnoxious that he has invaded it

and written it up.”15 Perhaps taking a cue from Hakuchō’s reminiscence,

Oda Tomihide 9)<=�and Okamura Ryōji (>?@�find further

evidence of Yanagita’s dissatisfaction with the literary world in Tayama

Katai’s novel Tsuma A �(Wife, 1909). In a confrontation with the

protagonist Nakamura � >, the character Nishi B , a young university

student whom Oda and Okamura take to be Yanagita himself, rejects the

idea that writing literature is a legitimate profession:

Writing poetry isn’t actual work. … Real people don’t pay any attention to that

sort of thing. Fewer than one in ten thousand people really understand what
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literature is about. … Literature is not my goal; my poetry was just dilettantism.

I’ve come to my senses. What’s the point of writing love poetry? If I’ve got that

sort of time, it’s better that I read a page or two of agricultural policy.16

Here, Nishi/Yanagita appears to repudiate poetry and literature entirely,

citing its lack of accessibility and utility to ordinary people. His reference

instead to the practical science of agricultural policy, a field with clear

relevance to the (farming) public, would seem to suggest that the actual

Yanagita’s motives in writing Tales of Tōno the next year had little to do

with the literary.

Reading Tales of Tōno in the context of its author’s personal aspirations

and career goals has tended to close off other, equally valid readings of the

text focused on its literary dimensions even if Yanagita’s prowess as a

writer is well recognized. Although Yanagita’s disciplinary identity changed

over the course of his long life, critics have generally agreed on the superior

qualities of his writing and its poetic nature. Tales of Tōno has quite

naturally come to be valued as an index of Yanagita’s development as a

writer as well as a budding folklorist. It is worth noting that unlike

Additional Notes on Hunting Terms and Discussions About Carved Stone

Deities, Tales of Tōno has consistently been considered a product of

Yanagita’s genius. Sasaki may have supplied the material for the work, but

Yanagita is unquestionably the owner of Tales of Tōno as a text. Arguably, it

was on the force of Yanagita’s authorial reputation, which enjoyed a surge

in popularity during the 1970s, that writers and critics such as Mishima

Yukio CDEFG (1925–1970) and Yoshimoto Takaaki HIJK (1924–

2012) were belatedly able to create a niche for Tales of Tōno among

Japanese literary classics.17 However, what it actually means to understand

Yanagita as a literary author/translator, particularly in the case of Tales of

Tōno, has remained largely undiscussed.

Such a reading of Tales of Tōno must take account of the fact that in

1910, Yanagita was still deeply involved with discussions of contemporary

Japanese literature. Between 1907 and 1909, just prior to Tales of Tōno’s

appearance, Yanagita published a number of short essays in the journal

Bunshō sekai �LMN (Literary World, 1906–1920), an important literary

forum headed by his friend Tayama Katai.18 These brief pieces provide a
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somewhat formal record of Yanagita’s early literary fealties, as well as a key

to reading Tales of Tōno as a literary project. Yanagita, who defines himself

in these essays as both a literature-loving bookworm and a bundan � O
(literary community) outsider with a wider societal perspective, insists he is

“not a writer by profession.” In one essay he seems to lose patience with his

peers, complaining that “there are no really engaging books” by

contemporary authors.19 Despite his efforts to distance himself, however, he

writes on matters of literary style and content with personal investment, and

his criticisms are laced with advice for improvement and suggestions for

alternate directions. The essays show him as fundamentally supporting the

development of a modern literature, albeit gradually developing a view of

style and content that ran counter to the prevailing trends of the late Meiji

bundan.

These essays not only constitute a link between the impetuous “literary

youth” and the mature folk studies scholar; they explore literary concepts

that Yanagita would later apply in Tales of Tōno. More specifically, they

reveal his increasingly unorthodox position within the late Meiji debate on

“narrative realism”; he eventually takes a stance that Gerald Figal aptly

describes as a “subversion of the naturalist writing project.”20 In these half-

dozen or so essays, Yanagita takes up two intertwined issues of paramount

importance to himself and his peers: (1) the development of a modern

literary style that was both efficient and realistic, and (2) the process by

which authors should choose their literary source material. Throughout, he

struggles to understand and define the literary text’s relationship with

“reality.”

Distributed to his immediate circle of friends and acquaintances, the

original edition of Tales of Tōno was written soon after the Bunshō sekai

essays. Continuing the debate as an exemplar, the text addresses the issue of

verisimilitude not simply as a proto-ethnographic objective, but from a

literary perspective informed by contemporary developments in narrative

realism. In the preface, Yanagita famously states, “I have written [Sasaki’s

stories down] as I felt, not adding a single word or phrase.”21 In some ways,

his claim to authenticity reads like a curious permutation of the Naturalist

imperative to portray things just as they are. However, Yanagita relies

strongly on linguistic and narrative techniques to create this sense of reality
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and to make the reader feel that the landscape of Tōno has come to life

“before one’s eyes.”22 In other words, rather than gesturing only towards an

external reality represented by an actual geographical place, Tales of Tōno

also aspires to a non-referential realism, one created by the text itself.

Through his unconventional stance, Yanagita exposes with startling

clarity the emerging discrepancy between a very recently canonized view of

modern Japanese literature and the diverse possibilities available for

narrative production in the late Meiji bundan. By recognizing that he was

addressing a burgeoning “horizon of expectation”23 regarding truth in

literary representation, we can reread his claim that Tales of Tōno represents

“present-day reality” as an assertion of an alternative literary aesthetic. That

the subversive sensibility offered by Yanagita’s text has remained obscured

is the unfortunate result of twentieth-century linguistic, narrative, and

disciplinary developments. To discover the realism of Tales of Tōno, today’s

readers must struggle against the same stylistic and generic conventions that

Yanagita challenged. My analysis of the text will compare his strategies in

Tales of Tōno to those of some of his literary peers, and to the stances he

adopts in the Bunshō sekai essays. As an entry into these issues, I will

consider Yanagita’s views on style first, and then his approach to matters of

content.

Subverting Style

[T]oday’s proponents of craftsmanship create writing that is not paired with

thought, fill pages with falsehoods that do not come from the heart, and call this

great writing, call it bibun P�. Writing is solely for the purpose of conveying

meaning, so if one has written only what one thought, that is enough. Be it

clumsy or deft, so long as one can believe to have written what one thought, then

the purpose of writing has come to an excellent end.

– TAYAMA KATAI, “ROKOTSU NARU BYŌSHA” QRSTUV
(NAKED DESCRIPTION, 1904)24
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The first obvious characteristic that sets Tales of Tōno apart from the

works of its Naturalist counterparts is its pseudo-classical writing style—the

evils of which are here outlined by Yanagita’s friend Tayama Katai, who in

his works from this period championed a supposedly more efficient and less

embellished vernacular style, most famously in the novel Futon WX (The

Quilt, 1907). Today, matters of writing style, at least in English, barely seem

to register on the ideological radar, at least in comparison with content

issues. But in Meiji Japan, the development of a modern vernacular literary

style was synonymous with the development of modern “national” literature

itself. In a context where the debate on style was also an authorial struggle

to define modern identity in language, Yanagita’s choice of a non-

vernacular style to capture oral narrative was conscious strategy rather than

simple contrarianism or nostalgia. Ironically, even though the syntax and

grammar may at first recall the more traditional “proponents of

craftsmanship” whom Katai criticized so harshly, the bungo style Yanagita

adopted consistently throughout Tales of Tōno was actually an attempt to

privilege truth over elegant writing.

To use bungo for a literary text was not in itself particularly odd.

Futabatei Shimei Y�Z[\ (1864–1909) had been on the experimental

fringes with his Ukigumo ] ^ (Floating Clouds, 1887), a contemporary

story written in a new colloquial style that his mid-Meiji audience thought

difficult to read. By contrast, Mori Ōgai _`a (1862–1922), in his very

successful Maihime b c�(Dancing Girl, 1890), had applied the older

classical style to modern material. Even though Ōgai and other innovative

authors such as Kunikida Doppo d⌥)ef (1871–1908) had gradually

moved towards greater use of vernacular language, in 1910 the colloquial

style was still not fully established as a literary mode. Writing in 1914,

Tokuda Shūsei g ) h i (1871–1943) commented, “when [Shimazaki

Tōson’s] Hakai j k came out [in 1906], genbun itchi was not socially

established.”25 By 1910, though, the neoclassical style was increasingly used

primarily to lend an antique or historical flavor to writings.26 Naturalists

such as Katai, as we can see in the quote above, clearly felt that the

simplified language provided by genbun itchi-inspired styles was closer to

their “thoughts” than traditional writing and its allusive qualities, which

favored writers (and readers) with broad and deep textual knowledge. What
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was unusual about Yanagita’s decision to adopt the neoclassical style for

Tales of Tōno was not that he chose to use it, but that he did so while

claiming truthfulness for his text and purporting to write about “present-day

reality” in a climate where it had become widely accepted that the

vernacular style was better suited to creating narrative realism.

In the Bunshō sekai essays he wrote just before Tales of Tōno, Yanagita,

like his peers, pondered the role of style in representing “reality” on the

page. In “Shasei to ronbun” Vlmn��(Sketching and Essays, 1907), he

granted that the shaseibun Vl��(sketching style) favored by Naturalist

authors had “destroyed the barriers” to expressing oneself, so that things

could be written “as one sees, as one hears, without embellishment or lies”

(mitamama, kiitamama, kazarazu itsuwarazu opqqrstpqqruv
wxvw).27 Yanagita’s support here of genbun itchi-based sketching and its

potential for realism seems to echo Katai’s enthusiasm for the vernacular.

His view of the new vernacular style’s ability to represent reality was

tempered, however, by a belief that already existing styles, by virtue of their

familiarity to readers, had an expressive power that could be adapted to

produce modern and realistic narrative. The next year, he commented that

the Naturalists were making things unnecessarily difficult for themselves

and readers by “shun[ning] allusions” and trying to employ “totally new

language.”28 He continued to amend his earlier view, indicating that he no

longer believed that a colloquial style, sketching included, was necessarily

as transparent as its proponents argued.

While Yanagita clearly valued transparency, his confidence in the pared-

down, “Westernesque”29 vernacular waned when he saw that it threatened to

completely supersede precedent. At the same time, he clearly recognized the

potential “effect of literature upon language,” as Deleuze puts it, its

particular power as “a kind of foreign language within language, which is

neither another language nor a rediscovered patois, but a becoming-other of

language.”30 He differed from his peers and their increasingly powerful

movement, however, in thinking that literary language, just as it was, could

nevertheless become “a witch’s line that escapes the dominant system”31

without recourse to the actual foreign. In 1909, already aware that his

attitude was not widely shared, he mused that sōrōbun y ��(epistolary

style), a well-worn subtype of bungo style, was quite adequate to faithfully
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rendering thought and experience. Even if it seemed “old fashioned,” he

argued, it was actually more “concise, dignified, and unencumbered” than

many of the other styles available. He adds, almost in passing, “I think that I

might even try writing a book in that style.”32 One cannot help but think that

Tales of Tōno, published the following year, was the realization of this idea

and Yanagita’s own way of “othering” language.

By using a vaguely archaic style in a consciously modern fashion,

Yanagita breaks down a conventional dichotomy, making his text seem both

familiar and foreign. In fact, Yanagita’s use of bungo i n Tales of Tōno is

closely connected with the literary debate then current: it is a carefully

considered attempt to create realism using a non-genbun itchi style. Tale 22,

which Yanagita compared to Maurice Maeterlinck’s The Intruder, a play he

had praised as “deeply and keenly realistic,”33 serves as a good example of

Yanagita’s resistive bungo technique. The characteristics of his style are a

writerly formality that is fluid and compact rather than ponderous, an

absence of pronouns and subject markers, and a use of strongly aspectual

verb affixes. In an attempt to foreground the passage’s particular cadence

and tone, I have translated it rather literally, using the same syntax and

punctuation.

YYz⇧⌃⌥{|}~�/ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáràâäãåçé|èqÅ
êÇë|íì✏îïñâÇópÅzÉò|ôâÇöõ|påúùÖvû
pTü†°qpë|�â¢Å£z§|•ì¶|ß®©™´¨m®≠ÆØ
∞|±Sû≤r~�m�m|Y†|≥ìr¥STµ∂∑|∏πâïÅr
�†ì∫vâªº®Ω£ræ⌃ª®ø¿Ç¢ÅÜâr¡m¬√|ƒÄÅ
≈∆ÜÇêTò¢û®«û≤r»…SÅÜ ÀSÅzÃlÕŒØ≥Çœ
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m˚fiÅz34
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22. When Mr. Sasaki’s great-grandmother died from old age, the relatives who

gathered to put her into the coffin all slept together in the parlor that night. A

woman who was a daughter of the dead person and had been divorced because of

insanity was also among them. It seems that it is taboo in this area to let the fire

go out during the period of mourning, so [Sasaki’s] grandmother and mother, just

the two of them, were sitting on either side of the great hearth, [his] mother had

put the charcoal basket beside her, and now and then was adding charcoal, when

suddenly footsteps approached from the back entrance and she turned to look at

it; it was the deceased old woman. Since [the old woman] had been stooped [with

age] and dragged the hem of her kimono, [she] had always pulled it up in front

into a triangle and sewn it up, and it was exactly like that, and [Sasaki’s mother]

also remembered the striped pattern [of the kimono]. Before [Sasaki’s mother]

had time to think, Oh! [the old woman] walked by the hearth where the two

women were sitting, and brushed the charcoal basket with [her] hem, and because

it was a round charcoal basket it spun round and round. [His] mother is a stout-

hearted person so she turned around to look where [the old woman] was going,

and just as [she] thought [the old woman] would approach the parlor where the

relatives were lying down, the shrill voice of that madwoman screamed,

grandmother has come! The other people woke up from this voice and [people]

said [they were all] just very shocked.

The conciseness of this tale, which is actually one of the longer sections

in Tales of Tōno, demonstrates that premodern style is not necessarily

synonymous with over-embellishment and circumlocution. Katai rejected

what he saw as the “impressionistic and artistic” qualities of the pseudo-

classical style in Tales of Tōno,35 but there is nothing purple about

Yanagita’s prose in tale 22 or elsewhere. The particular type of bungo that

Yanagita used consistently throughout the work was also the style generally

favored for journalism and scholarly writing.36 An established mode in these

areas, where clarity and efficiency are paramount, bungo lends the narrative

a straightforward, matter-of-fact tone. Although the text in no way suggests

how Sasaki’s dialect must have sounded, the economy of Yanagita’s style

recalls the blunt directness of Naturalist writing like Katai’s.

Yanagita’s reliance on style to achieve this effect was, however, unusual.

Unlike his Naturalist peers, Yanagita did not provide motive for his
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characters’ actions or inspire empathy by employing formal tactics adapted

from Western novels, such as internal monologue or extended “establishing

shots” of a character’s personal background and experience.37 Instead, as we

can see in tale 22, Yanagita seeks to evoke an emotional reaction in the

reader by exploiting bungo’s intrinsic ability to carry a single sentence

forward as long as an idea or action continues. Clauses linked by verbs and

particles telegraph information in short but ongoing bursts, generating a

sense of immediacy and anticipation. In the extended sentence where the

dead woman sets the basket spinning, for example, the run-on style both

evokes the onlooker’s breathless surprise and foregrounds the suddenness

and undeniability of the ghost’s intrusion into the real world—even though

we know next to nothing about the characters’ identities, or even their

immediate thoughts and feelings.

Yanagita also succeeds in creating a tone reminiscent of narrative

realism’s much-touted “directness” without utilizing the more specific

subject markers and pronouns that the formulators of the vernacular style

adopted in their conscious break with bungo. The Naturalists attempted to

“overcom[e] many of the most divisive differences between author, narrator,

protagonist, reader, text, and subtext” by replicating the specific, yet

generalized, way of referring to people peculiar to the pronoun (a prominent

feature of most European languages).38 In Tales of Tōno, Yanagita pursues a

quite different method for including the reader. There are no “he’s” and

“she’s,” and personal names are often omitted as well.39 Tale 22 is

comparatively generous with its subject markers—kano kyōjo Œ|ÒÀ
(that madwoman), rōjo   À�(old woman), and so on—except at the

moment of high tension. The two sentences that remain unmarked are those

in which someone, presumably the mother, recognizes the ghost’s kimono,

and the next sentence, where technically speaking it could be anyone— not

just the mother—who has no “time to think, Oh!”

Rather than limiting the experience by funneling it through “she” or even

“the mother,” this technique allows readers to put themselves momentarily

in the mother’s place. Such a disappearing act, the momentary sublimation

of a character, happens in other tales too, especially those that, had they

been written in the vernacular, would seem most appropriate to first-person

narration. In tale 87, for example, the opening sentence, sans subject marker,
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begins: “Hito no na wa wasuretaredo” †|¸ì˝ûpû, which could be

translated as either “[I] have forgotten the person’s name” or “The person’s

name has been forgotten.”40 From an English-language translator’s

perspective, this can seem infuriatingly indeterminate, but in the original it

sounds quite neutral—like an omniscient voice that directly addresses the

reader. There are many “missing” subjects in Tales of Tōno, and their

absence can allow the reader to try out a number of perspectives, all of

which add to the feeling of having been there, of having Tōno come to life

“before one’s eyes.”41

Furthermore, by foregrounding the specific social, geographical, and

familial identity of the characters and their relationships to each other, the

subject markers that Yanagita does employ often do not imply a perspective

dependent on a single character. Rather, they project the viewpoint of the

story in question through a set of relationships tacitly agreed upon by the

community concerned. For example, the third line of tale 22 introduces two

of the main characters, Sasaki’s mother and grandmother, simply as

“mother” and “grandmother,” implicitly conveying their close familial

relationship to “Mr. Sasaki.” The text makes equally clear the uneasy status

of Sasaki’s great-aunt, by labeling her in a manner that indicates her

exclusion from the family circle, despite her blood connection to the

deceased. Her relationship to Mr. Sasaki must be inferred, since she is

identified in a roundabout fashion as “a woman who was a daughter of the

dead person” and “that madwoman.”

The collective perspective thus evoked offers not only a way to map

character relationships efficiently, but can also act to include the reader in

the story’s circle. Neither Sasaki, who is mentioned at the outset, nor his

mother, who witnesses the ghostly event, governs the reader’s experience;

they do not function as entities with whom the reader can identify. Instead,

the way in which the characters are labeled allows the reader to fully enter

the story world, equal to the characters themselves, free of any linguistic

exclusion from the community hierarchy to which they belong. For example,

rather than referring to the “stout-hearted” woman who sits by the fire as

“Mrs. Sasaki” or even “Sasaki’s mother,” which would describe her status to

someone outside the community, the tale speaks of her only as hahabito �
†�(mother-person). While this does little to encourage psychological self-
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identification with her, this informal term does impart familiarity to the

reader, who temporarily connects with her as someone within the

community, someone to whom her identity need not be explained.42

Likewise, the distanced reference to the madwoman both keeps the reader

from adopting her perspective and encourages a sharing of the discomfort

her presence causes the other family members.

While subject markers (or lack thereof) continually adjust the reader’s

proximity to the action, the deft use of verb endings in Tales of Tōno subtly

directs the reader’s perception of chronological time. Yanagita deliberately

uses bungo verb endings in a climate where “the expository declension de

aru” had become “the final copula of choice for the overwhelming majority

of vernacular novels.”43 A stylistic innovation adapted from European

literature, the copula de aru was an effective tool for achieving realism of a

particular sort. By mimicking the present tense of the English “it is,” it could

also represent “the protagonist’s feelings as transcendental verbal facts.”44

The subjective content of a person’s mental landscape became an

indisputable, externalized truth on display for the reader to consume. But

while de aru doubtless imbues narrative action with a clinical directness, it

is devoid of historical depth. Since Yanagita wanted to emphasize that the

“true stories” in Tales of Tōno demonstrate the continuity between past and

present, the flatness of de aru was not for him. Instead he turned to the

aspectual quality of bungo verb endings to create a sense that the tales

related something of immediate relevance to the contemporary reader.

In the preface to Tales of Tōno, Yanagita mentions that the tales will

likely remind the reader of medieval collections of setsuwa (brief, fable-like

narratives) such as Konjaku monogatari ˛ ˇ ⇤ ⌅, but he denies any

similarity with this much older work or others like it. Unlike the tales in

Konjaku, which “were already old at the time,” he writes, the tales in Tales

of Tōno reflect “present-day reality.”45 Although the neoclassical style he

chooses may at first seem to recall premodernity, it was actually chosen to

reinforce his claim that the tales report current (or at least recent)

occurrences. As Yoshimoto Takaaki points out, the tales are not marked as

historically distant through the incorporation of pat phrases such as “once

upon a time” (ima wa mukashi ˛ìˇ) or “and so it has been passed down”

(~ to namu katari tsutaetaru tokaya mSÆr⌅Å�fipTmŒ™), which
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are typical in Konjaku monogatari (Tales of Times Now Past, approx.

twelfth century).46 Likewise, Yanagita does not use the -keri ÿ Å�verb

ending common in medieval storytelling, where it performs the formulaic

role of indicating “information about the past acquired from tradition.”47

Rather, Tales of Tōno succeeds in drawing on the authority of literary

precedent without consigning itself to the distant past of medieval folktales.

While the closing phrase to ieri (She says/it is said m˚fiÅ) seems to

locate tale 22 in the chronologically vague space often occupied by

folktales, Yanagita’s creative use of less formal auxiliary verbs (jodōshi ⇥
⇤⌫) such as -shi Ü, -tari pÅ, and -ri Å serves to suggest that the events

related have all happened in a recent (although usually undefined) past, not

“long long ago.” The effect is to give the story a contemporary, yet timeless,

flavor. The ending -tari, which concludes three of the story’s seven

extended sentences, illustrates this effect well. This ending has “three uses,

which tend to overlap,” and while it may indicate “completion of an act or

process” or a continuation of that completed state, it can also signify

suspension, or “continuation of an act or state.”48 Of course the events in the

story have already “happened,” but the aspectual quality of -tari, -shi, and

-ri focuses attention not on the events’ absolute location in time, but rather

on their rapid unfolding in that particular moment. The past tense of any

English translation cannot do justice to the immediacy conveyed by these

verb affixes. When Sasaki’s mother turns around to see who is approaching,

for example, one could just as well translate the phrase as “it i s the old

woman.” The cumulative effect of these verb endings and their highlighting

of aspect rather than tense is a sense of unmediated directness that is

equivalent to, yet qualitatively different from, the atemporal “present-ness”

of the vernacular style—and underscores the credibility and continued

significance of the events related.

Tales of Tōno demonstrates that the now well-accepted connection

between vernacular style and realistic narrative is ideological, not inevitable.

More precisely, it offers eloquent support for the argument that a single

stylistic approach is insufficient to capture the full range of “reality.” Only

one reader in 1910 is known to have acknowledged the realistic effect of the

book’s bungo style, but surely it is worth noting that it was Yanagita’s

“informant,” Sasaki Kizen himself. In a letter written to Yanagita soon after
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he read his copy of Tales of Tōno, Sasaki admits that “the tales hardly seem

like they could have come from my mouth.” Nevertheless, to him “it felt

exactly as though I were hearing the stories again from my fellow villagers.”

Most significantly, this aspiring young writer, who tended to use the

vernacular style himself, credits the writing style for creating this

impression: “if you had used genbun itchi, it wouldn’t have had quite the

same effect (omomuki ⌅£).”49 One could argue that it was the historical

precedent of the bungo style that, for Sasaki, lent both a natural-seeming

authority and realism to the tales—especially since the sense of authenticity

did not come from Sasaki’s voice, which had been all but erased.50

Refocusing Content

Even when the emotions and behavior of the rural subject were in fact the

focus of the narrative—as they are in Tales of Tōno—the writers of the day

tended to present them in a mediated form. For example, Tayama Katai’s

“Jūemon no saigo” ⇧⌃⌥�| � (Jūemon’s End, 1902) garnered some

praise from Yanagita for its rural setting,51 but even so it is an urban narrator

who describes the events that unfold in a village in mountainous Nagano

prefecture. Because the narrator remains a prominent character in/witness to

the story, his horrified perspective colors the depiction of the village’s

violent punishment of the vengeful, goblin-like man named Jūemon. Then,

rather than reflect upon what the event might say about rural Japan, the

narrator draws parallels with Russian literature. “[Jūemon] was just like the

Russian peasants we find in Turgenev’s works,” he says as he begins his

story. And for the narrator, the meaning of it all ends with the abstract

philosophical sentiment, “I had truly encountered the presence of nature.”52

Like the stories of his contemporaries, Katai’s works convey a clear (and

conventionalized) sense that the country is another country, one with

nostalgic significance, but little relevance to contemporary life.

Furthermore, the psychologically incomprehensible Otherness of people in

the country apparently made them unfit to be the protagonists of their own

narratives.
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Responding to an atmosphere where a choice of rural subject material

seemed also to presume a specific type of mediated narrative structure,

Yanagita accused his peers of exacerbating the disconnection between

literature and daily life. Yanagita, who traveled frequently to impoverished

farming communities as an employee of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Commerce, felt acutely the sense of a growing dichotomy between urban

and rural life and looked to literary writing to help bridge a gap that was

ideological as well as economic. Something should be done, he remarked in

1907, “to bring politics and literature closer together.” To this end he

proposed that the self-absorption of contemporary writers could be reduced

“if one deployed today’s authors like an army to the countryside to make a

study of portraying country people, the elderly, and children.”53 Perhaps

then urbanized authors would be encouraged to observe others with the

same keenness they had previously reserved for their own lives.

Arguing that unassuming Edo-period regional gazetteers

⌦↵� (chirisho) expressed the “feelings [kokoromochi õ��] of the

common people [bonjin ✏†]” much more accurately than did Naturalist

novels, Yanagita also proposed alternative methods for dealing with rural

subject material. In so doing he radically broadened the definition of

narrative realism. Citing a story from the Owari shi ⇣⌘✓�(Gazetteer of

Owari) of a mother who expressed her grief for her dead son by erecting a

bridge in his name, he remarked that such episodes made him feel that

“human emotions had not changed at all from ancient times.” Like

Naturalist texts, he continued, these humble accounts portrayed “the truth

just as it is [arinomama no jijitsu ◆Å|qq|�], without exaggeration

or ornamentation,” offering “a complete expression of true feeling [shinjō õ
� ].”54 His acclamation of the potential for episodic, non-protagonist-

centered texts like gazetteers to capture the true capacity of feeling suggests

not only a conviction that his Naturalist peers had no monopoly on the

realistic portrayal of human psychology, but also a questioning of the

increasingly canonized notion that narrative realism meant probing the

psychology of an internalized, individual, and urban self.

Psychological realism as found in late Meiji fiction tended to concentrate

on minute tracing of characters’ thoughts. By contrast, Yanagita’s text did

not venture into individual mental space, and even actively rejected the
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concept that individual consciousness is a private place. Instead of resorting

to voyeuristic techniques like internal monologue to gain access, he

presented consciousness as something socially, even communally,

constructed. For example, tale 97 takes the form of a dream or hallucination,

that most personal of experiences, but demonstrates quite literally the

blending of self and community that permeates the world of Tōno. This time

I offer Ronald Morse’s smooth translation as the basis for discussion.
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97. Matsunojō Kikuchi of Iide was ill with an acute fever from exposure to the

cold and would often lose his breath. He went out into the rice fields, and hurried

off to the family temple of Kisei’in. When he would put a little effort into his legs

he could, without attempting to, fly into the air about as high as a person’s head

and then gradually come down. With a little effort he could again rise as before.

There is no way of expressing how much fun it was. As he approached the

temple gate he saw a crowd of people. Wondering what could be going on, he

entered the gate, and there were red poppies in full bloom as far as one could see.

He felt better than ever before. His dead father was standing amidst the flowers

and asked, “Have you come too?” While somehow answering this, he went on.

The boy he had lost earlier was there and also asked, “Papa, have you come too?”

Matsunojō drew closer saying, “Is this where you have been?” The child said,

“You can’t come now!” At that moment someone by the gate called out his name
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loudly. As troublesome as it was, he paused reluctantly, and with a heavy heart,

decided to turn back. Then he regained his senses. His relatives had gathered

around, and were throwing water on him, to call him back to life.55

Tale 97 clearly relates one person’s experience, but in a manner that

deconstructs the idea of a discrete, private self by transitioning seamlessly

between the subconscious imagination and the objective “real” world of the

surrounding community, thus blurring the boundary between the two. The

second sentence makes us assume Matsunojō has gone for a walk in the

neighborhood; by the third, we guess he is having a pleasant dream. We are

not aware that Matsunojō is actually having a near-death experience until he

encounters his dead father. Further connecting communal experience with

private thoughts is the fact that the unconscious Matsunojō goes to a

(physically) real place in the village, thus navigating the actual landscape of

Tōno within his mind. In accordance with local belief, he “floats” to the

actual place villagers expect to go after they die, the temple grounds, where

their already deceased relatives wait for them. Like his living relatives, his

father and son actively prevent Matsunojō from staying within the temple

grounds. They are not simply passive figments of his imagination but act as

enforcers of the community will, since at that moment Matsunojō’s personal

wish is to join them.

Like the other tales that explore the liminal state between sleeping and

waking,56 Tale 97 argues for a psychological realism that includes a

consideration of this individual experience as an expression of the

communal imagination. The blending of the imaginary and the real, the dead

and the living, peaks at the conclusion to the story. When Matsunojō hears

the voices of his family calling to him, within the dream they seem to be

standing outside the temple gate, although we are left to assume they are

probably standing around his sickbed at home. For Matsunojō and many of

the other characters, the real Tōno and the spiritual Tōno are mirror versions

of each other, where all the inhabitants are subject to the same social rules

and cultural conventions. Matsunojo’s personal drama illustrates Yanagita’s

attempt to explore “true feeling” by connecting the internal processes of

thought and belief to the external, communally shared landscape. Even when

he imagines death, Matsunojo envisions it as a reproduction of his
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community, a blend of the vicinity in which he actually lives and the spirits

of dead relatives believed to reside there.

The “realness” of the integrated world formed by the living and dead

members of the community, and the extension of the community to

incorporate various supernatural entities, is evident in tale 22 (discussed

above) and many others.57 Various tales tell of kappa ef�(water spirits)

being born to village women (tales 55 and 56); encounters on the road with

beings who appear to be human children but turn out to be zashikiwarashi ï
ñf, spirits that can bring a household good luck (tale 18); local women

who disappear but are found living in the mountains, married to yamabito *
†�(“mountain people,” tales 6 and 7); and even a woman who temporarily

(and unwittingly) uses the body of a fox to search for her husband, who has

gone hunting in the mountains (tale 100). That the stories are told in a

deadpan manner, free of any attempt to either explain these phenomena or

distance them from the reader, strongly suggests that the reader should take

the physical manifestations of spiritual life in Tōno at face value—“just as

they are”—rather than interpret them as the projections of an individualized

psyche. The characters themselves certainly appear to have little trouble

accepting such occurrences.

The externalized psychology that Yanagita conveys in Tales of Tōno

clearly differs from the internal, mental, and highly personal representation

of reality that his realist literary peers favored—and the rationalistic (and yet

romantic) view of nature that resulted from this attitude. Reality for the

citizens of Tōno, as Yanagita portrays it, is not simply what each individual

feels about his or her own experiences or surroundings. Rather, it is a

physical/spiritual ecosystem, populated by a variety of natural and

supernatural beings who find themselves in mutually affective relationships.

The animistic natural landscape in Tales of Tōno also differs from that

featured in the “gothic” literature of Izumi Kyōka g⌦+ (1873–1939),

which champions the supernatural world but nevertheless treats it with

irony, often putting it in direct conflict with the human world.58 In Tales of

Tōno, humans do not control the landscape, but accept that they are part of it

and that their position within it may change at any time. Yanagita’s Tōno

might not seem a particularly idyllic place to live, but it becomes memorable
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in its un-ironic and frank depiction of people who recognize their ties to

each other and to the landscape.

Writing for a Tokyo audience, Yanagita seeks to bring his urban reader

closer to the alternative psychological landscape he wishes them to

experience. To guide the reader, he uses the varied verb endings and subject

markers of bungo, intruding subtly into the narrative and manipulating the

text at moments where he wishes the reader to assume the identity of a

character in the story (as in tales 22 and 97). The narrator in Tales of Tōno is

indeed a flexible entity whose perspective is sometimes that of Yanagita

(i.e., an outside observer of Tōno), sometimes that of a listener engrossed in

a local’s story, and sometimes that of the storyteller himself. By continually

varying his (and the reader’s) proximity to the material, sometimes within a

single tale, Yanagita’s narrator achieves a fluidity that would be impossible

under the syntactical and novelistic rules that produce a consistent

transcendent third-person account—the ideal for which many of his literary

peers strove. Resisting this dominant narrative stance, Yanagita’s

storytelling narrator is much more flexible, “at once a character in the

narrative and the means by which the narrative is generated, links

established, traces of the past recovered, and meaning located within

performance.”59

The storytelling narrator that we encounter in the preface draws the

audience further into the world of Tōno by carefully connecting the self-

narrated preface with the main body of the tales. The Yanagita-like narrator

of the preface seems to be an outsider: he rents a horse to get better

acquainted with the area and complains that he “cannot but feel the

loneliness of a traveler”60 as he comes upon a rowdy and rustic festival. But

actually, he has already insinuated himself into the landscape by adopting

the consistent bungo “voice” in which he tells both his own introductory

story and the subsequent tales. Because the “I” disappears with tale 1, the

numbered tales may initially look like a qualitatively different text. The

narrator’s presence is still felt, however, through the ongoing uniformity of

the bungo style, which allows the “I” of the preface to continue to speak

from his particular yet shifting vantage point, both in time and place. Since

the rural characters do not tell the stories in their own voices, the

homogeneous style of Tales of Tōno makes it clear that the narrator controls
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the narrative.61 While the narrative moves in a nonlinear way, the consistent

use of the continuative ren’yokei h i j form maintains the reader’s

proximity to this internal perspective. Yanagita’s regular use of the auxiliary

verb-nari clearly “manifest(s) the subject of each utterance.”62 It may be

difficult for the reader to form semantic, chronological, or even geographical

connections among the places and people detailed in the various tales,63 but

what remains clear is the narrator’s continued presence as guide.

Further integrating the reader with the world of Tōno is a subtle but

continuous narrative trajectory running through the preface and the first few

tales. The reader has already been set alongside the narrator in the preface

through a pair of shared experiences: gazing with him at the peak of Mt.

Hayachine klm, shaped like the character Ì, and then noticing a straw

doll, a leftover from a local festival, discarded by the side of the road.64 Next

the narrator prepares the reader, new to the area, for a different sort of

tourist experience by setting this visit during the Obon Ún�festival, when

the souls of the dead come back to visit the living. The first three tales

continue to rapidly assimilate the reader’s perspective with that of the local

residents who, as we saw above, take a powerfully animistic view of their

physical world. Tale 1 covers what one could call introductory material for

nonnative readers, and situates Tōno in a literal sense: “To get there, one

gets off the train in Hanamaki +o, crosses the Kitakami p”�river, …”

and so on.65 Going deeper, tale 2 relates geographical information of a more

abstract quality, telling of a mountain goddess (kami) who informs her

daughters that she will award each of them one of the mountains

surrounding the plain where the former castle town of Tōno can be found.66

Tale 3 then jumps into the locally specific, relating the particular experience

of an old man named Sasaki Kahe’e ⇧⌃⌥qr⌥, who goes hunting in

these same mountains. Although the expository relationship to the previous

tale is not explicit, we cannot help wondering if the mysterious woman he

shoots deep in the mountains has some relationship to the goddess’s

daughters, who (as explained in tale 2) “even now live on the mountains and

rule over them.”67 Progressively, then, in traversing the physical geography,

readers learn of the spiritual/cosmological landscape contained within it and

become situated to adopt the local perspective.
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By carefully establishing connections with his audience on structural and

stylistic levels, the narrator of Tales of Tōno occupies a subject position that

is both unique within the realist literature of the time and representative of

the literary debate on modern subjectivity. Many of the narratives published

during late Meiji and Taishō, including Tales of Tōno, are “literary forms

that allowed [writers] to articulate their growing consciousness of

discrepancies between a sense of self and society at large.”68 Yanagita’s text

frames this problem not by creating a self in conflict with society, but by

narratively deconstructing the modern literary idea of self. Presenting a

world composed of psychologically and culturally interlinked individuals,

the narrator seeks to provide a view of “present-day reality” that is

deprivatized and collectively accessible. The model for modern subjectivity

that Yanagita presents in Tales of Tōno is thus neither the seemingly

isolated, elite traveler of the preface nor the superstitious Tōno villager of

the tales. It is rather the narrator, a modern analog of the storyteller, who

weaves the narrative to link traveler with villager, individuality with

community.

Conclusions: Genre, Translation, Identity

As Marilyn Ivy has noted, Tales of Tōno “conformed to no law of genre in

1910,” which seems to suggest that it is something of a “monstrosity.”69

Certainly, Yanagita’s peers’ opinions were diverse. Calling the work “an

extravagance of affected rusticity,” Tayama Katai was dismissive.70

Shimazaki Tōson read it as travel literature rather than as research. Seizing

upon the work’s romantic and poetic aspects, he insisted on thinking of

Yanagita as a deeply perceptive traveler rather than a student of “ethnic

psychology (minzoku shinri séõ↵).”71 Izumi Kyōka, that distinctive

writer of fantastic literature who was somewhat of an outsider to the modern

bundan, was naturally fascinated by the text’s supernatural and otherwordly

qualities. For him, the “legends, tales of the peculiar, and ghost stories

[densetsu ibun kaidan � t u s v w] were brought to life by Mr.

[Yanagita’s] brush.”72 Subsequent evaluations, particularly those that
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appeared after the 1935 revision of the work, have tentatively assigned it to

the folk studies category, with the caveat that Yanagita failed to recognize

modern standards of objectivity and authenticity.

Tales of Tōno’s disease in the generic spectrum has been compounded by

subsequent developments in the discourse on genre. Despite the now well-

established place of oral-narrative-related genres from the classical and

medieval periods in the Japanese literary academy (thanks in no small part

to Yanagita himself),73 folklore has never been considered a part of modern

literature, primarily because of the disciplinary suppression of the

(individual) author’s role in this genre. This “authorlessness” obviously

contradicts the continuing dominance of the authorial aura in literary circles.

Readers of “literature” still expect originality, even when based on a “real

story.” Meanwhile, readers of folklore (and related genres like the

ethnography) generally assume “transmission without remainder,” an

accurate copy of some (usually external) reality or truth.74 Tales of Tōno has

continually fluctuated on this spectrum between perceived fiction and

presumed fact.

If we read Tales of Tōno within the context of another genre—the

literary translation—then the text’s meaning in 1910 becomes much clearer.

A translation is always both an aggressive appropriation of the other and an

exploratory reinvention of the self, and Yanagita’s text is no exception. In

the act of appropriating Sasaki’s local narratives, Yanagita also introduced a

“foreign” element into mainstream modern literary discourse. The idea of

shared selfhood that Yanagita advances in Tales of Tōno is clearly an

alternative to the individual Japanese self being created by his peers.

Nevertheless, the sensibility that emerges from the text itself does not cast

into relief a clear dichotomy between a traditional, backward-looking

kyōdōtai xî��(communal body) and a progressive, modern individual, as

has often been argued.75 Writing Tales of Tōno before the categories of

“folklore/ethnology” and “literature” had become fully reified, Yanagita

adopted the translator’s role to challenge the conventionalized relationship

between narration and subjectivity. Under cover of the translator’s

invisibility, he injected narrative realism with a deep exploration of the

intersection between self and community in an attempt to create a more

socially engaged literature. Like many translations, Tales of Tōno is not a
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“monstrosity” but the expression of a hybrid subjectivity that can be

employed to rethink, rather than simply describe, the problem of Japanese

identity in the modern world.

Even though he never wrote anything quite like it again, Yanagita’s

subsequent work shares with Tales of Tōno more than his oft-discussed

concern with the communal/ national consciousness. Dedicating the book to

his many friends and colleagues who were in Europe to study,76 Yanagita

expanded his narrator’s audience from those gathered by the hearth (the

stereotypical image of the storyteller’s venue) to a potentially national

forum, one connected by the print medium rather than the immediacy of

voice. Much of his later writing shares this narrative stance, featuring a

storytelling narrator who speaks authoritatively but familiarly, and whose

primary function is to synthesize and mediate “foreign” material for his

audience. The distinctively pedagogical, activist, and yet entertaining public

persona Yanagita began to formulate i n Tales of Tōno would ultimately

become the narrative modus operandi of folk studies, which he successfully

parlayed into a popular and yet subversive discourse about subjectivity—

and therefore identity—on a national scale.
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Notes

1 From the preface to Tōno monogatari (Tales of Tōno, 1910).
2 Deleuze, Essays, p. 4.
3 Only 350 copies were published of this original edition, and were distributed mainly

to family and friends.
4 For an in-depth comparison of the three draft manuscripts of Tales of Tōno, now

owned by the Tōno City Museum, see Ishii, Tōno monogatari no tanjō, esp. pp. 9–
25.

5 In 1953, Yanagita recalled his early meetings with Sasaki, who had recently arrived
in Tokyo and could not yet speak standard Japanese, even though he could
understand it. “He started telling us all manner of [stories], but his accent (namari

√) was so thick I couldn’t understand him. It took a while to get used to it.” Quoted
in Ishii, Tōno monogatari no tanjō, p. 36. Later, much criticism of Tales of Tōno

centers on Yanagita’s excising of Sasaki’s local dialect.
6 Tōno, “Preface,” p. 4.
7 Masamune, “Shizenshugi seisuishi,” p. 410.
8 Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, p. 95.
9 Tayama, Literary Life in Tōkyō, p. 192.

10 In 1897, for example, Yanagita coauthored the landmark shintaishi anthology
Jojōshi ƒ�1�(Lyrical Poems) with Kunikida Doppo d⌥)ef, Tayama Katai,
Ōta Gyokumei ≈)∆«, Miyazaki Koshoshi »… ÀF, and Saganoya Omuro Ã
Õ|ŒÚœ.

11 From 1904 onwards, the society met at the Ryūdoken 23–�restaurant, from which
it took its name. Membership varied over the years, but the writers, critics, and
journalists who attended included most of the coauthors of Jojōshi, as well as
Masamune Hakuchō, Shimazaki Tōson D … ù >, Iwano Hōmei à ⇥ — “,
Nakazawa Rinsen �”‘’, and Kanbara Ariake Wñ◆K. For an anecdotal
account of these meetings, see Tayama, Literary Life in Tōkyō, pp. 191–194.

12 According to Tayama Katai, the author Chikamatsu Shūkō Ó'h÷�once quipped,
“Naturalism was born in the ashtrays of the Ryūdokai.” See Tayama 1987, p. 193.
Apparently, Yanagita was a favored source for materials; because he brought back
stories from his many business trips, there were even rumors that “if one went to the
Ryūdokai, [one] could get the seeds for a story.” Yanagita Kunio jiten, p. 62.

13 Yanagita, “Shinkyū ryōjidai no bungei,” p. 644. His remark was first published in
the journal Mumei tsūshin ◊¸⁄ÿÉin October 1909.

14 Kobayashi, “Yanagita Kunio to Katai,” p. 113. He quotes from Yanagita’s “Mudai
no uta” ◊Ÿ|⁄�in his memoir Kokyō shichijūnen B∫⇠§/.

15 Yanagita traveled in an official capacity to Hokkaido and Sakhalin in 1906, shortly
after the end of the Russo-Japanese War (Sakhalin had been won from Russia). The
fiction he is talking about are Katai’s short stories “Aryūsha” €‹›fiflW�(1906)
and “Mauka”É‡·‚�(1907). Masamune, “Shizenshugi seisuishi,” p. 332.
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16 Tayama, “Tsuma,” pp. 292–93. See Oda, “Yanagita Kunio to bungaku,” p. 245. See
also Okamura, Yanagita Kunio no Meiji jidai, p. 101.

17 As Ishiuchi Tōru ↵~��points out, Tales of Tōno was not published in bunko��„
(paperback pocket edition) form until 1973 (by Shinchōsha); see Ishiuchi, “Tōno

monogatari kenkyū shōshi,” p. 19. He speculates that the text’s acceptance as a
work of modern literature is mostly due to Mishima Yukio, who praises Yanagita’s
work in Mishima, “Shōsetsu to wa nani ka,” and to literary critic Yoshimoto
Takaaki, who discusses Tales of Tōno alongside the Kojiki ‰  ⇠�in his
controversial work Kyōdō gensōron xîæøn.

18 Tayama Katai ran this journal, which Oscar Benl claims became the “most
important forum of Naturalism.” Benl, “Naturalism in Japanese Literature,” p. 14.
In an interesting editorial decision, none of these essays, with the exception of
“Randoku no kuse”Éö±|ª, appear in Yanagita’s earlier collected works: neither
the hardcover Teihon Yanagita Kunio shū πIÑ)dRè�(Chikuma Shobō, 1962–
1971) nor the paperback Yanagita Kunio zenshū Ñ)dRìè�(Chikuma Shobō,
1989). This situation has been remedied in the new, radically restructured but not
yet complete Yanagita Kunio zenshū Ñ)dRìè�(Chikuma Shobō, 1997–), where
they appear in vol. 23.

19 Yanagita, “Randoku no kuse,” p. 41; Yanagita, “Kanri no yomu shōsetsu,” p. 26–
27; Yanagita, “Genbun no kyori,” p. 167; Yanagita, “Kanri no yomu shōsetsu,” p.
30.

20 Figal, Civilization and Monsters, p. 123. I am indebted to Figal for his insightful
discussion of these essays, pp. 118–126; as well as to Marilyn Ivy’s argument (in
Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, pp. 74–78) for providing my own point of
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Some of the most important theoretical issues that have emerged across the

social sciences and humanities in recent decades relate to the construction

and/or negotiation of collective identities. Whether the focus is on gender,

ethnicity, multiculturalism, labor migration, tourism, or the politics of

representation, at base is the recognition that boundaries shift and identities

are redefined as people create spaces for themselves in an increasingly

interconnected world.

Japanese folklore studies has been slow to respond to the potential

inherent in these theoretical developments. The discipline as a whole has

assumed a kind of circumscribed and introspective nativism, having little

interaction outside Japan in the wider realm of folkloristics in general.

Unless Japanese folklore studies succeeds in shedding this sense of

exclusivity, it faces the real possibility of fading into irrelevance. This, we

feel, would be highly unfortunate, not only for the practitioners themselves,

but also for the public at large.
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We believe that Japanese folklore studies has a great deal to contribute;

the problem has been a failure to convey its relevance to a wider audience.

This is due to a number of related factors, the most obvious being the

language barrier. While very prolific in their native language, Japanese

folklorists have been disinclined to publish their research in English, let

alone other languages. Like it or not, English has become the language of

international scholarship. We acknowledge the inequity of this situation, and

it is deplorable that so few scholars in the West are able to read Japanese

and other Asian languages, but, given the current realities, this lop-sided

condition seems unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. In the

meantime, the best we can do is to make more of the work produced by

Japanese folklorists available in English and other languages. Of course,

many Japanese scholars are capable of writing skillfully in English, but

those who lack this facility should not be excluded—their work should be

translated by others and published as well.

Underlying the language gap, however, is a far more perplexing

impediment—an inherent sense of insularity and distinctiveness that

pervades not only the folklore community, but Japanese society in general.

This is epitomized by the so-called “island country mentality” (shimaguni

konjō �⇥⇤⌅), the pervasive impression that the Japanese are separate

and distinct from the rest of the world—supposedly a holdover from roughly

two hundred years of self-imposed isolation during the Tokugawa period

(1600–1867). Another prominent expression of this insularity is the ever

popular, pseudo-scientific genre called Nihonjinron ⇧⌃⌥� (discourse on

the essence of being Japanese), an ongoing effort to define what it is exactly

that distinguishes the Japanese from other peoples. The assumption, of

course, is that such an essential difference exists in the first place.

Arguments of this type thus proceed from a preordained conclusion and

work backwards, building upon whatever evidence can be found to support

them and conveniently ignoring the counterexamples.

Within the social sciences, this same kind of thinking sometimes

manifests itself in the attitude that the theoretical approaches used in the

West are not applicable in Japan due to its unique social heritage. And that

in turn leads to yet another impediment to Japanese folklore studies in

reaching a wider audience—the failure to engage in the theoretical
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developments that have transformed the other disciplines. The problem is

not a recent one, and addressing it requires some historical background.

Folklore studies was systematized as an academic discipline in Japan

only in the 1930s. Its brief eighty-year history can be divided into three

major periods. The first period corresponds to the career of Yanagita Kunio

(1875–1962), the founder of Japanese folklore studies. He and his disciples

played the major role in establishing and popularizing folklore studies in

Japan, defining systematic fieldwork procedures, and generating masses of

ethnographic data. Though Yanagita acknowledged cultural diversity within

Japan during the early stages of his career, he later turned to the articulation

of a unifying essence for the Japanese “mainstream” population. The jōmin

 ⌦, or “ordinary folk,” as he called them, lived in harmonious rural

villages, engaged in irrigated rice cultivation, and venerated their ancestors.

Yanagita appears to have intended this idyllic image in part as a veiled

critique of modernizing society (Figal 1999:129–30). It was co-opted,

however, by nationalist ideologues in seeking to foster a sense of unity

among the people and allegiance to the state, as symbolized by the emperor.

Whatever his original intentions, Yanagita has been a major influence on

Japan’s recent intellectual history, inspiring any number of Nihonjinron

assertions.

The second period in the development of folklore studies followed

shortly after Yanagita’s death. During this period, Yanagita’s approach was

subjected to critical reevaluation, and new methodological techniques were

developed and implemented. This led to an emphasis on recontextualizing

sociocultural phenomena by treating each community in isolation as a self-

contained unit. Unfortunately, however, it also meant that important

interactions across communal boundaries were ignored. The study area was

simply a methodological concept with no practical bearing on broader issues

relating to the processes of modernity, such as the money economy,

globalizing markets, the standardization of educational curricula, and the

incursion of mass transportation and communications networks. Municipal

boundaries had been somewhat arbitrarily established by legislative design,

but many folklorists proceeded to adjust the scope of their research in

conformity with these bounded areas, thereby helping to “reify” them.
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Even so, with the national trend toward high economic growth

continuing, folklore studies was able to achieve a certain level of prestige as

an academic pursuit. Particularly during the 1970s, distinctive local

traditions became economic assets in the burgeoning tourist industry.

Municipalities began to create a corpus of local history, and cities and towns

all over the country established their own museums to attract visitors.

Folklorists were hired by boards of education to serve as local authorities, or

to plan and implement museum projects.

The strategy of addressing each community or geographical area in

isolation resulted in masses of descriptive data, but little theory to render the

data meaningful or enhance our understanding of the human experience.

Thus folklore studies as a whole failed to achieve the kind of theoretical

maturity characteristic of the other social sciences. What Japanese

folklorists were doing during this second major phase in the development of

their discipline could not be described as genuine academic research; it was

more like simple survey or documentation.

Nevertheless, during the 1970s several leading universities established

folklore studies departments where students could pursue the subject as their

academic major. Folklore faculty were eager to enhance their reputation as

serious scholars, comparable to that of their colleagues in more established

disciplines like history and cultural anthropology. Through organization and

institutionalization, they tried to construct an independent discipline that

could stand on its own merits. Japanese folklorists, in other words, were not

pursuing folklore studies but rather Japanese folklore studies. Their research

was focused exclusively on Japan and their results were distributed only in

Japan, with no effort to place themselves in an international context. They

neglected even to cite relevant examples from other cultures, except in

research involving genealogical associations with neighboring China or

Korea. Ironically, the discipline turned inward even as the rest of Japanese

society was becoming increasingly globalized.

In this sense, Japanese folklore studies itself became the kind of

bounded, self-contained community it was accustomed to taking as its

research object. The central tenet of uniqueness functioned much in the

manner of a self-fulfilling prophecy—generating the kind of scholarship that

was applicable only in Japan. Japanese folklore studies had in fact come to
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place greater emphasis on Japanese uniqueness than had Yanagita himself.

This led the discipline as a whole to a rather serious impasse, from which it

has yet to escape.

The discipline thus finds itself poised at the threshold of the third period

—a new era in its development. Its practitioners have gradually come to

recognize the stagnation in their discipline and are presently engaged in a

reexamination of their intellectual history in an effort to break the impasse.

By reconsidering existing studies in light of recent theoretical developments

in other disciplines, they have identified several issues that were largely

overlooked during the second period.

We hope that this most recent period of critical self-reflection will

reinvigorate the discipline of Japanese folklore studies as a productive

scholarly enterprise, freeing it from its rather narrow intellectual confines

and broadening its appeal. We return to the topic of constructing and/or

negotiating collective identities in hopes of gaining insight into how this

transformation might proceed.

Creating and maintaining a sense of collective identity is a process that

applies not only to our research subjects, but to our own academic

communities as well. Taking ethnic or “racial” categories as an analog, the

process begins when significance is attributed to some easily recognizable

yet arbitrarily selected variable. This variable then becomes the basis for

distinguishing some people (those who share the variable) from others

(those who do not), creating a boundary between two groups. Physical

attributes such as skin color or facial features are obvious examples, but

language is also a good candidate. The more conspicuous the attribute, the

better it serves as a basis for the distinction. Even ideological variables like

religious or political affiliation can be made conspicuous through symbolic

markings, clothing styles, ritualized activities, and dietary habits.

Once the distinction is made and the boundary established, the inevitable

ambiguities must then be resolved. Among people who fall on the same side

of the boundary, shared attributes are celebrated, while distinguishing

features are de-emphasized or ignored. Disparate individuals are thus made

to appear as if they were linked by some “natural” affinity. This sense of

affinity is further enhanced by alluding to shared experiences and concerns,

invoking an apical ancestor or totem as a symbolic expression of unity—
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perhaps even employing the idiom of kinship in addressing or referring to

fellow members (Brow 1990).

The mere assertion of common interests or affinities, however, is

insufficient; collective identity depends on the members emphasizing not

simply what they are, but also what they are not. They require an outside

referent against which to assert their own distinctiveness. The obvious

candidate, of course, is the opposing category—the “outsiders.” But here

again the problematic ambiguities emerge, threatening to obscure the

dividing line. Thus in relation to people on opposite sides of the categorical

boundary, differences are now exaggerated and linkages ignored. And the

greater the distinction between the two populations can be made to appear,

the more strongly people on either side will identify with members of their

own constructed category as opposed to the “outsiders.”

Again, it is important to remember that the selection of distinguishing

variables is arbitrary, and therefore so are the resulting categories. In fact,

variables of equal or even greater significance (e.g. blood type, resistance to

certain diseases, etc.) may be completely overlooked simply because they

are difficult to recognize, though they would have undoubtedly placed the

boundary in a different alignment (Diamond 1994). As Anderson (1991) has

argued, “community” is a social construction, made to appear as if it were a

spontaneous and self-evident reality.

Such manipulations are particularly effective in the face of a common

challenge. This typically involves the outsider category in the role of an

enemy or rival, but might also appear as a natural disaster or state of

emergency, or perhaps rigorous devotion to a higher goal or purpose in

facing life’s temptations. If such a challenge does not exist, it may be

imagined or created, explicitly for the purpose of generating greater

cohesiveness within the “community.” By pulling together toward a

common goal, the members come to feel dependent upon and responsible

for one another. This infuses them with a sense of belonging that transcends

the level of the individual self.

If the boundaries of communal identity are arbitrary, they are also elastic

—they can either expand to include larger numbers of people, or contract

into a more exclusive membership. Which level is mobilized depends upon

the nature of the unifying challenge. Ultimately the boundaries can be
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expanded to include the entire nation, resulting in assertions of a

homogeneous race and culture, distinct from the rest of the world.

The important point, however, is that a sense of common bond does not

emerge simply through the existence of inherent similarities, but through the

purposeful manipulation of symbolic resources. The consequences can be

either positive or negative, depending on the situation. Negative examples

include asserting a “mainstream” or majority status and claiming its

privileges as a natural endowment. More sympathetic expressions can be

found in the banding together of indigenous peoples in asserting their rights

or struggling for greater autonomy. Identity becomes a field of contention,

with participants attempting to advance their own agendas. The same

strategy can be used to unite or divide, depending on how the boundaries are

drawn.

We suggest that the future of Japanese folklore studies depends upon

reconfiguring its boundaries, or, better yet, allowing them the flexibility to

shift according to the inclination of the participants or the nature of their

inquiries. We should acknowledge, for example, the rich cultural diversity

that exists within Japan’s rather abstract borders, as well as the

commonalities that extend beyond them to encompass other peoples and

cultures. It could easily be argued, for example, that the Cree hunters of the

James Bay region in Canada and the matagi ↵�� (traditional hunters) of

northeastern Japan have more in common with each other than either group

has with fellow citizens of its encompassing nation-state.

In theoretical terms, as well, the boundaries should be permeable to other

disciplines, other academic communities. This should not be taken to imply

a simple one-way exchange, however, with Japanese folklorists perpetually

on the receiving end. Western ethnologists likewise stand to benefit from

greater exposure to Japanese theoretical contributions. In fact, ultimately,

divisions based on nationality should disappear. For example, Japanese and

Western scholars have long been divided over the relative importance of the

individual as social actor. Sociologist Hamaguchi Eyshun (1985) has

suggested that the Western social sciences place undue emphasis on the

individual as an independent actor, ignoring the extent to which the self is

bound up in a complex web of social relations. The Western approach,

which he refers to as “methodological individualism,” cannot be
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successfully applied to the study of Japanese society. His reasoning is that,

while Western society is characterized by individual actors, Japanese society

is characterized by “relational” actors. In Japan, in other words, “It is

through personal relations with other actors who are nearby that the

recognition of self is gradually established and that the principles concerning

behavior are formed. In short, the psycho-social identity of the self is

established in relation to other actors” (Hamaguchi 1985:298). In Japan,

Hamaguchi suggests, it would be more appropriate to refer to the social

actor not as an individual (kojin �⌥) but as a “contextual” (kanjin ✏⌥),

for whom “selfness is confirmed only through interpersonal relationships”

(1985:302). This would help us to better understand the motivations of the

actors.

Hamaguchi’s point is well-taken, but why restrict it to Japan? Is it not

possible that Western social scientists, in their obsession with the individual,

have neglected an important aspect of social identity in their own societies

as well? Hamaguchi’s concern with the emphasis on the individual would be

better presented not as some kind of sophisticated Nihonjinron assertion, but

as an important corrective to social science research that can be applied

universally. It could be used, for example, to challenge the notion of the

independent actor that is so prevalent in the West, revealing it as an

important “root metaphor,” perhaps, but no less a fabrication.

Ultimately, however, folklore studies’ major contribution may lie in its

descriptive power and the wealth of data it provides. Theories fall in and out

of fashion, like clothing styles, but detailed, reliable ethnographic

description—upon which all good ethnological theories are based—will

surely remain in heavy demand. It matters little that much of the descriptive

data relates to conditions and activities that no longer exist. In terms of

comparative ethnology, the past is as good a source of data as the present

day, and it is only through a time-depth perspective that the dynamics of

social processes can be fully understood and appreciated.

Folklore is particularly adept at conveying “the people’s” point of view.

As sociologist Ueno Chizuko (1987:S75) has noted, “historical research

based on written texts often ends up being about the ruling class and its

ideology.” Folklorists, on the other hand, with their emphasis on fieldwork

and oral tradition, can recover what is all too often overlooked or ignored—
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the attitudes and experiences of the non-elite who constitute the vast

majority of any population. In Japan that would include tenant or small-

owner cultivators, residents of mountainous areas and coastal fishing

villages, urban dwelling small merchants and wage laborers, and the

members of various ethnic, economic, or sexual minorities. Ueno herself

relies heavily on Yanagita’s documentation of pre-industrial village life in

challenging the “traditional” image of Japanese women as being

subservient. Her work demonstrates that much of the subordination occurred

with the transition to an urban-industrial context, when the values of the

elite samurai were adopted by (or imposed upon) the masses.

Knowledge of the past is important not only in terms of understanding

what happened and why, but also in recognizing how our images of the past

are continually being manipulated for present purposes. This makes

historical data a much more relevant and lively topic. The past becomes a

source of symbolic resources that is continually “mined” for images and

ideas. Even new introductions are often cloaked in “tradition” to enhance

their legitimacy and appeal (as in the case of State Shinto).

This leads to the prospect of what we consider an important focus for

future research—the “public consumption” of folklore studies. By this we

are referring to the way the public receives and utilizes the ethnographic

data that folklorists produce. Here again, Japan constitutes a particularly

informative field area due to the prolific nature of the publishing industry

and the speed and effectiveness with which ideas are transmitted to the

public at large. We have alluded to this topic already in relation to

Yanagita’s impact on popular thinking, and the hiring of folklorists by

communities to document local culture and establish museums. Certainly,

museums offer a fertile field of study in terms of the politics of

representation. Another recent example can be found in the popular

animated films of Miyazaki Hayao. Films such as Mononoke hime ⇣⌘⌘✓
◆�(“Princess Mononoke”) and Sen to Chihiro no kamikakushi ��⌘
⌫⇠⇡�(“Spirited Away”) are rife with allusions to Japanese folklore. This

is a medium that reaches millions of people worldwide, sparking renewed

interest in Japanese folk traditions, particularly as they relate to

environmentalism and concerns about the trajectory of the modern world.
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As the globalization of economic and political systems drives the

expansion of “Western” ideas, attitudes, and assumptions, it becomes

increasingly important for folklorists to provide examples of alternative

viewpoints and ways of life. History has demonstrated that the best ideas are

not always the ones that gain dominance. In time, however, for lack of

recognizable alternatives, the dominant model comes to be seen as “natural”

or “inevitable.” The reckoning of time as a linear progression, for example,

enhances the notion that technological “advances” will lead us to a higher

and better standard of living, and further removes us from the rhythms and

cycles that animate the natural world. And the global market economy

promotes the impression that money is the only index of value, so that

anything that cannot be expressed in monetary terms is excluded from the

decision-making process. Without alternative models, “rational” economic

activity based on the profit motive may be accepted as indeed being rational,

rather than as a compulsive drive toward acquisition and consumption that

often destroys important social and ecological relationships. Folklore

ensures that alternative approaches will not be forgotten, and provides a

basis for critiquing the status quo. The future is uncertain, and these

alternatives may one day prove useful in our efforts to negotiate the changes

that lie in store.

In conclusion, Japanese folklore studies is equipped to address virtually

every issue that is now central to the social sciences. These include (1) the

formation and maintenance of national identity, and the strategies employed

in doing so; (2) the rights of indigenous peoples, particularly the Ainu and

Okinawans; (3) the politics of representation, not only of minority ethnic

groups but also of people in the past; and (4) migration and the crossing of

borders, Japan currently being a huge influence in the global arena, but in

the past also having been the origin of successive waves of out-migration as

well as a colonial power extending its authority into other parts of Asia and

the Pacific Ocean.

Furthermore, Japan itself is an ideal research locus in that it offers (1) a

historical experience and cultural tradition significantly different from that

of the West; (2) a wealth of ethnographic and historical data reaching back

several centuries; (3) a highly developed literary and artistic tradition, useful

for exploring issues of representation, cultural politics, and performance; (4)
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an ongoing and well-documented conflict between centralized bureaucracy

and local needs and interests; and (5) a sophisticated community of “native”

ethnologists who both contribute to and critique the ethnographic project.

This final point is particularly significant in confronting the hegemonic

status of Western scholarship, as epitomized by the term “orientalism.”

In short, the effort to engage more actively in the international

community of scholars is more than a self-serving survival strategy. Again,

we feel that Japanese folklore studies has a vital contribution to make, both

within the realm of Japanese scholarship and to the public at large.

Therefore, by perpetuating their insularity, not only do Japanese folklorists

run the risk of marginalizing themselves; they also deny their valuable

insights, knowledge, and theoretical contributions to the rest of the world.

The time has come to redefine the institutional and conceptual boundaries of

the discipline, thereby extending its influence and appeal.
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more of Yanagita’s own works, provide background to Japanese folklore

studies and Yanagita’s influence thereon, or reference Yanagita extensively

in some other context. Even thought these are very broad criteria, the list

does aim for completeness and even though this completeness can never be

achieved entirely, it does provide a cross section of the available research

and gives an impression of the diversity of the field. Although an effort has

been made to cover works in all European languages, the vast majority of

works listed here are in English and it is very likely that many contributions

in other languages have slipped through our fingers.

The list of translations of Yanagita’s works is ordered alphabetically by

the original Japanese titles. Not all translators are entirely transparent about

exactly which version of a given text they have translated. We have tried to

give as much information about this as possible. Some translations that

included that much commentary and so many annotations that they

constitute articles in their own right have been included in both lists.

The very short list of works published under Yanagita’s name contains

just that: Works that bear his name but where we were either unable to

establish his authorship conclusively, or where the text itself states that it is

not directly from Yanagita’s own hand.
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Hi o maneku hanashi �⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� �⇥⌦↵�⌥
��✏⇣1927⌘ 7✓
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those the translation is based: The original essay published in 1927 in 

Minzoku �⌫, the more readily available version in Imōto no chikara1 ⇠
⇡⇢◆published by Kadokawa in 1957 (revised edition 1971) with 

commentary by Gorai Shigeru but a number of typographical errors, 

missing annotations and readings for toponyms, as well as the version 

included in Teihon Yanagita Kunio Shū, vol. 9, 82–98, published by 

Chikuma Shobō in 1962.

1 According to the translator this, not the more common Imō no chikara, is the correct 
reading of the title.
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Solidarity.” Contemporary Japan: A Review of Japanese Affairs 3, no. 3 

(1934): 388–397. Some articles in this journal are explicitly marked as 

translations “by an Associate of Contemporary Japan.” This one is not, 

nor does it provide any other information, making it hard to ascertain 

how the translation came into being and to what degree Yanagita himself

was involved with it.
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Masanori Takatsuka. Kentucky Press Microcards Series A, Modern 

Language Series 2. English edition edited by George K. Brady. 
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Zobel, 243–53. Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft für Natur- und 

Völkerkunde Ostasiens 105. Tokyo: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Natur- 

und Völkerkunde Ostasiens, 1987. This translation is based on the 

version included in Teihon Yanagita Kunio shū, vol. 31, 220–229.
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German translation by Toshiharu Nakamura, Kikuo Negishi, and Günter 

Zobel: Vom Fest zur Feier [German: From Festival to Ceremony]. 

Tokyo: Waseda University Press, 1975. Bilingual edition with text in 

German and Japanese. Yanagita’s name is given as Kunio Yanagida.
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Festivals: From Matsuri to Sairei.” In International Perspectives on 
Yanagita Kunio and Japanese Folklore Studies, edited by J. Victor 

Koschmann, Keibo Oiwa, 167–202. Ithaca, NY: China-Japan Program, 

Cornell University, 1985.
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Customs in the Meiji Era. Tokyo: Obunsha, 1957.

Minkan denshōron ��^_`�⇣ab] 1934⌘

Partial English translation by Carol Gluck: “On Folklore Studies.” In 

Sources of East Asian Tradition. Volume 2: The Modern Period, edited 

by William Theodore De Bary, 939–941. Introduction to Asian 

Civilizations. New York: Columbia University Press, 2008.

Minzokugaku jiten ��5"cd⇣efPgh 1951⌘

English translation by Masanori Takatsuka: Yanagita, Kunio, ed. Dictionary
of Folklore. Kentucky Press Microcards Series A, Modern Language 

Series 18. English edition edited by George K. Brady. Lexington: 

University of Kentucky Press, 1958. Some library catalogs list the title as

Japanese Folklore Dictionary.
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English translation by an anonymous translator: “The Islands of Cats.” 

Contemporary Japan: A Review of Far Eastern Affairs 9, no. 8 (1940): 

1032–1038. Some articles in this journal are explicitly marked as 

translations “by an Associate of Contemporary Japan.” This one is not, 

nor does it provide any other information, making it hard to ascertain 

how the translation came into being and to what degree Yanagita himself

was involved with it.

Nenjūgyōji zusetsu JKLMQ�⌘qrstu⇣vw0x 1953⌘

Annotated German translation of selected parts by Stephan Weber: “Erster 

Schreinbesuch, Erster Traum – Jahresanfänge bei dem japanischen 

Volkskundler Yanagita Kunio [German: First Shrine Visit, First Dream –

The New Year in the Works of the Japanese Folklorist Yanagita 

Kunio].” B.A. thesis, Humboldt University Berlin, 2007.

Nihon minzokugaku �⇥4�5"⌥
L�"By6Q�"B�⇥4⇣1942⌘

German translation by Matthias Eder: “Die japanische Volkskunde. Ihre 

Vorgeschichte, Entwicklung und gegenwärtige Lage [German: Japanese 

Folklore Studies. History, Development, and Current State].” Asian 
Folklore Studies 3, no. 2 (1944): 1–76.
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JKLMz⇥4{|y}Q◆�⇥4~⌃�Ä⇣⇥4{|ghy} 1948⌘

Unpublished English translation by Fanny Hagin Mayer: A Study of the 
Japanese Folk Tale – Nihon Mukashibanashi no Kenkyu ni Tsuite. 4 

Volumes. Tokyo: Tokyo Univ. Graduate School Department of Japanese

Literature, 1955. One copy is owned by the Institute of Folklore Studies 

at Seijō University. It contains a handwritten note: “This copy of my 

report I place for reference in the hands of Mr. Yanagita. No part of it is 

for publication. Fanny Hagin Mayer April 17, 1955.”

English translation by Fanny Hagin Mayer, based on her unpublished 1955 

translation: The Yanagita Kunio Guide to the Japanese Folk Tale. 

Translated by Fanny Hagin Mayer. Bloomington: Indiana University 

Press, 1983.

Nihon no densetsu �⇥4�Åu⇣ÇÉÑ]ÖÜáà⌘
âOriginally published as �⇥4ä⌃ãuå⇣
⇥4çéOèê⇠ëíìÖÜîÜ⌘)

Partial English translation by David Humphrey “Excerpts from The Legends

of Japan (1929).” Review of Japanese Culture and Society 25 (2013): 

137–151. Nihon no densetsu was originally published by Ars (�⇥⌅) 

under the title Nihon shinwa densetsu shū (�⌧��� !) in 1929 as 

part 8 of the series Nihon jidō bunko (�⌧"#✏$). This is also the 

edition mentioned in the title of this translation. It is, however, not 

entirely clear what exactly has been translated here. According to page 

151, “[t]he following excerpts are from the 1940 reprint of his book The 
Legends of Japan (Nihon no densetsu), originally published in 1929.” 

Page 149, on the other hand, states that the text was originally published 

as Nihon no densetsu �⌧⇡% &by Jīpu-sha ('()⇣) in 1950, while 
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the translation itself is based on an edition published by Shinchōsha (*
+⇣) in 1988, even though such an edition does not seem to appear in 

the catalog of the National Diet Library or any other catalog consulted 

for this bibliography. The closest existing edition by Shinchōsha seems 

to be from 1977.

Nihon no mukashibanashi �⇥4�~⌃⇣

First published by Ars �⇥⌅◆as part 11 of its series Nihon jidō bunko �⌧
"#✏$◆in 1930 under the title Nihon mukashibanashi shū (jō) �⌧,�!
-./ then again in the same year and by the same publisher under the title

under the title Nihon no mukashibanashi. The contents of these two editions

are identical. The text was then re-published under the same title by

Shun’yōdō 012◆in 1934, by Mikuni Shobō 3456◆in 1941, by Jīpu-sha

'()⇣ in 1950, and by Kadokawa Shoten 7859 in 1953. The

contents vary slightly, as minor corrections and revisions were made

between editions. The 1941 edition and all following editions based on it

contain a new foreword by Yanagita titled Shinteiban no hajime ni *:;⇡
<=>◆(“Preface to the revised edition”).

In 1960, Kadokawa Shoten released an edition with major revisions and a

slightly different selection of tales under the title Nihon no mukashibanashi:
kaiteiban �⌧⇡,�?@:;A◆(“Japanese Folk Tales – Revised

Edition”).

Two aditional editions, one from 1978 by Ōbunsha B✏⇣◆under the title

Nihon no mukashibanashi – Nihon no Densetsu �⌧⇡,�C�⌧⇡% 
(“Japanese Folk Tales – Japanese Legends”), and one from 1983 by

Shinchōsha *+⇣, were based on older versions of the text from before

1960.
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English translation based on the 1941 Mikuni Shobō edition by Fanny Hagin

Mayer: “Japanese Folk Tales.” Asian Folklore Studies 11, no. 1 (1952): 

i–xii; 1–97. According to the text, this version is based on the Revised 

Edition illustrated by Hattori Aritsune D◆EF◆and by Mikuni shobō in 

1942. Yanagita’s Introduction is dated “August, Showa 16 (1942)”. Both

dates are obviously incorrect, as Shōwa 16 really is 1941 and no 1942 

edition is listed in the catalog of the National Diet Library. It is safe to 

assume that this actually refers to the 1941 edition.

English translation based on the 1941 Mikuni Shobō edition by Fanny Hagin

Mayer: Japanese Folk Tales. Translated by Fanny Hagin Mayer. Tokyo: 

Tokyo News Service, 1954. Reprinted in 1958 and 1961. This edition 

draws heavily from Mayer’s translation that appeared in Asian Folklore 
Studies in 1952 (see above), but also includes an introduction by the 

translator, a preface Upon the Occasion of this Translation by Yanagita, 

as well as Yanagita’s foreword and Illustrations by Kiichi Okamoto G⌧
HI◆from the original 1930 Ars edition. Like the 1952 translation, it 

erroneously lists 1942 as the date of publication for the original text.

Esperanto translation: Japanaj malnovaj rakontoj. Nagoya: Amo-Akademio,

1965.

English translation based on the 1960 Kadokawa edition by Fanny Hagin 

Mayer: Japanese Folk Tales: A Revised Selection. Tokyo: Tokyo News 

Service, 1966. Illustrated by Kei Wakana. Reprinted in 1968, then again 

as: Japanese Folk Tales: A Revised Selection. Asian Folklore and Social 

Life Monographs, XXXVII. Taipei: The Orient Cultural Service, 1972 

(Date of publication erroneously listed as 1971 in some catalogs).

French translation based on the 1960 Kadokawa edition by Genevieve 

Sieffert: Contes du Japon d’autrefois [French: Japanese Tales of Yore]. 

Paris: Publications Orientalistes de France, 1983.

Second edition of the French translation by Genevieve Sieffert: Les yeux 
précieux du serpent: contes. [French: The Precious Eyes of the Snake: 

Tales]. Paris: Serpent à Plumes, 1999.
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Noshi no kigen – Nihon no fuokuroa

��ï�ñ�ó⇥4�òôöõë⌥�úù�û⇣1938⌘

English translation by an anonymous translator: “Gleanings from Japanese 

Folklore.” Contemporary Japan: A Review of Japanese Affairs 7, no. 3 

(1938): 437–448. Some articles in this journal are explicitly marked as 

translations “by an Associate of Contemporary Japan.” This one is not, 

nor does it provide any other information, making it hard to ascertain 

how the translation came into being and to what degree Yanagita himself

was involved with it.

Sanson seikatsu no kenkyū �ü2 3�#$⇣�^Å`�} 1937⌘

Yanagita, Kunio, ed. A Study in the Life of Mountain Villages. Translated by

Masanori Takatsuka. Kentucky Press Microcards Series A, Modern 

Language Series 1. English edition edited by George K. Brady. 

Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1954. Some library catalogs 

list the title as Studies in Mountain Village Life. A printed version of this 

book, also under the title Studies in Mountain Village Life, was published

by the same publisher in 1950.

Senzo no hanashi �†°�⌃⇣./01 1946⌘

English translation by Fanny Hagin Mayer and Yasuyo Ishiwara. About Our
Ancestors: The Japanese Family System. New York: Greenwood, 1988. 

Reprint of About Our Ancestors: The Japanese Family System. Japan 

Society for the Promotion of Science, 1970.

Tōno monogatari �¢£§•⇣1910⌘

Partial French translation by Ryōji Nakamura and René de Ceccatty: 

“Contes de Tōno [French: Tales from Tōno].” In Mille Ans de littérature
japonaise – une anthologie du VIIIe au XVIIIe siècle, 263–269. Editions 

de la Différence, 1982.
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English translation by Shizuo Toda: Tono Monogatari: Folklore and 
Tradition in the Tono Districts. Sendai, 1983.

English translation by Ronald A. Morse: The Legends of Tono. Third 

edition. Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2008. First Edition published 

by the Japan Foundation in 1975. Second Edition published by the Tono 

UNESCO Association in 1991.

Spanish translation by Mariló Rodríguez del Alisal: Mitos Populares de 
Japón: Leyendas de Tōno [Spanish: Popular Myths of Japan: Legends of
Tono]. Madrid: Quaterni, 2013.

German translation by Burkhard Kling, based on the English translation 

from 2008 by Ronald A. Morse: Geschichten aus Tono - Tono 
monogatari [German: Tales from Tono – Tono Monogatari]. Worms: 

Wernersche Verlagsgesellschaft, 2014.

Tōno monogatari shūi

�¢£§•◆¶ßh⇣/�¢£§•®©⇣™´#$] 1935⌘

English Translation by Ronald A. Morse with illustrations by Marjorie C. 

Leggitt: Folk Legends from Tono: Japan’s Spirits, Deities, and 
Phantastic Creatures. Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield 

Publishing Group, Inc, 2015.

Yama no jinsei �ü�⌧ ⇣¨⇥≠Æ] 1925⌘

Partial Spanish translation byVirginia Meza Hernández: “La vida en las 

montañas [Spanish: Life in the Mountains].” Estudios de Asia y África 

40, no. 2 (2005): 395–403.
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Yōkai dangi �Ø∞û±⇣≤+] 1956⌘

Partial, annotated German translation by Ursula Hüge: “Rede über 

unheimliche Erscheinungen. Yanagita Kunio zur Welt des 

Übernatürlichen. Eine kommentierte Übersetzung aus Yōkai dangi von 

Yanagita Kunio [German: Talking About Uncanny Phenomena. 

Yanagita Kunio on the World of the Supernatural. An Annotated 

Translation of Selected Parts of Yanagita Kunio’s Yōkai dangi].” M.A. 

thesis, Tübingen, 1998.

Other Works Published Under Yanagita’s Name

“The Japanese Atlantis.” Contemporary Japan: A Review of Japanese 
Affairs 3, no. 1 (1934): 34–39. This text bears some similarities to 

Yanagita’s Kōraijima no densetsu (JKLMNOPQ1R 1S 1933T, 

later included in OM⇡�UQVW⇣ 1951T), but these seem 

superficial at best. The Japanese text is much longer, while the English 

one contains both material not found in the Japanese one and parts that 

were obviously written with a non-Japanese readership in mind. The 

journal itself provides no further information on the text whatsoever and 

mentions neither a translator nor a source text.

“Opportunities for Folklore Research in Japan.” In Studies in Japanese 
Folklore, edited by Richard M. Dorson, 50–53. Bloomington, 1963. 

According to the text, this is a summary of Yanagita’s remarks during an

interview with Fanny Hagin Mayer in 1957.
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Centers & Resources

Christian Goehlert

Introduction

Folklore studies is a diffuse field of study in Japan. The number of

university courses on folklore, the variety of folklore research groups, the

local museums and archives, and the various study groups reflects this

diversity. This guide introduces but a few of the more prominent and

influential institutions and groups, including those that are particularly

active in international exchange. A more comprehensive list of folklore

related groups and institutions, including many smaller and regional ones

that are beyond the scope of this guide, can be found on the official website

of the Folklore Society of Japan at www.fsjnet.jp.

As of June 2021, another extensive list of resources and institutions is

also being compiled by the International Society for Ethnology and Folklore

(SIEF) and the American Folklore Society (AFS). It will include a large
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Centers & Resources.” In Yanagita Kunio and Japanese Folklore Studies in the 

21st Century, edited by Ronald A. Morse and Christian Goehlert, Second Revised 
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number of Japanese institutions and is scheduled to be made available at

www.afsnet.org and www.siefhome.org by the end of 2021.

Note that not all of the names of the institutions and associations listed in

this have official English translations. The same holds true for their various

publications. This guide lists the official English names where they were

available and provides approximate translations where they were not.

Furthermore, some of the smaller associations and groups do not

maintain permanent offices, making them hard to contact. This list provides

the most recent available contact information. When trying to contact

smaller groups, it might be advisable to ask for an introduction from a larger

institution.

Research Institutions

Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture

at Kanagawa University (�⇥⇤⌅⇧⌃⌥� ⌦↵���)

What was founded in 1921 as the “Attic Museum Society” by Shibuzawa

Keizō (�⇥⇤⌅ , 1896–1963) has grown into one of the largest and most

important centers of folklore studies in Japan. The Institute is best known

for its research on material folk culture.

The institute’s impressive library houses several personal collections. A

number of older texts and resources dating back to the Edo and Meiji

periods have been digit ized and can be viewed online at:

http://jominken.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/books/. Other notable parts of the

institute’s collection include photographs, films, as well as a considerable

number of artifacts.

The institute publishes two journals: History and Folklore (⇧⌃⌥� ),

which serves as its annual bulletin, and Mingu [folk implements] Monthly (�
⌦↵���✏), which reflects its focus on folk crafts.

The International Center for Folk Culture Studies and the Research

Center for Non-written Cultural Materials are affiliated with the Institute.

Both take a slightly more international approach than the parent institute,
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which makes them attractive to foreign scholars. Publications are available

online: http://himoji.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/publication/

Contact Information (Institute for the Study of Japanese Folk Culture)

Address: 221-8686
Kanagawa-Ken, Yokohama-Shi, Kanagawa-Ku
Rokukakubashi 3-27-1

Phone: +81-(0)45-481-5661

Fax: +81-(0)45-413-4151

Web (English): http://jominken.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/en/

Web (Japanese): http://jominken.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/

Contact Information (International Center for Folk Culture Studies)

Web (English): http://icfcs.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/en/

Web (Japanese): http://icfcs.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/

Contact Information (Research Center for Nonwritten Cultural Materials)

Web (English): http://himoji.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/en/

Web (Japanese): http://himoji.kanagawa-u.ac.jp/

Institute of Folklore Studies (✏⇣⌅⇧ ⌘⇧���), the 

Yanagita Kunio Library Collection and the Center for Glocal 

Studies at Seijō University in Tokyo

Overview

The Institute of Folklore Studies at Seijō University in Tokyo is

undoubtedly one of the most important centers of folkloristic research in

Japan. What sets it apart from similar institutions at other universities is its

close relationship with Yanagita Kunio, whose personal collection of books

and materials makes up the core of its library.
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History

What is now known as the Institute of Folklore Studies can be traced back to

1957, when Yanagita Kunio, who lived in Seijō, decided to move a part of

his library to Seijō University. When Yanagita died in 1962, the university

formally inherited all of his materials and established the Yanagita Kunio

Library Collection (⇣⌘✓◆). The donation of the libraries of Hori Ichirō

in 1974 and Saeki Arikiyo between 1995 and 1997 further bolstered the

institute’s already formidable collection.

Activities

The Institute of Folklore Studies conducts and coordinates research projects

and publishes their results, it collects resources and materials related to the

study of Japanese folk culture, it facilitates collaboration and academic

exchange between scholars of various fields and institutions, and it

organizes exhibitions both on Yanagita Kunio and on folklore topics. The

Institute also hosts a number of symposia and workshops.

While folklore is the main focus of the institute’s activities, it fosters

exchanges between scholars from many related fields, such as history,

cultural anthropology, and Japanese literature, creating a modern

interdisciplinary research environment. The founding of the Center for

Glocal Studies under the auspices of the Institute of Folklore Studies in 2008

demonstrated a growing interest in both international exchange and

interdisciplinary dialogue within the humanities and social sciences.

Publications

Apart from a considerable number of monographs and its quarterly

Newsletter of the Institute of Folklore Studies (� ��⌫⇠⇡✏�), the

Institute of Folklore Studies publishes a yearly bulletin, the Bulletin of the

Institute of Folklore Studies (⇢�⌧� ��⌫��). This bulletin

was first published since 1977, when it superseded the earlier Traditional

Culture (� ✓!), which had been published from 1960 to 1976. The

series Writings from the Provinces ("#$%), which was published yearly
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between 1984 and 1996, contains previously unpublished handwritten

research notes. The annual Folk Culture (&�✓!) is a smaller publication

that serves as a forum for the institute’s graduate students and provides them

with an opportunity to present their research to a wider audience. The series

Reports of the institute of Folklore Studies (��'() contains catalogs of

the institute’s exhibitions. An overview of the institute’s various

publications, along with the tables of contents of its periodicals is available

at www.seijo.ac.jp/research/folklore/publications/.

Library Resources

The Yanagita Kunio Library Collection makes up about half of the

institute’s library holdings of around 77,000 items. Other substantial

contributions include the Hori Library Collection (10,000 items), the Saeki

Library Collection (8,000 items), the Hirayama Library Collection (14,000

items), as well as sizable donations by the cultural anthropologist Noguchi

Takenori ()*+,) (2,000 items) and the Folklore Society of Japan (8,000

items). The Institute constantly expands its collection not only with

folkloristic works, but also with materials from related fields such as history,

religious studies, or anthropology. Apart from textual materials, the institute

also holds around 250 artifacts, 1,500 folk toys, and a large number of

photographs, many of them depicting Yanagita Kunio.

The Yanagita Kunio Library Collection (✓◆⌦)

The Yanagita Kunio Library Collection comprises around 37,000 items,

including periodicals. It represents almost the entirety of materials collected

by Yanagita in his lifetime—only a small number of items were donated to

institutions other than Seijō University. Materials concerned with

agricultural policy went to the Imperial Agricultural Association (-#.
/ ), while several works on Japanese dialects are being kept at Keiō

University.

Yanagita’s library is ordered according to unique classification system

based on suggestions made by Yanagita himself. The collection contains a

large number of works from a wide variety of scholarly fields. Cultural
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anthropology and history are particularly well represented. Around 1,500 of

the books as well as many of the periodicals are written in foreign

languages. In Yanagita’s day, his collection was one of the finest and most

comprehensive of its kind in all of Japan, and even today, it remains an

impressive document to his intellectual stature.

When it comes to Yanagita studies, his library is an invaluable resource.

It includes a large number of notes and manuscripts in his own hand, some

of them dating back to his time as a student. Many of his books contain

notes and comments from Yanagita, who had developed a unique system of

symbols to annotate the texts he was reading.

Cataloging the collection took a massive effort. The first Catalog of the

Yanagita Kunio Library Collection (⇣⌘✓◆0%12) was completed by

Seijō University professors Ōto Tokihiko and Kamata Hisako in 1967. The

Expanded and Revised Catalog of the Yanagita Kunio Library Collection

(34567⇣⌘✓◆0%12) followed in 2003. Today, the entire

collection can be searched online in the Seijō University Library OPAC at

https://opac.lib.seijo.ac.jp.

The Hori Library Collection (�⌦), the Saeki Library Collection

(�⌫⌦), and the Hirayama Library Collection (⇠⇡⌦)

The Hori Library Collection is the library of Tokyo University scholar Hori

Ichirō (89:, 1910–1974), the first head of the Seijō Folklore Institute.

Hori is best known as an expert on Japanese religions, and his collection

reflects his research interests with a great number of works on Buddhism,

Shintoism, folk religion and similar topics. In total, the collection comprises

around 10,000 items. Among these are 3,600 Japanese books, 640 books in

foreign languages and a large number of periodicals.

Saeki Arikiyo (;<=>, 1925–2005) was a historian who specialized in

the ancient history of Japan. His collection contains around 8,000 items,

most of them Japanese monographs.

Hirayama Toshijirō (?@AB:, 1913–2007) was one of Yanagita

Kunios most prominent students and later became the third head of the Seijō
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Folklore Institute. His collection of around 14,000 items contains works on

folklore and history, as well as a sizable number of rare and valuable books.

The original Catalog of the Hori Library Collection (8✓◆0%12)

was published in 1977, the Expanded and Revised Catalog of the Hori

Library Collection (345678✓◆0%12) in 2005. Its counterpart

for the Saeki Library Collection is t h e Catalog of the Saeki Library

Collection (;<✓◆0%12), published in 2000.

Like the Yanagita Library Collection, all of these collections are now

se a rc ha b le t h rou g h the Un iv e r s i t y L i b ra ry’s O P A C a t

https://opac.lib.seijo.ac.jp.

Contact Information

Address: 157-8511
Tokyo-To, Setagaya-Ku
Seijo 6-1-20

Phone: +81-(0)3-3482-9097

Phone: +81-(0)3-3482-9098

Mail: minken@seijo.ac.jp

Contact form: https://business.form-mailer.jp/fms/1b2d37a1114965business.form-
mailer.jp/fms/1b2d37a1114965

Web (English): https://www.seijo.ac.jp/en/research/institutes/folklore.html

Web (Japanese): https://www.seijo.ac.jp/research/folklore/

The Center for Glocal Studies at Seijō University

The Center for Glocal Studies (CGS), founded as part of the Institute of

Folklore Studies in 2008 became independent in 2011. The Center focuses

on the interdependencies between globalization and localization or the

center (western society) and the periphery (non-western societies). The

Center has an interdisciplinary and international focus. Working papers are

available at https://www.seijo.ac.jp/research/glocal-center/publications/cgs-

working-paper/index.html. A number of conference reports as well as a

s e v e r a l o t h e r p u b l i c a t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e a t .

https://www.seijo.ac.jp/research/glocal-center/publications/index.html.
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Contact Information

Address: 157-8511
Tokyo-To, Setagaya-Ku
Seijo 6-1-20

Phone: +81-(0)3-3482-1497

Contact form https://www.iqform.jp/seijogakuen/sp/enquete/glocalstudies/

Web (English): https://www.seijo.ac.jp/en/research/institutes/glocal.html

Web (Japanese): https://www.seijo.ac.jp/research/glocal-center/

International Research Center for Japanese Studies

(⇢�⌃⌥⌦↵��⌧���)

While not a folklore institution as such, no list of Japanese research centers

would be complete without mentioning Nichibunken, the International

Research Center for Japanese Studies in Kyoto. It is one of the primary

centers for foreign humanities scholars interested in conducting research on

Japan. It has a large staff of prominent scholars and researchers.

Much like the National Museum of Japanese History, the Center

collaborates closely with the Graduate University for Advanced Studies (C
D��⌧E⌧) to offer courses to graduate students from Japan and

abroad.

Contact Information

Address: 610-1192
Kyoto-Fu, Kyoto-Shi, Nishi-Kyo-Ku
Goryo, Oeyama-Cho 3-2

Phone: +81-(0)75-335-2222

Mail: nichibun-info@nichibun.ac.jp

Web (English): http://www.nichibun.ac.jp/welcome_e.htm

Web (Japanese): http://www.nichibun.ac.jp/

Minakata Kumagusu Archives ( !"#$%&)

The Minakata Kumagusu Archives hold the largest collection of books,

records, and materials relating to naturalist and folklore pioneer Minakata
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Kumagusu (FGHI, 1867–1941). Minakata and Yanagita collaborated for

a while, but had contrasting interests. Manuscripts by him and his personal

library form the core of the collection. Lectures, conferences, and

exhibitions are held regularly to advance the study of Minakata’s life and

work.

Contact Information

Address: 646-0035
Wakayama-Ken, Tanabe-Shi
Nakayashiki-Machi 36

Phone: +81-(0)739-26-9909

Contact form: https://www.minakata.org/contact-2/

Web (Japanese): http://minakata.org

National Museum of Japanese History (⇢'() ⌘*+&)

The National Museum of Japanese History (Kokuritsu Rekishi Minzoku

Hakubutsukan, “National Museum of History and Folklore”) was

established in 1981 and opened to the public in 1983. It houses one of the

finest collections of artifacts and materials on Japanese history, with a heavy

focus on Japanese folk culture, making it particularly interesting to

folklorists. One of its six main galleries and one of its research departments

are dedicated to folklore studies. Since 1999, the Museum has been offering

doctoral programs in folklore, history, and archeology in cooperation with

the Graduate University for Advanced Studies (CD��⌧E⌧).

These programs and the research projects that the museum is involved in

attract scholars from all over Japan and from abroad. This and the museum’s

active promotion of international exchange make it an excellent port of call

for foreign scholars.

The museum also offers a number of online databases. Many of these are

freely available to the public, while several require either registration or can

only be used at the museum itself. These databases can be accessed at

www.rekihaku.ac.jp/english/education_research/index.html.

Contact Information
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Address: 285-8502
Chiba-Ken, Sakura-Shi
Jonai-Machi 117

Phone: +81-(0)43-486-0123

Mail: syomu@ml.rekihaku.ac.jp

Web (English): http://www.rekihaku.ac.jp/english/

Web (Japanese): http://www.rekihaku.ac.jp/

Orikuchi Memorial Institute of Ancient History

at Kokugakuin University

(,-.⌅⇧/0*12345���)

The Orikuchi Memorial Institute, founded in 1966, takes its name from

Orikuchi Shinobu (J*KL, 1887–1953), one of the pioneers of classical

Japanese literature and folklore and a close associate of Yanagita Kunio.

What makes the institute particularly interesting to foreign scholars is its

large collection of resources and materials formerly owned by, or otherwise

connected to Orikuchi Shinobu. This collection comprises around 30,000

items in total, including autographs, letters, photographs, and artifacts.

Much like Yanagita Kunio, Orikuchi used to make a habit of extensively

annotating the books that he had read, making his personal library a unique

and valuable resource not only to folklorists, but also to those interested in

studying Orikuchi himself.

The Institute regularly publishes the Bulletin of the Orikuchi Memorial

Institute of Ancient History (J*MNOPQR��⌫��).

Contact Information

Address: 150-8440
Tokyo-To, Shibuya-Ku
Higashi 4-10-28

Web (Japanese): http://www2.kokugakuin.ac.jp/~ogawana/orikuchi.htm
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Tōno Municipal Museum (678'*+&) and Other 

Institutions in Tōno

The Tōno Municipal Museum was opened to the public 1980 as part of an

ambitious regional revitalization scheme. In 2009, the entire exhibition was

renewed and reopened in its current form. It mainly focusses on Tōno

monogatari and oral tradition in general, regional folklore, as well as the

discipline of folklore studies and its three pioneers Yanagita Kunio, Sasaki

Kizen (;STUV, 1886–1933), and Inō Kanori (WXYZ, 1867–1925).

It is the centerpiece of a network of similar and related institutions in

Tōno, including an exhibition of folk tales ([ \ 0), an exhibition on

Yanagita Kunio (⇣⌘]^_`a) and the Tōno folk theatre and lecture hall

(b)c). Also notable is the Tōno Municipal Library (b)def%a)

with its collection of materials on local folklore and history.

The Tōno Cultural Research Center ( b ) ✓ ! � � g � h ✏),

established in 2011 to coordinate and expand the city’s cultural and

scholarly activities, has ceased operations in March 2021. As of July 2021, it

remains unclear if its activities will continue under the auspices of a

different institution.

Contact Information (Tōno Municipal Museum)

Address: 028-0515
Iwate-Ken, Tono-Shi
Higashidate-Cho 3-9

Phone: +81-(0)198-62-2340

Web (Japanese): https://tonojikan.jp/kanko/hakubutsukan.php

Associations and Study Groups

Association of Woman Folklorists (9: ⌘⇧��;)

In 1946, the Association of Woman Folklorists (ij� ��/),

colloquially known as the Women’s Group (ik/), was formed out of a
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loose association of woman folklorists who had begun to meet and discuss

their work in the late 1930s. Some see this as a forum for scholars who

specialize in ‘women’s folklore,’ while others see it as an association of

folklorists who happen to be women. The journal Women and Experience

(ij⌥lm), has articles on modern folklore studies. The tables of contents

of previous issues are available online at http://www.iwata-

shoin.co.jp/bookdata/za0027.htm.

The Association currently does not maintain an online presence.

Folklore Society of Japan (⌃⌥ ⌘⇧;)

The Folklore Society of Japan is the most influential folklore association in

Japan. It was founded in 1949 to supersede the Society for Folk Traditions

(�no k/) , which had existed since 1935. Its yearly conferences,

usually held in October, draw folklorists and scholars from related

disciplines from all over Japan. Recent years have seen an increase in

interdisciplinary work presented at these conferences, reflecting a trend that

can be observed throughout the field.

The Folklore Society has published a number of different journals over

the years, each of which has been a leading publication in the field of

folklore studies. Folk Traditions (�no ) served as a monthly bulletin for

the society from the very beginning and was published until 1983. It was,

however, superseded as the official bulletin when the society started

publishing the quarterly Japanese Folklore (pq� ) in 1953. Japanese

Folklore was in turn superseded by the bimonthly Bulletin of the Folklore

Society of Japan (pq� /'). In 1970, the title was changed back to

Japanese Folklore (pq� ). Under this title and with the English

subtitle Bulletin of the Folklore Society of Japan has it been published

quarterly ever since. It is regarded as the most important folkloristic journal

in Japan. Of particular interest are the special issues published every three

years under the title Research Trends (� � r s t), which list and

summarize the research and publications of the past three years, making

them a convenient way to read up on any given folkloristic topic.

I n f o r m a t i o n o n t h e s e p u b l i c a t i o n s i s a v a i l a b l e a t

http://www.fsjnet.jp/periodical/backnumber.html.
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Another valuable resource provided by the Folklore Society of Japan is

its collection of databases. These include a list of university folklore

institutes and programs: http://www.fsjnet.jp/education/educ_data.html; a

l i s t o f f o l k l o r i s t i c a s s o c i a t i o n s a n d s t u d y g r o u p s

http://www.fsjnet.jp/links/links1.html; and a list of museums, collections,

and archives: http://www.fsjnet.jp/links/links2.html.

Contact Information

Address: 113-0034
Tokyo-To, Bunkyo-Ku
Yushima 4-12-3

Phone: +81-(0)3-5815-2265

Mail: folklore@post.nifty.jp

Web (English): http://www.fsjnet.jp/en/index_e.html

Web (Japanese): http://www.fsjnet.jp/

Japanese Association for Studies of Religious Folklore

(⌃⌥<= ⌘⇧;)

While the Japanese Association for Studies of Religious Folklore bears the

term folklore in its name, it actually boasts a diverse membership, including

scholars from a large number of fields such as folklore, literature, history,

religious studies, cultural anthropology, and sociology. The presentations at

its annual conference and the articles in its yearly journal Studies in

Religious Folklore (uv� ��) reflect this diversity. The tables of

c o n t e n t s o f t h i s j o u r n a l c a n b e a c c e s s e d o n l i n e a t

http://religiousfolklore.in.coocan.jp/sub5.html.
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Contact Information

Address: 603-8143
Kyoto-Shi, Kita-Ku,
Koyama Kami-Fusa-Cho
Otani University

Phone: +81-(0)75-432-3131

Mail: nichisyuumin@gmail.com

Web (Japanese): http://religiousfolklore.in.coocan.jp/index.htm

Research Group on Everyday Life and Culture

(⌃�>⌦↵��;)

The Everyday Life and Culture Research Society was established in 2014

with the goal to incorporate newer theoretical approaches into folkloristic

and anthropological research and to foster cooperation between researchers

from Japan, Korea and China.

Since 2015, the society has published Nichijō to Bunka – Everyday Life

and Culture, a yearly journal with articles in Japanese, Korean, and Chinese.

Issues are being made available online with a moving wall of one year at

http://park.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/alltag/journal/.

Contact Information

Address: 153-8902
Tokyo-To, Meguro-Ku
Komaba 3-8-1
Tokyo University Bldg 14

Web (Japanese): http://park.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/alltag/

Japanese Society of Cultural Anthropology (⌃⌥⌦↵?@⇧;)

The Japanese Society of Cultural Anthropology is not primarily concerned

with Japanese folklore, but folkloristic topics do occasionally crop up in the

work of its members. It publishes the Japanese Review of Cultural

Anthropology. T a b l e s o f c o n t en t s a r e a v a i l a b l e at

http://www.jasca.org/publication-e/jrca-e2.html.
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Contact Information

Address: 108-0073
Tokyo-To, Minato-Ku
Mita 2-1-1-813

Phone: +81-(0)75-432-3131

Mail: hoya@jasca.org

Web (English): http://www.jasca.org/index-e.html

Web (Japanese): http://www.jasca.org

Society for Folk Narrative Research of Japan

(⌃⌥0A⌦B⇧;)

The Society for Folk Narrative Research of Japan was founded in 1977. Its

activities cover oral literature in Japan in all its aspects. The tables of

contents of the society's annual journal, Studies in Oral Literature

( *  ✓ w � �), can be accessed at https://www.ko-sho.org/

page/activity/kikanshi/index.html, many older articles are available as open

access publications.

Contact Information

Address: 168-8508
Tokyo-To, Suginami-Ku
Omiya 2-19-1
Takachiho University

Phone: +81-(0)3-3317-4077

Fax: +81-(0)3-3313-9034

Mail: info@ko-sho.org

Web (Japanese): https://www.ko-sho.org/index.html

Society for MINGU of Japan (⌃⌥ C⇧;)

The Society for MINGU [folk implements] of Japan focuses on material folk

culture in all its aspects. Since its foundation in 1976, it has served as a

forum for scholars who conduct research on all kinds of tools, toys, artifacts

and crafts in Japanese folk culture. Its offices are located at the Institute for
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the Study of Japanese Folk Culture at Kanagawa University (see above). It

publishes a bi-annual journal, Studies in MINGU (�⌦��). The tables of

contents are available at http://www.mingu-gakkai.com/kaishi_back.php.

Contact Information

Address: 221-8686
Kanagawa-Ken, Yokohama-Shi, Kanagawa-Ku
Rokukakubashi 3-27-1
Kanagawa University

Phone: +81-(0)45-481-5661

Web (Japanese): http://www.mingu-gakkai.com/

Society of Folk Performing Arts ( ⌘BD⇧;)

The Society of Folk Performing Arts, affiliated with Waseda University,

focuses on the study of all kinds of popular performing arts, be they folk

theatre, folk music, folk song, or any other kind of entertainment. It

publishes Studies in Folk Performing Arts (� wX��) , a bi-annual

j o u r n a l . T h e t a b l e s o f c o n t e n t s a r e a v a i l a b l e a t

https://www.minzokugeino.com/journal/list.

Contact Information

Address: 169-8050
Tokyo-To, Shinjuku-Ku
Waseda 1-6-1
Waseda University, Engeki Hakubutsukan

Phone: +81-(0)3-3208-0325

Mail: office@minzokugeino.com 

Web (Japanese): http://minzokugeino.com

Society of Living Folklore at Tsukuba University

(E5 ⌘⇧;)

What sets the Society of Living Folklore apart from other associations is its

explicitly contemporary and interdisciplinary approach to folklore and folk

life. It wants to transcend the pioneers of the field and establish folklore
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studies as a modern scholarly discipline within the framework of the

humanities and social sciences. To that end, it fosters interdisciplinary

dialogue and international exchange.

The Society publishes an annual journal, the Journal of Living Folklore

(xR� ��). The tables of contents can be accessed online at http://

www.gendaiminzoku.com/journal.html.

Contact Information

Address: 305-8577
Ibaraki-Ken, Tsukuba-Shi
Tennodai 1-1-1 Tsukuba University

Mail: mail@gendaiminzoku.com

Web (Japanese): http://www.gendaiminzoku.com/

Other Groups and Institutions Concerned with

Yanagita Kunio

Notable smaller resources on Yanagita Kunio include the blog of scholar

Oda Tomihide at http://www.people.co.jp/oda/index.php/, as well as the

books published by the Yanagita Kunio Study Group (⇣⌘#^��/),

even though the group itself does not currently maintain an office or a web

presence.

Two Yanagita Kunio memorial facilities are particularly notable: The

Yanagita Kunio / Matsuoka Family Memorial House (yz{e⇣⌘]^7
|}~OPa) in Fukasaki and Yanagita’s former Seijō home that was

relocated to Iida where it is now part of the Iida City Museum (⇣⌘#^a).

The latter also serves as the base of operations for the Yanagita

Memorial and Ina Folklore Institute (⇣⌘]^OPW�� ��⌫), a

local group of both professional and amateur folklorists that was founded in

1990 and that conducts research on Yanagita as well as on local folklore.

The group publishes the quarterly journal Ina Folklore (W�� , tables of

contents available at http://inaminkenhome.blogspot.com/p/blog-

page_16.html), the yearly bulletin The Ina Folklore Institute (W�� ��,
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tables of contents available at http://inaminkenhome.blogspot.com/p/blog-

page_20.html) as well as various monographs. It also maintains a Youtube

c h a n n e l a t h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / c h a n n e l /

UCMyZs1Mgjni4yWB4ThASX_w.

Contact Information (Yanagita Kunio / Matsuoka Familiy Memorial House)

Address: 679-2204
Hyogo-Ken, Kanzaki-Gun
Fukusaki-Cho 1038-12

Phone: +81-(0)790-22-1000

Mail: kinenkan@town.fukusaki.lg.jp

Web (Japanese): http://www.town.fukusaki.hyogo.jp/html/kinenkan/index.html

Contact Information (Iida City Museum)

Address: 395-0034
Nagano-Ken, Iida-Shi
Ote-Machi 2-655-7

Phone: +81-(0)265-22-8118

Fax: +81-(0)265-22-5252

Contact form: https://www.iida-museum.org/inquiry/

Web (Japanese): https://www.iida-museum.org/link/yanagida.html

Contact Information (Yanagita Kunio Memorial and Ina Folklore Institute)

Address: See Iida City Museum

Phone: See Iida City Museum

Mail: inaminken@gmail.com

Web (Japanese): https://inaminkenhome.blogspot.com/
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